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CITOYENNE JACQUELINE.

CHAPTER XVI.

SUMMER LIFE IN THE PRISONS —GHOSTS IN THE

LUXEMBOURG.

IHE Luxembourg, the Abbaye, La Force,

the Chatelet, and six or eight other

prisons in Paris, down to the Concier-

gerie, might now be said, in the Hght

of the growing Ucence and disorder of the city,

to be elegant retreats. People were, however, a

little distrustful, and were anxious to get out of

them, since the massacres of last September, now

nearly a year ago. And besides, the tumbril was
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CITOYENNE JACQUELINE.

Still in attendance, though it now rattled to the

gate only once or twice a week, and carried away

no more than two or three persons at a time. But

the French, as a rule, are strong nerved and con-

tented, so they made the best of these prisons,

and introduced into them their state ceremonial

and their amusements.

In the middle of the summer of 1793 there

were not above two or three thousand prisoners,

and while the number was limited the company

was naturally select. It consisted largely of ex-

royalists, both nobles and people; mechanics from

Lyons and Bordeaux, peasants from La Vendee,

and a sprinkling of Lafayettists and Girondists.

The etiquette between these widely -separated

classes was easily settled and maintained. The

quality, indeed, took pride in bestowing largesses

on the people, and retaining them as their de-

pendants.

The prisoners purchased their meals, which were

wholesome if somewhat frugal. They were sur-

rounded with a halo of romance, for they were

eaten by these ductile men and women just as
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children eat a tartlne out of tinfoil, making believe

it is cake and pudding, served up on solid silver.

The attendants, though they styled Marquises and

Baronnes Citoyens and Citoyennes, were over-

come and borne down by the old supremacy, very

much as the natives of Faye were frightened by

Diane Ligny. They were amused, too, by the

novelty of their position, and entertained by the

sights they saw ; and before their work became too

hard and horribly complicated by the presence

of the moutons—the prison spies,—they were in

general good-natured gaolers.

In the evenings, the old card-tables were ranged,

and the old circles of magnificent women, with

grand deferential men leaning over their chairs,

were formed. The toilets were the more re-

cherche from the additional time allowed for their

study, and the necessity of greater invention to

produce variety in scanty wardrobes. At fixed

hours, delicate hands were busy in public with

purfling, tatting, and other pretty manoeuvres,

which the men's eyes watched curiously and ad-

miringly. They were busier still in private on
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taffetas and cashmere, crape and gauze. This

frippery they could not send out, and there were

not more than two or three dressmakers and

milHners in durance to subject the materials to

professional skill.

The cultivation of the mind was not neglected.

The aristocratic prisoners had taken a disgust at

the feasts of good morals and the sensibilities

which had led to the degradation of their rank

and the martyrdom of their king. There was a

marked return among them to the caustic sarcasms

and scientific mania of such bureaux as Madame

Dudevant's. They ignored any expression of ear-

nestness and emotion, and replaced it by well-bred

scorn. Incarcerated savants offered lectures on

chemistry and astronomy to improve the time in the

evenings, and the se'ances were attended by large

and applauding audiences, who declared them-

selves much edified by the severe acquirements

thus obligingly and by short roads brought home

to them. Persons of taste more purely literar}-

were indulged with readings from Boileau's cri-

tiques and Voltaire's "Merope;" and the light,
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frolicsome Celestines and Augustes revelled in

charades and bouts-rime's.

The French have always had a talent for friend-

ship, a turn for gallantry ;—but the friendships and

loves of the summer prisons were witty compacts

or frivolous liaisons.

St. Lazar and the Luxembourg were reckoned

the most aristocratic prisons. In the afternoons,

when the inmates took their airings in the court-

yards, neither Longchamps of old nor the Tuile-

ries alleys showed more camellia-like human blos-

soms. Not only did the friends of the prisoners

haunt the yellowing foliage of the Luxembourg

gardens, but flocks of bourgeois, workmen, va-

grants, sans-culottes, even insolent amazons of

tricoteuses, paraded the walks to catch a faint

reflection of the old unrivalled dignity and grace

of their masters.

When a new prisoner arrived, if he was of the

privileged order, the circles received him with

courteous ceremony, and, rising to greet him, ad-

mitted him formally into their society.

There was one perceptible difference between
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the life in these prison corridors and the life

in the old chateaux. There was from the first a

slight air of ghostliness about the circles, which

all their pride and their compliments could not

conceal ; a cold, faded, haggard mockery hovered

over their attempts at display and good fellowship.

Monsieur de Faye was in good company, but

somehow he had got out of the way of relishing

it. Not a man there had a grander air; but he

could not fall again into the old round, as when

he went every afternoon to kiss Madame's hand,

and play cards with her and his daughter at the

Tour de Faye. Those around him, however, were,

for the most part, of a younger generation. He

missed his sombre room, its trophies and its

studies ; the hamlet, its men, women, and child-

ren ; the demesne, and the bocage, where he

had followed the chase ; the marsh, where he had

shot snipes and wild ducks. He missed old,

vinegar-faced, devoted Paul. He missed Maitre

Michel and Madame ; and, above all, he missed

Jacqueline. He missed her so terribly that he

never asked himself what was the great drear)-
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blank in his life. There was nothing in the old

palace of the Luxembourg to make up for these

wants.

Monsieur took snuff and was gallant and philo-

sophic, languidly holding himself aloof from his

fellows. Still he would chat and play tric-trac

sometimes with an old acquaintance, once Com-

mandant but now Citoyen Bethune, a wiry, un-

tameable little man, who loved to make points

—

points in a game, points in a grievance, points in

his own trade of fortification, which, like the

other trade of kingcraft, was turned upside down.

More frequently Monsieur pondered and gazed

wistfully at the girls with long curls waving to the

waist, trains, and ne'glige'es, whose Court was a

prison, but whose chatter never ceased any more

than girls' chatter ceased in the old days at Ver-

sailles or Marly. A more wearisome confinement

this t?ian when old acquaintances in the King's

and the Emperor's armies were forced to give and

take arrests in Alsace or Westphalia, and were

accustomed to let each other home on parole for

the vintage.
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All at once Monsieur roused himself, and be-

came interested, even vigilant. Had the suspi-

cions of prison plots, which were afterwards so

lively and powerful, existed then, Monsieur might

have been watched, or accused without any pre-

liminary of meditating the deepest, most diabolical

treason against the Convention. Yet he had re-

ceived no token from the world without. He had

found no note baked into his roll ; he had no

confection-box or snuff-box presented to him, pro-

vided with a secret spring, and disclosing to the

proper person the arms of the royal family and

the credentials of a leader in the loyal cause

;

he had not so much as i:)icked up a bouquet

with the flowers arranged in an emblematic de-

vice. All Monsieur's animation arose from cer-

tain invitations to supper, which one corridor was

in the habit of politely despatching to another,

and in virtue of which Monsieur, with other gen-

tlemen in attendance on the ladies of the corridor

blanc, went to visit the occupants of the corridor

bleu.

There was nothing in the corridor bleu or its
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inmates to make an impression on a stranger.

The same table, tabourets, and dishes ; another

president to be sure, but so like the other, that he

might have been a twin brother. The company

might have been the same, but with different

names. The echo of the light, guarded, genteel

conversation was alike. Still Monsieur showed

himself unaccountably attracted to the corridor

bleu. His attention rested without fail on a dark

corner to the right of the president, since the par-

ticular evening when the corridors were paying

and receiving a visit, and a dame or demoiselle

—a late arrival, and alone, they said—was over-

come by the heat, and fainted on the spot.

Monsieur availed himself of every permission

to repair to the corridor bleu, and even incited

Citoyen Commandant Bethune to have his famous

point at tric-trac tried there, so as to afford him

an excuse for being there at other seasons than

meal-times.

The same group, however composed, was always

in the dark corner, with a central figure bending

over an embroidery frame. Monsieur did not
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penetrate the women's phalanx beyond advancing

near enough to see the pose of the figure, and

hear the occasional low, hurried tones of a voice

striking his ear distinctly among all the low voices

of the women there. He did not remonstrate

with the embroideress, as he might have done, on

her risking her health by not taking air in the

court. Only once or twice, when he had stayed

within doors, did he detect a solitary figure steal-

ing along in the outskirts of the company, and

peeping up at the windows of his range of the

building.

At length, one day when Citoyen Bethune

was playing tric-trac in great glee, with an ex-

admiral, in the corridor bleu, Monsieur of the

corridor blanc, instead of remaining a spectator

of the bloodless fight between the old captains

on sea and land, began pacing backwards and

forwards through the length and breadth of the

salle from anteroom to anteroom. Sometimes he

would stop to exchange a word with one or other

of the groups which dotted his way. And by-and-

bye he extended his march, like a sentinel wearied
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of the proscribed bounds, till at last he came quite

close to the working party in the corner.

"You are restless, Monsieur," obsei*ved a gay

voice.

" Yes, Madame ; like a gendarme who is run-

ning down a suspect," Monsieur answered her, as

pleasantly. "Do I disturb you by my march?"

" Not at all ; we, the poor quality, have had

to do with so many of the real gendarmes,

that it will perhaps do us good to mock them

a little."

When Monsieur's next turn brought him to

the back of the seat before the frame, it was

empty. The embroideress had quitted it, and

slipped to the other side of the screen.

Monsieur returned to the ci-devant commandant

and ex-admiral, and stood awhile contemplating

their moves. There was something emphatically

Gallic in their engrossed faces and vivacious

gesticulation. The clatter of the dice was inter-

mingled with cries of " Voila!" "Go, my friend
;

return from where thou hast set out ;" while the

players tapped their foreheads, clasped their hands,
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and clutched dangerously at perruques which were

never yet deranged in a single hair.

A game was ended, and Monsieur interfered

to prevent the beginning of another. " Pardon,

my Commandant ; but perhaps you will permit

me a single word apart on an aftair in which I

wish to have your advice," solicited Monsieur,

blandly.

" With all my heart, Monsieur le Baron," replied

the Commandant, cordially. " I think I know

what it is," he added, as he linked his arm

through Monsieur's, and walked alongside of

him. *' It is the stale fish we got yesterday

:

assuredly we ought to complain. The Conven-

tion may shut us up and guillotine us, but the

dastards have no right to poison us by degrees."

" No, my friend, that is not it," said Mon-

sieur, correcting him. " Have you not remarked

that there is strange company in the Luxem-

bourg?"

" Tredame ! I think we have kept ourselves

tolerably free from the bureaucracie," exclaimed

the confidant, evidently puzzled ;
" but accidents
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will happen. However, as being first here, Mon-

sieur, it is my duty to warn you, that after all

claims have been adjudged by the president,

and even quarterings seen to, no objection

from you can be introduced, without granting

the privilege of a rencontre,—and I fear those

villains of deputies would not allow it, not even

with foils."

"But no rencontre is possible, my friend," ex-

plained the other, speaking as agreeably as ever,

but with a little anxiety, as he tightened his hand

on his companion's shoulder.

" What ! so bad as that !" cried the Commandant,

coming to a standstill and shrugging his shoulders

;

" the company must be low indeed."

" That depends on circumstances. I speak of

ghosts."

" Of ghosts ! my Baron," repeated the Com-

mandant, betrayed into evincing his amazement,

commiseration, and contempt. But recovering

himself instantly, he backed out of the difficulty

with his customary ease and politeness, " Excuse

me, Monsieur, I am a sceptic."
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"And I also," avowed Monsieur, coolly. "But

suppose, for example, there were ghosts in the

Luxembourg," he pursued, unshaken in his equa-

nimity and determination.

" Suppose it if you will," the Commandant said,

affably ;
" there would certainly be a great number

and variety of these honest people, the ghosts,

since the old foundation. The three queens, I

doubt, would not be so pleasant as they were

in life."

"But suppose, again, there was a ghost whom

you had known?"

" That would be joyous among so many

strangers," asserted the Commandant ;
" but, un-

fortunately, Messieurs the Ghosts are not given to

be joyous. I should prefer, for my part, to have

no further communication with that quality, ex-

cept, perhaps, to give them the salute in defiling

past them, they being our advance column."

" But let this ghost have been of your most

cherished relations, of vour own familv ?
"

" Very good ! That is why he is come, I sup-

pose," interrupted the Commandant.
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" Wait, wait, my friend," and Monsieur detained

him gently ;
" this—this relation has also offended

you, wounded you, outraged you?"

" Very possible," acknowledged the Command-

ant blowing his nose with a splendid flourish, by

which he atoned somewhat for the raggedness of his

handkerchief,— for the Commandant's funds were

running low, and he was so happy as to have

neither wife nor daughter in prison to mend his

linen for him.

Monsieur now went to the root of the matter.

" Would it make any difference in the conduct

demanded of a gentleman," he said, "if the

sinner stood in the light of a ghost where the

rules of society had no longer any force, and

where there could be no further satisfaction re-

quired from the guilty?"

" Zounds ! " replied the Commandant, " the dis-

tinction is fine. You see I cannot tell what the

etiquette of ghosts may be,—always supposing

there are ghosts, and that they have an etiquette."

"Would you say now, Monsieur le Command-

ant," so Monsieur put the problem, " that the
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injured man would be free from the laws of

society, that he could relinquish hostilities, for-

give his enemy, and restore his relation to the

old position without loss of honour?"

" I should say," pronounced the Commandant,

carefully, that there were offences which ought to

go down with the offender to the grave, which no

gentleman could forget. But as to sins against

precedence, or place, or the forms of the world,

—when there may be no forms in the next,—

I

should not object to restore a ghost to his grade,

as that goes."

" I thank you, my Commandant," said Monsieur,

accepting the decision gravely and with satisfaction.

" You have answered me well ; I detain you no

longer from your tric-trac."

*' Oh, don't mention it." He waved his hand

in deprecation of his friend's gratitude as he spoke,

and hastened back to the game.

The conversation had terminated where the pro-

menade of the friends was arrested by the screen,

and where they had halted to sum up the dis-

cussion. Monsieur waited till his ally had gone
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to a few yards' distance, and then passed without

hesitation beyond the barrier. " My daughter, my

poor Httle one, do you hear ? you are mine again

since we are here. These prisons are the true

sanctuaries, where all degrees are in train to

cease. But God help you, why are you here?

why did the man suffer it ? and when you are in

the Luxembourg, why do you play at hide-and-

seek ?
"

Jacqueline was in his arms, clinging round his

neck. The bliss was all the more exquisite for

the past pain. The bliss of being forgiven was

sweet, though it was only because her father con-

demned himself as a dying man. If she lived

now to have a child, she would dare to look in

its unconscious face, and not shrink from it as

an unworthy mother, bringing only misfortune

and guilt on its hapless head ; for the condemna-

tion was withdrawn, the debt was cancelled.

Her reconciliation with her father was com-

plete. Monsieur was wonderfully tender to her,

and after he had heard the details of her position,

he forbore the most distant allusion either to her

VOL. III. C
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rebellion, or to her new ties. But he did not

introduce her to his society, he kept apart from it

with her. Unless when the Commandant Bethune,

or any other old acquaintance, voluntarily accosted

him, he did not join his equals.

The story of Jacqueline's me'salliance had

spread through the prison. There had even been

altercations about it. Some independent spirits

were disposed to relax the stringency of their

discipline, adopting Citizen Bethune's sagacious

criterion. They alleged, besides, that it was not

half so great a difficulty as if Mademoiselle de

Faye had been bom of the people ; and then the

registrar had succeeded to the estate, like most

registrars, and his brother had been a deputy to

the Convention, which, it was true, was an abomi-

nable institution, yet nobody could deny its im-

portance.

But there were stancher aristocrats, who regarded

Jacqueline as a leveller of the worst description,

and put her under the ban forthwith and for ever.

" Had she been guilty of any liaison such as a

demoiselle might indulge in ; had she even been
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a dame separated from her husband with e'clat, we

could have borne it ; but to descend from her rank,

forfeit her privileges, fly like an abandoned creature

with a registrar,—she must be utterly lost to

modesty and decency. We would not ride in the

tumbril with her if we could help it. Va ! her

father's heart is broken, he is imbecile," screamed

these aristocrats.

" We will not offend anybody's virtue, my Jac-

queline," observed Monsieur, quietly ; " it is not

reasonable that we should punish them for our sins.

We will say 'Good day' to them peaceably, and

live by ourselves, save when they choose to come

to us."

Jacqueline had become lowly in her own eyes,

but she set all the greater store on Monsieur's

dignity and peace of mind. " Ah ! my noble

father, I have sentenced you to this isolation,"

Jacqueline said, sorrowfully.

" My child, if that were all, it were easily borne,"

said Monsieur, comforting her.

Father and daughter were thus thrown together,

and in a great measure separated from the rest of
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the company. The particular gaoler had sufficient

good nature to transfer Jacqueline to the corridor

blanc. There she sat next her father at table, and

was shielded by him from slight and censure, as

Maitre jMichel had shielded her at Faye from

the rude sauciness of the villagers. She deserted

the embroidery frame to work by him, and

was proud to mend the lace of his cravats and

ruffles, taking immense pains and displa}'ing all

her skill in doing it. Sometimes she worked at

other work, which caused Monsieur to turn aside

and groan in spirit, and which impelled some of

the proud dames to whisper to each other, " Poor

creature I she is, of a tmth, horribly punished." The

rough gaolers, not yet wholly brutalized, were affected

as they looked at her. They loaded her with in-

dulgences, as if she had been the pet of the prison.

One tie France could not renounce, even when

marriage had ceased to be a sacrament, and was

only a legalized system of concubinage. Families

were rent asunder, and children enrolled under

difterent banners ; but still the filial tie remained

sacred, and when it was appealed to, the vilest,
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most savage hearts answered with a throb, showing

that they were still human. As poor Madame

Elizabeth had dressed the hair of the late King

Louis, Jacqueline now dressed the hair of Mon-

sieur, and would even be childishly merry over

the task. The truth was, Jacqueline snatched a

desperate happiness in serving Monsieur, and in

prattling to him of their unique Madame, the old

woman Diane Ligny, and of a thousand other

topics.

She had long ceased to regret her own banish-

ment from the circles into w^hich she had been

born. Sitting by Monsieur, and looking on at the

worldliness, the straitened artificiality, the hollow-

ness, the presumption, and the insane conceit

of many men and women before her, she could

not but contrast it with her experience in the

sphere into Avhich she had fallen. The unworld-

liness, the disinterestedness, of La Sarte and

Maitre Michel, in their rusticity and rigidity,

showed bright and clear beside the daily example

of her elegant neighbours. The warm generosity

of Jonquille, with his fervid flashes of genius, were
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as jewels, uncut and unset, beside paste or glass

polished and put into wrought gold to deceive

the vulgar multitude.

The Durands even were more kindly in their

bourgeois vulgarity than the high people in their

refined artifice. The coquetry of Felicite, though

a spurious, vain, and paltry thing, had at least a

touch of sweet naturalness, as of a child's ex-

travagance and affectation, when contrasted with

the trained, subtle, selfish coquetry— the living

to shine, and not to please—of these women of

the world. Without doubt they presented to

Jacqueline their most heartless side, and perhaps

in their own rooms they too would lean against

windows, weep bitterly, and speak gentle words to

their intimates and the members of their families.

Indeed when the summer of the prison was ended,

and the winter come, many of them threw aside

their follies, and showed that a great deal of what

was noble and true had lingered beneath false

sentiment and scepticism. The old Duchess de

Grammont, while railing at the tribunal which

condemned her, pointed to Madame de Chatelet
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beside her, and said, with an inconceivable

softening of her haughty Jezebel face, " Kill me,

but let this angel go." Madame de Bois Berenger

congratulated her mother that all the family were

under one condemnation, and cried, " Be of good

cheer, my mother ; we all die together."



CHAPTER XVII.

ROUGH ROADS—THE NEW STYLE AND ITS FEAST—THE

LAST OF THE GIRONDISTS—THE HARVEST OF DEATH

IN THE PROVINCES.

fONQUILLE had hidden himself in

a garret in the Faubourg Saint

Martin. He had contrived, by

great ingenuity, and with a hea\7'

risk, that Michel, arriving at his old address,

should be conducted, by many doubles and wind-

ings, to his new lodging. But Jonquille had not

expected to meet his mother. At sight of the

fine, calm old face, the young man did wha?

a Frenchman can do Avithout any imputation

on his manhood—he fell on his knees before

her, "clasped her like a lover," and wetted he:
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face with his tears. " My dear old woman, why-

are you here? Why have you come so far to a

place like this?"

" It was necessary, my boy," declared La

Sarte, not more overcome than her son was, and

recovering herself sooner. "I came to counsel

you, to warn you."

"To counsel and warn, mother? Is it not

too late?"

" I came to tell you that you must put an end

to these horrors," asserted La Sarte, authori-

tatively, and only half attending to Jonquille's

words. "They are neither Christian nor human.

'Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his

blood be shed.'"

" It is quite true, mother," answered Jonqullle

simply, just as he might have done when, as a

little boy, he was examined on his catechism.

"Then why do you not go and tell them so?"

demanded his mother, sharply. " You must go

this moment, Jonquille, or you will be held con-

senting to the deed. You were always facile, Jon-

quille."
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*' Was I facile, mother ?" he asked with a smile,

putting her off.

" You were : but what a question when you have

a duty to do. Never waste time and strength

searching into the entrails of your soul. I was

glad when Michel offered to bring me to Paris. It

has been on my mind to come up ever since you

killed the poor King. Oh, fy, fy, what a shame

!

Why did you do that, Jonquille ? Did not I, the

cure, and the Holy Scriptures teach you to be just

and merciful, though you were republican ?"

" I voted for the King's banishment and not for

his death. Banishment would have been the best

thing that could have happened to him. I wish

my conscience had no darker stain than that,

mother."

" But why did you and your fellows not stand

up and prevent the murder ?
"

" Well, would it not have been better for us if we

had stood up then ? " pondered Jonquille. *' It

could not have been worse for us ; we would

hut have died a little sooner, and at least we

would have died defending one wrongly done to
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death—the son of a race of kings, evil enough,

but he did his best, poor Capet ! He was the

only one who wished peace, they said. But, my

mother, I have no longer a part to play. I am

out of the Convention; am ' suspect ' myself; in

danger which you, mother, and old . Michel have

unhappily come up from" safe Faye, to share."

La Sarte's velvet eyes at last took in her son's

plight. He was a skulking refugee instead of the

strong senator she had hoped to find. " But I am

glad of it," said the upright old woman ;
" better

suffer with the righteous than triumph with the

wicked ;" and yet when she looked round on the

mean garret under the tiles, and on Jonquille's

neglected dress, all the mother's pride, love, and

anguish for her darling struggled in the sob with

which she stooped forward, and, with trembling,

old, work-worn hands, smoothed his curls. " I

would it had been the will of the good God," she

said, " that you could have travelled His way by

a smoother, sunnier road ; but if there is no easier

path than this for you to Heaven, Jonquille, your

mother is content."

. A
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*' I thank you, my best mother. I used to say

the women were kind to me because you had

dedicated me to the Holy Virgin. Ah ! some of

their kindness has been cruel ; but I still have you,

my dearest. I must speak to Michel now, I have

a sad communication for him."

Michel had stood aside, as was his wont, although

his face was grey with consuming care, and his

eyes had a famished expression. Jonquille came

close to him. " Michel, do not blame me. I

meant to do what I could for her, but I was so

embroiled myself; and I never conceived she

would take so desperate a step."

" Chut ! I do not blame you," said Michel,

with choked utterance ;
" I do not blame any one.

Only tell me where she is gone, that I may follow."

" Nothing can be easier. But, for our mother's

sake, do not copy her madness. They are in the

Luxembourg."

"What! they were aiTested, then? They did

not escape ?"

" No escape was attempted, after Monsieur was

brought up and kept under sun-eillance."
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" It is the Chevalier I mean, not Monsieur."

" Oh ! to the deuce with the Chevaher," cried

Jonquille, somewhat impatiently. " \Vhat signifies

the Chevalier ? Certainly he escaped ; he is a vile

ingrate, or he would not have forsaken them."

" Saints ! but how then is my wife in the Luxem-

bourg ?"

" It was quite simple, Michel ; she went and de-

clared herself a royalist before the Convention
;

and the wretched remnant of what we set up took

her at her foolish word, and accepted her as a fit

prey. It is not so astounding ; for the Conven-

tion, like Saturn, devours its own children. But

I thought Jacqueline would have taken care of

herself, with her expectation."

" What expectation ?
"

" That of your becoming a father, Michel ; did

you not know it ?"

Michel was greatly touched, and hid his face with

his hands. He did not breathe a word to his

brother of the false report which had been brought

to him and led him astray. He had grievously

injured Jacqueline in his thoughts; it would be
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injuring her still more to let his lips repeat the

base suspicion. Nor did he comment on the in-

fonnation that his wife, by little short of an act

of suicide, had cut herself off from him without

having either asked his consent, or sought his for-

giveness. She had come up to Paris with the

single purpose of standing by her father, as she

was doing, on the brink of the grave from which

Michel could hardly hope to save her. These

were hard lines from the young girl he had wor-

shipped, but who apparently loved her father's

little finger better than her husband's body. He

felt in himself that it was culpable in Jacque-

line to have so dealt with him, to have been

so dead to his rights and hopes. But when

he walked out into the anarchy of those Paris

streets, and looked up at that great frowning

pile of the Luxembourg, he forgave her, pitied

her, and loved her more tenderly than ever.

Crushing his pang of personal mortification, and

only acknowledging his fond regard, he said to

himself: " My lady sits there ministering to

her father as innocent as a child in its mother's
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bosom. God be praised, come weal, come woe,

I rejoice, my little lady is as pure as when first I

knew her."

While these poor people were thus sorrowing

over their troubles, Paris was rejoicing over yet

another constitution and a new calendar. The

world had gone back to the year 2, and this was

the year's first month.

Sundays were abolished. There was one day

in ten, not for the Nation to pray, but to make

sport. Frenchmen were inaugurating these fine

changes with a new feast of Federation, from which

King, Queen, priests and altar, Lafayette and the

National Guard (gone to fight in Holland), had

alike disappeared.

The ceremonies were placed under the direction

of David the painter, and of the old player who

played so vigorously on the stage of the city of

St. Genevibve. Gigantic statues, not of Genevieve,

but of Nature and Liberty, stood in the place of

the Bastille, and of the statue of Louis Quinze.

Hercules with uplifted club represented the people,

and " three thousand birds " were set free, as the
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people were judged to have been. Processions

of the authorities, the professions, the trades, and

the crafts, paraded the city, paying special homage

to the Insurrection women,—the " slaughterers,"

—

who sat on cannon in the line of march, and held

oak branches in their hands. Every housetop bore

a tricoloured flag, a pike, and a red cap, and on

every wall was the old inscription, " The Republic

one and indivisible. Liberty, Equality, and Fra-

ternity," but with the ominously significant addition,

"or Death." Paris was more theatrical than ever,

as she was more bloodthirsty.

Citizen Hercules Durand and his family enjoyed

the spectacle as the old Roman populace enjoyed

its shows. Felicite hung on the ami of her hus-

band Bertrand, to whom she had been wedded by

civil contract the day before. She was to part from

him on the morrow ; for Bertrand, having got his

sous-lieutenancy, was now under orders to join his

regiment, at the wars, without delay. Citoyenne

Durand had married her eldest at last, and was

free to breathe and take a little pleasure before

she started on a fresh campaign with Olympe.
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Felicite was clinging to her handsome husband,

proud of her tricolour bridal finery; but the soft,

yielding heart was like baby bones, not likely to be

broken by thoughts of separation.

The three or four thousand prisoners in the nu-

merous Bastilles in Paris could not be expected

to relish the din. But the Sarts, poor souls, had

gone abroad, fain to accept the diversion of the

national holiday, and to escape from their heavy

cares and sorrows in the crowd of strange sights

and strange faces. Jonquille strode along in a

frieze jacket and a countryman's cap, adopted for

safety. The idea of La Sarte, in her market cloak

(in which poor Jacqueline rode away to be mar-

ried), rebuking Maximilien Robespierre and his

allies, and calling them to order for their pro-

fanity, was half ludicrous, half sublime.

It seemed as if the Sarts were to pass through

those vast human masses without recognition.

Jonquille's disguise appeared effectual, and Maitre

Michel and La Sarte were unknown. But in the

Place Louis Quinze they came on a hulking fami-

liar figure. His hands were in his pockets, and

VOL. III. D
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he shouted like a madman at the unveiHng of the

ugly giantess Liberty. It was Sylvain the butcher,

in his ordinary working clothes, and with the in-

signia of his trade hanging over his shoulder. His

great gloating eyes fell full upon the Sarts, and in

a moment he was at their side. "What a genteel

gathering ! " he exclaimed ;
" it only wants the little

Citoyenne to make it perfect. I felicitate myself,

my friends, on our all being here on such a fine

day. Welcome to Paris, Maitre Michel, and you,

too, La Sarte ! My word, the women are not behind

in this generation. You don't quit the city, now that

you are here, till we meet again : perhaps we may

transact a little business for old acquaintance' sake.

That would be glorious—a new sensation. We love

sensations, we French, is it not so ? Pardon me.

Deputy Jonquille, you are in dishabille to-day.

You have not got a cold, an inclination to sneeze

into the sack, hey ? You did not find work for me

when I asked it ; what do you say to it now ? Shall

we not be more fortunate in the future ?—in this

very place—who knows ?—where that plaster jade

stands, and cumbers the ground for her betters?
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Me, I think little of her. There was a real flesh-

and-blood woman, in a red chemise, who was worth

the looking at, worth the doing for. Citizen Sam-

son was selfish ; he kept her as he keeps all the

choice subjects." Sylvain moved off: but stood at

a little distance, looking at something.

" Let us be gone, my mother !

" said Jonquille,

in La Sarte's ear, burning with rage the while,

and shivering with disgust as if the tertian ague

had laid hold of him. " The company of this

butcher pollutes us. The Avretch is a slaughterer

;

he has been acting as an assistant to the execu-

tioner Samson."

" Wait there till I speak to the lost man—a child

of Faye like you, my son. The judges should be

the executioners ; they would then condemn less

readily, and would not tempt the poor depraved

remnant of humanity."

"Yes, mother, but what if they themselves

become the condemned, the executed ? That

would be a magnificent lesson in the justice and

the mercy you preach ; but unfortunately it would

be too late to teach it to the offenders. And
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don't you meddle with that demon Sylvain ; he is

beyond you, my good old woman,—he is beyond

humanity."

But La Sarte still persisted in remonstrating

with the terrible native of her hamlet. ^Mly

was she the most influential woman in it if

she was not to try and reclaim the wicked ? Jon-

quille thought to himself, " My mother, wise woman

as she is, is so simple and dauntless, and so full of

a grand conceit, that she would undertake to im-

prove Lucifer, and perish in the bootless endea-

vour, all the while believing herself a martyr to the

truth." In the present instance. La Sarte, to Jon-

quille's immense relief, was foiled in her benevolent

aspirations by Sylvain slouching and shambling

out of their neighbourhood.

Thus the hearty, wholesome har^-est and vintage

time, the season of apple gathering and walnut

gathering, passed away. The quiet life of the

Sarts, in the stifling room in the black Faubourg

St. Martin, was diversified only by alarms for

Jonquille, or by vain efforts for the benefit of

their friends in the Luxembourg.
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A harvest of another kind was about to begin

in the provinces. As usual, Paris gave the first

signal, those of the Girondist chiefs who were not

already lying stabbed by the roadsides or in vil-

lage taverns, or found half eaten by dogs in corn-

fields, being formally tried and condemned to

death in the capital. Their last night together

was not spent in stammering prayer or in strug-

gling thoughts of human repentance and Divine

mercy. These eloquent men of genius were not

so happy. They joined in delirious song and

laughter ; they improvised satires and scenes of

tragedy. Thus they kept their last vigil. In the

morning they filled the death-carts. As they

rumbled along, bareheaded and in their shirt-

sleeves, they shouted back to the mob, with

jovial grimaces, the monomaniacal shout, " Live

the Republic ! " Under the guillotine, instead of

holy hymns, they raised the war-song of the Mar-

seillaise.

Philippe Egalite followed. How could he

escape, notwithstanding his artifices, his deser-

tion of his rank, his betrayal of his kindred and
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his king? Repassed his own Palais Royal pin-

ioned, on his way to the guillotine. He was more

like a reckless gentleman, in his elegant green

coat and punctilious yellow buckskins, and his

" Let us be quick " to Samson, than he had ever

been before.

Then, from Arras in the north to Marseilles in

the south,—Brest, Bordeaux, Lyons, Nantes,—the

revolted cities were conquered. Terrible were the

sieges, frightful the sacks of these towns in the

white mists and sharp hoar-frosts of winter. The

guillotine was erected everywhere, and worked

incessantly. Children and aged men were exe-

cuted together. Mothers were forcibly compelled

to stand by and See the heads of their sons shorn

away, while martial bands struck up the Ca ira.

But the guillotine was too slow. Fusillades

came in fashion, and men, and women with child-

ren at the breast, five hundred at a time, were shot

down. Noyades were invented,— flat-bottomed

boats, crowded with men and women, which were

taken out on the Loire, and scuttled and sunk,

with one dismal splash and ringing cry. At last
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boats were found too troublesome and too expen-

sive. It was sheer waste to lose the boat along

with the passengers. Men and women were

stripped, tied hand and foot, and cast into the

river; while infants, who had been torn from their

mothers' arms, were thrown in after them. By a

devilish jest, men and women were tied together,

foot to foot, hand to hand, and flung in. This

mode, with cynical fitness, was named " Mariage

Republicain."

All nature was sick with horror ; but the gran-

deur, the pathos, and the faith of some of the

victims were like streaks of heavenly light relieving

thick darkness. The Vende'eans went to death

singing, " Those who die for God go to Paradise."

Thirty-two simple nuns of Vaucluse renewed their

vows of consecration every morning and every

evening. After they had recited the prayers for

the dying of their company, they filled their

prison with the sweet swell of their Te Deiim

laiidanms. A poor countrywoman, who was exe-

cuted for the mere profession of Christianity,

stood barefooted through the cold morning, that
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she might give her stockings and sabots to the

poor. Four sisters were guillotined together at

Dijon for sheltering priests. Two schoolmistresses

of Orleans died for the same offence with the

priest they had sheltered. They walked to death

singing, with as finii voices as ever raised the

Marseillaise^—
*' O sing a new song to the Lord,

Sing all the earth to God."

Among the women, coarse and brutal, vain

and proud, there were still "ministering angels."

A Brabant peasant guided Chateaubriand, then

covered with small-pox, and sinking into insensi-

bility from his wounds, to the hospital at Namur.

Denounced rebels were harboured by women who

were ready to shed the last drop of their blood

for their foniier foes.

Amidst the harvest of death appeared a new

portent. Men and women, who lightly rejected

the Lord of life, threw away life itself as being

no longer worth retaining,—a mere burden, to

the endurance of which their philosophy, classics,

and Jean Jacques brotherhood could not recon-
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cile them. The nobles, robbed of supremacy

and privilege, did not die with a more cynical

indifference or a more reckless defiance than did

the philosophers and the women of sentiment.

They thrust their walking-swords into their breasts

like Roland, swallowed poison in prison like Con-

dorcet, shot themselves like Barbaroux, or leaped

madly into the Loire and the Rhone after their

murdered relatives. In this cowardly fashion they

cut the Gordian knot which perplexed them.

Even the good men and women of France, who

could not look upon life and death -with sneering

contempt, came to regard them with dull apathy.

So girls like Jacqueline rushed into the jaws of

the lion, cheating sometimes, in a noble sort, their

fathers, brothers, mothers, husbands.



CHAPTER XVIII.

THE QUEENS CRUWNED AND UNCROWNED—THE WOMAN
WHO WAS NOT A QUEEN, WHO WAS ONLY "LYD,

THE slut"—^A WRETCHED FATHER'S DARLING.

ENTRAL types and figures were pre-

sented to the world in Paris during

this brown October. She whom men

now called the Widow Capet—a wo-

man of thirty-eight, haggard and grey-headed, with

no support but indomitable pride and the manly

spirit of her mother, Maria Theresa—was brought

before the Tribunal. Who would have recognised

the blonde -haired, blue -eyed Archduchess of

sixteen? Where now were Court and courtiers,

or her two hundred thousand lovers?

She had suffered trials and indignities beyond

record. She had been parted from her good
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husband on that bleak January night, the eve of

his execution. Her httle son had been torn from

her. She had been denied even comfort and

decency, and put into a cell of the Conciergerie,

wdth its truckle bed, deal table, and damp stone

walls. There she had been guarded by gendarmes,

their eyes on her night and day. This was the

lot of her who in her heyday had been the good

fairy of Trianon, and who in romantic generosity

endowed the virtuous, loyal poor with cottage

bowers undreamt-of in their beauty. Some of

her pensioners did remember her, for at last she

fell into pitying hands, which bound her hair,

mended her rags, and brought to her the

delicacies that were sent her by the market-

women of the Halles. They procured for her,

too, in place of the muddy water she could not

drink, pure water from Arcuenil, her old favourite

well at Trianon. Poor royal eagle, prisoned in

that wretched cage !

Before the Tribunal she sat absent, heedless,

moving her fingers on the arm of her chair, as

if playing on the harpsichord, until she was
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assailed with the falsest, most infamous accusa-

tions. Then she made one strong appeal to all

the mothers in the hall—a cry responded to even

amidst the lurid shadows of that place of woe

—

before her doom was sealed.

A close cap covered her grey hair, cut short

for execution ; her hands were bound behind her,

as she sat on the cart beside the priest, on this

her last progress through Paris. Did she see

pass before her mind's eye, like one drowning,

the phantasmagoria of the pleasant past, now so

far distant ? Did she see imperious, warm-hearted

Maria Theresa; debonnaire, kindly, good-for-

nothing Francis of Lorraine ; unworldly, high-

minded, dreaming Joseph ; or the gross, humorous

termagant, Caroline of Naples, whom Nelson shel-

tered? Or did Schonbrunn shape itself to her

imagination, and the winter fairs on the Danube,

with the wild Hungarian faces, fur caps and

pelisses, and the Gothic castle which was the

big toy of the great restless family of archdukes

and archduchesses?

It was so different from this, that early life,
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with its natural gladness and its artificial splen-

dour, its Courts and cabals, its bursts of girlish

spleen at tiresome etiquette, its ruelles and ta-

bourets.

" Faults, not crimes," said the firmly drawn lips

to the priest, as these giddy, remote, secure days

were recalled. That famous drive through the

streets, including the stoppage opposite the

church of St. Roch, to let the crowd feast its

revengeful eyes on the Austrian woman, occupied

about an hour's time. Marie Antoinette looked

up absently at the republican flags and inscrip-

tions in the Rue St. Honore ; but some said she

watched for a signal of absolution from a non-

juring priest. As she approached the Place de

la Revolution, and came in sight of her own

home, erewhile the Tuileries, her stony endurance

for a moment gave way. Twenty-three years

ago, with the mild young Dauphin by her side,

she made her triumphal entry there ; two hundred

thousand voices, by permission of the gallant

Governor of Paris, huzzaing round her coach.

" If the mob get me," she said this morning,
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"they will tear me to pieces." Samson was at

his post at a quarter past twelve on this i6th

October, 1793. The daughter of Austria mounted

the scaffold with queenly courage, and her head

fell amidst the cries of " Live the RepubHc !"

She was no soft-hearted, meek-spirited woman,

dying with words of divine forgiveness on her lips,

such as Louis had spoken. It were false to speak

of her as such. But she was honest and brave,

—

a woman who bore with the greatest dignity such

tremendous reverses, such deadly injuries, such

foul slanders, that all manhood, all womanhood

rises up in her defence. Wherein she was

wanting let us leave her to Him who judges

right.

Within a little month another queen, who

never wore a crown, except in men's imaginations,

occupied Charlotte Corday's cell in the Pelagic,

and then the cell next to that which jSIarie An-

toinette had filled in the Conciergerie. This

woman held Charlotte Corday to be an enthusi-

astic visionary; and in the nature of things she

detested and despised Marie Antoinette as a tyrant
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and trifler. She addressed a haughty, harsh, even

audacious remonstrance to Louis while he was

still King in name; and she pled for him gallantly,

at the risk of her own life, when he was " Louis

Capet" on the brink of the scaffold. She, too,

had sat at the feet of Socrates, pure, fervent, de-

voted,—a heathen goddess, a Juno or a Minerva,

hardly a woman. She fulfilled all heathen virtues,

even to the humble duties of going to market

with her mother, and mending her spendthrift

father's linen, in the middle of reading her

Tacitus. She wedded the elderly, stem Roland

because he seemed to her a Spartan lawgiver;

and she served him loyally—a Spartan wife. She

cherished great dreams as the wife of the Minister

of the Interior, and the associate of Petion and

Robespierre,—proud, noble dreams, and she acted

in consistency with them. She was arrested and

sent to the prison of the PMagie— the den of

women of dissolute life,—but that could not de-

grade Manon Roland. Then she was removed to

the Conciergerie, where she spoke to her fellow-

Girondists frank, courageous words. In white
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dress, "like the Julie of Rousseau," she stood

her trial. Her clear, chiselled features, her soft,

dark eyes, her long black hair falling in waves to

her waist, did not shield her from scowling hatred

and words of dishonour. But she met those

goads with silent scorn, though " wet eyed,"—the

one trace of womanhood she betrayed amid the

torture. Undaunted, she was driven through the

streets to execution. Some say she sang the

Marseillaise as she went, high and clear. She

wished for pen and paper to wTite her thoughts,

—the concluding chapter of the life she had

written while in prison. She apostrophised the

statue of Liberty at the foot of the guillotine ;

—

"O Liberty, what things are done in thy name !"

She showed an ex-director how to die. ^^^len

Samson objected to her going first for this object,

she said, half jestingly, " Pshaw ! you cannot

refuse the last request of a lady," and passed

away, as Charlotte Corday had done, without

once faltering in her part. One of the most inim-

itable of classic actresses, one of the bravest and

purest of heathen goddesses, yet there were some
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traits of womanhood in her.* Those unacknow-

ledged hours when she leaned against her cell

window weeping bitterly ; that brief allusion to her

daughter's birthday; and the calm comment that

her husband would not long survive her, showed

she had something of a vv^oman's heart. " A
greater man than ever thou wert," was said truly

of her in comparison with Roland. Severe,

serene, perfect in heathen duty, she was a very

queen of the histrionic art. She still walks a

stately shade among the famous women of the

world, though tender women and little children

* In the last biography of Madame Roland, and in the

criticism it has provoked, it is alleged that she was pre-

eminently feminine in her incapacity to see moi-e than one

side of a political question, and in that strange episode in her

history when she not only confessed to the confounded,

mortified Roland, but proclaimed to the world at large, her

platonic passion for a man unknown, whether Barbaroux or

another. Why, a one-sided view of political questions was

the fatal flaw in nine-tenths of the men of the Revolution ;

and the admirers or assailants of Madame Roland, who

say that her unnatural revelation was in keeping with her

sex, must have singular misconceptions of that sex's cha-

racter, when they can mistake an outrage on womanliness for

womanliness itself. »
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recoil from her to sit at His feet where sat the

woman who was a sinner. If she had sat there

too, the sad, lofty relic of ancient virtue might

have blossomed into new beauty of worship and

beneficence, through many centuries.

In the Luxembourg, along with Jacqueline,

was a Madame Ropace,—a pretty, mouse-faced

woman, though past her prime. She was frolic-

some and piquant, and was consequently indulged

by the grand dames, though not a grand dame

herself Unlike the others, she had a habit of

saying fairly what she thought, while she was as

cynical and epigrammatic as they were.

Monsieur, looking at Madame Ropace, and

listening to her, said at once, in spite of her pure

French accent, and her general French air, " My

dear, she is foreign, that Madame Ropace."

She was certainly not particular about the com-

pany she kept. It was perhaps a weakness she

had inherited. She accosted Jacqueline in her

peculiarly vivacious way, and made a confidante

of the younger woman on the spot. ** Little

thought my poor father, when he was so anxious
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that I should learn to chatter French and play

the guitar, that this was to be the end of it all.

Were he to take a new sentimental journey

through France, he would find more to cry over

than a dead ass. He often cried when he was

not laughing, my father j only the laughter always

ran away with the tears. But neither Mr. Shandy

nor Smelfungus would find much to laugh at

now ; is it not so ? Perhaps he would not have

laughed so wildly if he had stayed more with us,

for he was kind to me, my poor father, though

he was considered quite a doubtful character in

England ; and he a priest too, you comprehend ?
"

So explained Madame Ropace, with the freedom

of a woman who came of a family given to

speak their minds. " You are very fortunate to

have Monsieur with you, even here," she would

continue. " I saw very little of my father,

though he loved me dearly. I had to acquire

French like a native,—my faith ! I have acquired

it too much like a native ; and then I had to

learn to sing romances too. My mother was

obstinate and always sickly. My father was also

LIBRARY
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ill,—the worse of the two, indeed ; but when

he was not travelling for his health and amuse-

ment, he had to live in his parish and preach

sometimes. He was an orator, I can tell you,

though he was a doubtful character. I heard

him twice or thrice. Ah ! it is so long since I

was Lydia Sterne, Miss, speaking my French,

and dancing minuets at the York balls, the ad-

mired of the room, the delight of my father,"

sighed the woman, with sharp regret.

Madame Ropace was the first to be called

to leave her set in the Luxembourg for a place

in the tumbril. To the last she was foreign in her

behaviour. She did not take her leave with the

haughty composure and the grace of the greater

part of the French women ; neither did she sub-

mit with the sentiment, the passionate ecstasy,

and the childlike inditterence of others. She

cried, Was there no help ? as there would have

been, she averred, in her country. Her treat-

ment she pronounced unjust as well as inhuman.

The time some of the '* departs " were allowed to

spend in writing farewell letters to their friends.
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she employed over a book in which she had lately-

been reading every day. Once as she passed

Jacqueline, gazing at her with trembling lips and

awe-struck eyes, she looked at the girl and Mon-

sieur, and showed them her book. " My father

sent it to me, though he was a doubtful character.

See on the title-page
—

' Lydia Sterne, from her

loving father.' I remember it came to me along

with a packet of guitar strings, and a droll mes-

sage. It was something Hke this :
* Lyd, you little

slut, I am always dying, as you know
;
yet, 'gad, I

cannot rest long enough to think much of dying on

my own account. But when you want to learn to

do anything as disagreeable as to die, my Lyd,

read this old book. There is something in it'

He said, too, I remember, that there were too

many encyclopedists in France for the priests to

prevent me, even if the good fellows the priests

had ever been so far in earnest these hundred

years, as to think of persecution. It is long,

long since I was ' Lyd the slut ;' but I read the

book, as you see, to learn how to die."

Madame Ropace took her book with her when
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she went before her judges. She came out with it

in one hand, while with the other she held up

the finger signifying " Condemned : death within

twenty-four hours." A communicative gaoler saw

her with the book still in her lap in the cart. She

tried to read, though the print was dim and the

language strange to her; and her hands being

bound, she could not turn over a leaf Poor,

wrecked Laurence Sterne, apostate to his vows,

and whose glory was his shame, yet loved his

Lyd ; and Lyd, daughter of a hard, eccentric

mother and a Bohemian father, loved him.



CHAPTER XIX.

THE GUILLOTINE GOES ALWAYS—FRESH ARRIVALS AT

THE LUXEMBOURG.

RANGE was oppressed with its eleven

thousand prisoners in Paris, and the

inmates of its innumerable gaols all

over the country. Men were growing

haggard with the exertion of emptying the prisons

of Paris alone. In spite of the continual rumble

of the death tumbrils, conveying batches of fifty or

seventy at a time, to the Place de la Revolution,

none of whom returned to plague the authorities,

the prison population increased, so that the eleven

thousand became twenty-two thousand before an-

other six months. The blood of the slain was the

seed of fresh prisoners. The Revolutionary Tri-

bunal, with its quick despatch, and Samson, with
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his numerous assistants, found the work too heav)-.

They could not drain off the continual flood whicli

now poured in from all quarters— from the

Faubourg St. Antoine, as well as the Faubourg

St. Germain,—and from all shades of political

opinions. The gorged receptacles forced old

regulations to be done away with. The mania for

"suspects" was now, in fact, the mania of France,

and there was even a sort of wild panic, which

attributed to the infinite varieties of suspects

in prison the most complicated, outrageous plots

with the exiled princes, and with Pitt in England.

The heavy atmosphere inseparable from prisons

was clogged by the fresh additions to the great

company. Prisoners slept on benches, and lay

even on the floors, adding greatly to the sickening

foetid odours. The very lobbies and staircases

were tenanted during the night by great dogs,

which, let loose, went howling up and down the

corridors. 7'he meals degenerated into the one

coarse diet, which merely sufficed to keep in life.

The commonest attendance was impossible, or if

procured, it was from wretches the lowest and
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vilest of their kind. The prisons, which had

been comparatively elegant retreats in summer,

were fast sinking into squalid, filthy, loathsome

dens. The air of ghosthness, which had belonged

to the magnificent earlier circles, was now un-

mistakeably apparent in the worn skeleton frames

of their surviving members, and in the incessant

changes, in the wandering to and fro of the new

comers, and in their wailings, as of lost spirits.

Jacqueline and Monsieur were still spared to

each other. The awful horror of the nightly re-

movals had to some extent been deadened by

sheer repetition. A weary submission to the in-

evitable took the place of hope or of more active

feeling. The excitement was limited to the read-

ing over of a list, which, by a wide-spread prison

joke, had been termed "the Evening Journal."

It contained the names of the men and women

summoned before the Tribunal, and who were

passed on, with hardly an exception, to the square

of the guillotine.

Few winter flowers were brought into the prison

for Jacqueline to stick into Monsieur's coat ; but
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she still dressed his hair for him, tying its riband

with fond pride and care. She would prattle,

though in fainter tones than before, about old

stories of November cold, and wonder whether

the wolves would come near Faye this year, and

prevent the villagers getting to the bocage for

their billets of wood.

When fresh arrivals entered from the world

without, a little stir was created in the crammed,

suffocating corridors. Men gazed curiously on the

prisoners who had just breathed the open air, and

were still dazed and desperate under their arrest.

Startled, softened recognitions between friend

and friend, relative and relative, would frequently

occur ; but the one pang, of being separated

in death, was the experience of many a family of

prisoners.

Jacqueline was pensively regarding a new en-

trance one raw November day. Those brown-

grey moorland eyes became fixed, and dilated with

mingled surprise and fear as she looked. Suddenly

she sprang up with a low cry.

The group which had attracted her consisted of
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a handsome old peasant woman, a fine-looking

young man in a countryman's dress, and a shot-

out girl of thirteen in a fine gown, which she was

pulling up and carefially arranging, even in the

Luxembourg.

" Father, it is La Sarte and her son Jonquille,

and Olympe Durand," she exclaimed.

" Hey !" said Monsieur, with a little start, for he

had been looking in an opposite direction. " Poor

people ! My little one, go to them. They are

your family. A woman must never be guilty of

the baseness of denying her own, under any cir-

cumstances. Do not let me be in the way. For

my part, I shall be glad to ask La Sarte the last

news of Faye, and to inquire of Cadet Sart

the fate of his broken party," subjoined Mon-

sieur, with the delicate condescension of his

breeding.

" I wish Michel had come too. I would like

to see him once again. We are all here now

but Michel and Madame," said Jacqueline. But

she did not repeat the wish when La Sarte

put her hands on her daughter-in-law's shoul-
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ders, and shed those rare tears which old eyes

shed.

" And this is the end of your journey, Jac-

quette ? No, no ; I do not reproach you, my

child. I do not cry for you, but for Michel,

my brave Michel, who cannot get near his

wife, and will never see his child," mourned La

Sarte.

" Fy, mother, to agitate my sister," remon-

strated Jonquille. " She will do well, and Michel

will get her out of this lazar ; have no fear. Michel

will yet be recompensed for all his trouble."

" Madame Michel, Madame Michel ! how do

you like my gown?" interposed a shrill, pert voice,

which went on with the greatest volubility,
—" Oh !

I have been dressed like a Christian and the

daughter of a wealthy bourgeois, since F(flicit(f

married Bertrand. You wonder to see me here

with the Sarts ? Bah ! that explains itself I take

a last run out all alone. I extend my run

to have a look at Jonquille's old lodgings in the

street of the Old Augustins, you remember ? per-

haps get a glimpse of my friend. A man in the
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street sees me reading the number, and asks me

if I can deliver the least little billet-doux to Jon-

quille here. Without doubt. I question the porter,

and prowl about in search of his new lodgings. I

have a secret as well as Felicite now, though I am

ugly; I know it, and nobody goes into raptures

about my fine eyes. I lose my way; 1 find it

again. Ouf! up comes a surly gendarme and

settles the affair; informs me that Citizen

Jonquille Sart is no longer deputy and com-

missary ; that he is a " suspect," and was arrested

this morning in company with an old woman who

said she would go with her son. " The Nation is

liberal ; it keeps her, provides for her too. Come

along, my young miss
;
you are also a " suspecte."

Eh, well, he pinched my arm like a hawk and

dragged me along the streets, though I assure

you I ran to keep up with him. I was so glad

when I found Jonquille, and this good mother.

I astonished them all ; I cut a complete caper

with joy."

" Poor child ! " murmured Jonquille ; and he

went on, " The strangest thing of all was that the
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note, a piece of balderdash, came in a roundabout

way from that fellow Bertrand, on his way to the

army. ' My old rival,' he wrote, ' I have really

nothing more to do with Messieurs the Rats than

you have. Leave Paris instantly ; every Girondist

is doomed.' Sacristie ! where was the use of

telling that to me, who knew it so much better

than he did ? I tell you he was an idiot, that

fine fellow, with his Greek face and his tem-

pers. Pie will lead her a sorr}' life when he

comes back ;—but why should I vex myself? She

was a little coquette, Felicite, and I shall not live

to see her sufferings."

Of all the shocks and surprises Jacqueline had

met, one of the strangest, in which weeping and

an inclination to hysteric laughter were strangely

blended, was the sight of Olympe Durand

mincing in her woman's finery, a prisoner in

the Luxembourg under the shadow of the guil-

lotine. Another image always rose in Jacque-

line's memory— Olympe fluttering in her child's

rags, with her queer, irregular features, her great

round black eyes, her flat nose, smeared with ink,
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as she sat over one of Bertrand's copies, or

flew with agile feet in the infernal galop with

Jonquille.

Poor young Olympe ! there was many a victim

whose loss was more felt, though the Citizen

Hercules and the Citoyenne Durand, and young

Madame Pommeran, were bereaved after their

kind. Yet the Convention could do no wrong,

and the poor Citizen Hercules less than ever

dared to blame it.

But Olympe was to Jacqueline the most pa-

thetic thing in the great prison that day.

" Come and greet Monsieur," Jacqueline, with

a little confusion, solicited her husband's family;

" he has asked for you."

La Sarte at once went up to the old Sieur.

" Monsieur le Baron, permit me to offer you my

service," she said, with a respectful bend of her

stiff old knees.

" What, La Sarte, do you style me Monsieur

still ? I thought you were the first of our Re-

publicans."

" But you were Monsieur before I or my mo-
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ther was born, Monsieur le Baron ; and I always

sought to give every one his due."

" Ah ! I see. How goes it at Faye, my good

La Sarte?"

Monsieur and La Sarte got on admirably, both

preserving their own dignities, and talking to-

gether of Faye. Jonquille and jNIonsieur did not

suit so well. Jonquille was respectful to his old

master ; but he was secretly resentful, and shunned

Monsieur. Jonquille's fine temper was giving way.

He had not La Sarte's faith nor her clear con-

science. He inwardly raged at his own impotence.

He was moody, and herded with the bitterest of

the Girondists who were left in the Luxembourg

waiting their reward.

But, notwithstanding, Jonquille would come

when his mother called him, suffer her to smooth

his ruffled plumes, and would sing for her in

the dusk, after the gaoler had read his a\\'ful

list, and when the silent pause of watching

for the event of the day was succeeded by a

little buzz of conversation and laughter, and

making of appointments for next day, among
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those who had not been called to keep a graver

appointment.

"Yes, it was well I came," La Sarte said, with

satisfaction, to Monsieur and Jacqueline. " My

boy has need of me to keep him in order. He

was always restless and easily led away,—not a

firm oak like Michel. And that Olympe, who is

neither child nor woman, but a wild little mon-

ster,—holy Cecile ! she would never say a prayer

were it not for my prompting, nor sit still for

five minutes to mend her fine gown, did I not

watch her."

La Sarte showed a deal of affection for Olympe,

either because of the girlish passion for Jon-

quille which had brought her into this strait,

or of La Sarte's liking for children, which she

had in common with other good, strict men and

women, who may yet be very stern to these child-

ren when grown up, and, in some measure, placed

on a footing with themselves. Olympe was no bet-

ter than a Brobdignag baby,—an overgrown child.

She was everybody's plaything. Her volubility

made the exclusives relax, as almost nothing else

VOL. III. F
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did, and her power of sharp retort, her gipsy-

like independence and audacity, made her a great

favourite. She would cry when her parents and

Felicite were forcibly brought before her mind,

but she soon let them slip out of her head again if

she was let alone. She was not impressed by

the solemnity of her position ; the volatility and

carelessness of her nature seemed unconquerable.

One of the prisoners, with whom Olympe had sworn

a fast friendship, was called by the gaoler, and the

girl was told he was to go to the Conciergerie.

" Oh yes ! and where to-morrow ?" she inquired.

" To make acquaintance with that frank lady

Madame Guillotine, of course. Truly, she needs

no introduction."

The girl became blue with horror, and cowered

down in the lap of " Grandmother," as she called

La Sarte. But she soon recovered, and learnt but

loo cleverly to mimic the gross patois of the gaoler

— a Biscay man— in his reading of the roll.

Olympe's presence worked something of the spell

of a child's unconsciousness ; and such was her

fellow-prisoners' experience of it.
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Monsieur had acquired a habit of retiring early

to his sleeping cell. Jacqueline had taken leave

of him for the night, and was sitting in the long

corridor beside La Sarte. She was occupied with

La Sarte's remarks, but was at the same time

watching the groups of gaunt men gathered toge-

ther by the darkening windows ere the iron lamps

that swung from the ceiling were fully lit. They

were conversing and gesticulating while they

looked out keenly through the dusk for the

cunning, cruel moutons—those wolves in sheep's

clothing,—prison spies, moving among them,

seeking to entrap them in their dismal con-

fidences and Avithering denunciations. There were

also groups of pinched women, less attended to

than fonnerly, leaving off their embroidery, and

fretfully missing their chocolate ; detached couples

like Jacqueline and La Sarte ; figures ranged

against the wall weeping incessantly,—a few of

them, like Josephine Tascher Beauharnais, solaced

for the present by nervously shufiling and dealing

packs of fortune-cards, in the vain hope of getting

a glimpse of the future.
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All the occupations of the others were gradually

given up, until the attention of the whole grew

concentrated on a game played by a party of the

younger men and girls in the centre. It was a

gay harlequin scene on a dark stage. On several

evenings previously it had been played at the same

witching hour ; but the mirth had never been so

boisterous, nor had the game been carried on in

such a public manner. Fantastic costumes, spark-

ling eyes, and chattering voices made up the med-

ley. Here a beardless lad, who had been so happy

as to enter the Luxembourg in the long cloak of a

student, was ready equipped as an advocate ; there

a wild woman from the theatres, who had played in

tights and mocked a man's voice hundreds of times,

sat cross-legged in her "blanket ermine," patting

her knees sapiently, and uttering monosyllables

like a judge. Other girls and men were pressed

into service as jurymen, audience, criminals, by a

great effort preserving the necessary decorum, and

every now and then violating the proprieties by

loud asides such as " Me ! I'm not like the

mothers : I cannot knit without looking down ;"
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" Take heed ! or you will knock the tray from

my head, Mimi,— I'm a' pastrycook." Flaws

there were in the drama ; but they were the

more irresistible sources of tittering through it

all.

English spectators would have concluded it

was a set of giddy young people preparing a

month beforehand for Christmas mumming and

theatricals, or that the amusement bore reference

to Allhallows Eve and its frolics ; for here, too,

was a figure with sooty face and "horned head"

lurking suspiciously behind the glib advocate.

Alas for the young players ! it was the Game of

the Guillotine

!

The acting went on with great precision, save

for the grotesque asides and the merry titters.

" The prisoner is condemned," said the judge at

length, with mock hollow voice.

Two tripping gendarmes, with blonde tresses

escaping from their improvised red caps, led

a girl, in her ordinary long train and un-

covered head, to a corner where three chairs were

peculiarly arranged. Over these stood a young
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man with his sleeves tucked up to the elbow.

" We will dispense with the ceremony of removing

the neckerchief," said a voice from the mass with

admirable prudery. The girl stretched herself on

the support, and laid her head down in profound

silence. One of the chairs was thrown down

with a crash, and the performance ended amidst

clapping of hands and loud encores.

" Wasn't it a success ?" cried the girl, springing

up, and coming forward with glittering eyes to

receive the congratulations. " I did not derange

a fold of my dress, Aglae. Did I not die grace-

fully, Henri?"

" To a wonder ! but there was one fault," hesi-

tated a dissentient voice.

" What was it ?" demanded several.

" The hair ought at least to have been cut

across, or plaited up h. la guillotine. The national

razor could not make a clean sweep among a fine

mass like that."

" But I could not lose my hair, Henri, could I ?"

pouted the heroine, mortified almost to weeping at

the slur cast upon her acting. '' Then to plait it
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would take out the frizzle for the day, and I should

be a fright ; and that would be too much to pay

for an exact model."

An emphatic murmur of assent followed.

But the censor stood his ground manfully. " I

am distressed to wound you, mademoiselle ; but

that detail was not correct. I love correctness.

I could shoot myself for a smaller error."

" I thank you, monsieur, for your critique : you

should have been the incorruptible Robespierre,"

retorted Mademoiselle with some asperity.

"Yes, yes; he ought to have been Robespierre,"

chimed in the indignant fair ones, who valued their

hair as highly as their head.

It was the master of the games, however, whose

opinion was thus set at nought ; and lest he should

fulfil his threat, or throw up his onerous office?

a little propitiation was astutely offered.

" It is big little Olympe's turn next, Apolline,"

suggested one; " I dare say she will not mind what

she does with her hair."

"Assuredly not," responded another; " Olympe,

the child, is as much of a monkey as a woman."
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" Olympe," screamed La Sarte, with sudden

violence, " come to me. Leave off that horrible

game ! I forbid it you."

" Oh ! no, no, grandmother," protested Olympe.

''Anything but that; it is the finest and the newest

we have had. I lured you and Madame Michel

to that seat this afternoon, just that you might

see how beautifully still I lie like a little dead

cock-robin." She spoke the last words coaxingly.

La Sarte summoned Jonquille. " My son," she

said, " bring away that unhappy child ; she will

perhaps listen to you."

Even Jonquille demurred at the mandate.

"Why, mother," he argued gloomily, "am I

to deprive the baby of the most favourite of

her diversions ? I admit it is a ver}- horrible

farce ; but when life, and even death itself, have

become only a succession of horrible farces, why

should I quarrel with one poor little farce

more ?"

La Sarte let him go, and yielded herself for

a moment to despair. " What shall I do," she

said, " if my fine boy, who was at the first
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dedicated to the Blessed among women, should

at last be as unfaithful as the rest?"

But Jonquille in a little time came back smiling

his old sweet smile: "Pardon, my old mother.

The drama of the guillotine is now over for the

day. I will withdraw Olympe from it to-morrow.

It is bad for the girl ; for, let alone other morals,

it encourages vanity. You are right ; I should

look after her, since she is here, like you, on

my account. Behold ! you did not, after all,

dedicate me to our Lady in vain, mother, when

you and Olympe would die for me without a

word, ungrateful dog that I am."

A few days afterwards, Jonquille approached

Jacqueline and asked her to take a walk with

him into the antechamber, where a number of

the prisoners were congregated. " You must

come, my sister," he said. " Do you not know

that the people go yonder to see their friends

who are in the Luxembourg gardens below?"

** But I have no friends, Jonquille,"

" You have your best friend, Michel," replied

Jonquille, reproachfully.
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" I did not know that Michel was in Paris."

" Hold ! Where should he be ? He was not

taken with us : he could do better. He is working

for us out there, though it is little he can do for

some of us. He has got into the accuser's office

as a messenger, and he can see the lists the first

thing every morning. Men are brought so low,

that there are thousands who would give their

very lives even for so poor a chance."

In the anteroom, where, in the days of the

old palace, pages had squabbled, grooms and lac-

queys had lounged and gossiped, and suitors had

waited patiently, another kind of levee was now be-

ing held. The guests were standing outside, among

the bare dripping trees and bushes, while the

piercing November rain was falling, and the heavy

mists rising from the Seine. The hosts were the

prisoners within, who moved in slow procession in

front of the windows, and merged, here and there,

into jammed masses. The communication was

restricted to distant looks and gestures between

'those who stood a little up on the shore of time,

and those who were already on the brink of
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the eternal sea, whose waves were dashing at

their feet.

There was no jostling or clamouring for places,

though a minute's pause was claimed by each

prisoner, to scan the woe-begone figures in the

gardens, and to search for a familiar face. There

was no loud exclamation, no agony of grief, even

when such face was found. The prisoners were

done with these demonstrations; dying men are

too much in earnest for that. It was a quiet

scene, with quiet tokens,—a finger put on the

lip or pointed to heaven ; some ring or miniature

held up, or the hand kissed to a little child

in arms, were the only signs. Thus fathers parted

from children, husbands from wives, sisters from

sisters, and then drew back to give place to their

neighbours.

La Sarte was having her look. She stood be-

fore a window in her conspicuous peasant's dress,

with its associations of spreading pastures and rich

cornfields, and the peaceful, plentiful farmhouse

of the auberge at Faye. Her hands were clasped,

and over one spare brown arm was her chaplet,
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attached to that very chain of Jacquehne's hair

which she had received on her fete-day. She

stood immoveable, with her fine, unshaded face

clear against the grey ; her lips formed into a

smile not more serious than she was wont to

Avear; her velvet eyes fixed intently on a point

without. Jonquille passed to his mother's side

with Jacqueline, and the incongruous group stood

complete for the benefit of the gazer in the

gardens.

" There he is, below, by the clump of acacias."

But Jacqueline did not need the information.

She had instantly detected Maitre Michel, his

head and shoulders above the people; but she

was stupid or stubborn, for shfe gave no sign.

" Wave your handkerchief, my sister," com-

manded Jonquille.

Jacqueline obeyed, and after a second Michel,

in his working jacket, waved his arm in return.

But Jonquille was not softened by her obedience.

In spite of his deference to his old mother, he had

come to regard all women as selfish and sliallow.

Such women as Jacqueline seemed to him only
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a little nobler in their selfishness and shallowness

than others of their sex. It was true that Jacque-

line had done Michel Sart great wrong in the

beginning; and that, in the inevitable taint a'nd

spread of wrong, she had perpetuated the injury.

She had imagined that Michel had returned to Faye,

to his beasts and his fields, his accounts and his

labourers, because in her folly she had somewhat

despised his straightforward, steady attention to the

duties of his calling, in the great difficulties and

trials of the time, and of his life. And she had so

accustomed herself to this, that in thought she could

not separate him from his plodding and his steward-

ship. With all her philosophy, magnanimity, and

generosity, Jacqueline did not yet know how to

honour all manly work, and to honour it the more,

the simpler, the truer, the more unassuming it was.

The excuse was that she had been hardened by

wrong done, and wrong endured, by morbid re-

morse on the one hand, and ignorant insensibility

on the other. She thought it was because Michel's

peasant blood was gross and slow, that with

all his honesty and goodness he could still look
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after himself, submit to live and work on where he

could no longer hope to save her. And now,

when she was convicted of this ungenerous error,

straightway she plunged into another. She was

tempted to despise Michel for continuing at

liberty, tamely donning abortive disguises, when a

day might end the story of the family. If he had

been like her, or even like Jonquille and La

Sarte, and the rash child Olympe, he would have

preferred to lie in the Luxembourg with Monsieur

and the rest.

" Old Michel's locks are silver now instead of

gold, mother," said Jonquille to La Sarte, as he

closed an opera-glass which he had borrowed, and

passed it on to his companions. " Your hair,

maman, is as black as a black cherry, and that

of mv sister here is brown like a nut : but our

Michel's will be whiter than the snowflakes next

winter, if he live to see it."

The words recalled Jacqueline to her Maitre

Michel as she had known him in his lion-like

mould and with his tawny mane. What had

caused this sudden drying up of the sap of life,
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this converting of summer into winter, as if by

a single stroke, in a man strong and healthy?

Jacqueline puzzled over the question anew as she

sat silent by Monsieur.

Daily fresh prisoners came, nightly old ones

drove away from the Luxembourg. The old ones

did not care to know the new comers ; eyes rested

absently on the constantly shifting mass of faces

;

and brains were dizzy. Always darker, dimmer,

and more like Hades grew the prisons, except

when on the periodical Decadies they became

pestilential noisome hotbeds. Then men and

women only laughed, skipped, and chattered,

because they were delirious in the near prospect

of immolation.

Jonquille Sart still survived, and still sang to his

mother at vespers. Restless feet pacing up and

down, sick hearts trying to lull their long-aching

throbs of pain, listened wistfully to the mellow

voice, the old familiar words and airs.

Jonquille was singing the evening hymn of

Faye. La Sarte was beside him, and Olympe

Durand was lying at their feet, as the tired girl
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would often drop down. As he sang he was

aware of a stranger, a young girl, standing near

and joining in the hymn. He had never seen

her before : ordinary faces of strangers made no

impression, but this was not an ordinary face.

The complexion was purely pale, the features were

clearly cut like La Sarte's, and the eyes violet like

Jonquille's. She was tall and slender in figure,

and wore an aspect of perfect health and serenity.

Such a stranger in that place was like May blossoms

in a slaughterhouse. Her dress, too, was to Jon-

quille peculiar, though, had he known, it was no

other than the costume of one of those Chapters of

Canonesses attached to religious institutions, whose

members were at liberty to mix with the world and

adopt new ties and vocations. The Chapters,

requiring noble birth, attested by the most un-

questionable genealogies and multiplied quarterings,

had necessarily been suppressed with the nunneries

at the commencement of the Revolution. Still

women wore the costume just as priests wore their

serge. The gown was of black stuff, the corsage

fitting tight to the bosom and finishing oft" at the
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elbows. On the white neck—whiter by contrast

with the dress—was the gold cross of the Chap-

ter. Falling in a softened cloud from the back

of the head, and descending on each side of the

face, thus relieving the straight lines of the figure,

was a long veil of black lace.

This apparition was unlike any religieuse Jon-

quille Sart had ever seen. The lovely face had so

much cheer in its noble sedateness, the expression

was so frank and unrestrained, that Jonquille

faltered and nearly broke down in the music.

*' Go on, my brother," said the apparition in a

rich, well-modulated voice, which retained all its

natural ring; "or perhaps you will permit me?"

Jonquille bowed. Then she raised the hymn"

again, singing it with a grave, sweet melody, which

mingled with the man's deeper tones, and filled

that portion of the corridor with enchanting music.

The moment she had finished she held out her

hand. " I ought to know you, since we have

sung the Angdiis together. In truth, I came re-

solved to know such of my fellow-prisoners as

would let me know them. I am the Chanoine

VOL. III. G
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Bathilde de Roure, of the Chapter of the Abbaye

of St. Germaine-aux-Bois at Rheims. I am

daughter of Madame the Countess de Roure,

of Ormette. My mother is here. We were de-

nounced to the maire ten days ago for attending,

according to the conscience of my mother, the

ministry of a non-juring priest, and for refusing

to give information as to the holy man's retreat.

We suffered much coming from the province, but

we are more at ease here, where, alas ! there are

crowds no better off than we are." The tale was

told confidingly, feelingly, but bravely and without

any complaint.

" I was the Deputy Jonquille Sart, from La

Maille, commissary for Section 1 2 of Paris ; and

here is my mother. La Sarte, the aubergiste of

Faye," Jonquille answered, a little brusquely; for

the young man's heart throbbed at the thought

that the friendly, beautiful f:\ce, here where all men

and women grew so horribly selfish, would turn

from him in disgust at the intimation. The

Chanoine might have mistaken him for an

aristocrat in disguise, or she might have supposed
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him a royalist, and would now revolt at hearing

his republican principles. But he was proud

and honest, and could not address her on a

false footing.

" Good," answered the pleasant voice, so full

of modesty and consideration for others. " There

are honest men of all opinions, because honest

men may commit errors as well as rogues. You

prove your honesty by being here."

" There must be a great many honest men then,

Mademoiselle," objected Jonquille, with a slight

smiling elevation of the eyebrows, and a great

sigh of relief, as he glanced at the assembly of

men of every complexion and shade of character.

"Yes; there are men with bits of honesty,

large or small, everywhere," asserted the girl,

so eagerly, that her long, wide veil fluttered over

her face, and she had to sweep it back with

a movement of the hand. " What are we that

we should judge men's opportunities and temp-

tations,—men with few talents given them, and

many foes against them? You are republican,

I royalist. If we had met in the world, we
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would have passed by on opposite sides of the

way; we meet in prison to mount the tumbril

and lay our heads under the same knife. Shall

we, who have sung the Angeliis together, waste

the few moments of our acquaintance here in

searching for the motes in each other's eyes

—

we who have beams in our own?"

" No, Mademoiselle ; because you are a saint

and an angel," declared the young man.

"Oh, fy then ! you affront me. You think

me a very unworthy, silly person," insisted Bat-

hilde, with such evident sincerity and energy,

that Jonquille took care not to repeat the

offence.

" I will tell you what you are," put in La Sarte,

in her homely, sensible way. "Aristocrat or

not, you are a wise, good girl. You give my son

a good lesson. You shame me, who have not

reared him better,— although he is not nearly

such a worldly philosopher in his deeds as in his

words," concluded I.a Sarte, relenting a little,

especially after having blamed her clever son

before a stranger.
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"Nay, now, my old woman, you too mistake

me," protested Bathilde again, with a perfect

ingenuousness of tone. "What has a silly girl

who has led a secluded life to say to an old

woman who has been among wars, and toil, and

sin these sixty years? You must pardon me,

my friends."

Olympe awoke, leaning against Jonquille's knee,

and having looked up for a moment in his kindled,

entranced face, she made a bound of impatience.

" I do not understand your idle talk ; I go to

play at ball with some of the people yonder,"

Disconcerted by the interruption and Olympe's

rudeness, Jonquille was about to apologise, when

a feeble, frightened voice caused him to look

round. It came from a tall, meagre, scared,

middle-aged dame, who advanced towards the

group. She spoke hurriedly :
" What are you

doing, Bathilde ? You fail me, my daughter. It

is time for our vespers. Heavens ! we will have

been negligent, forgetful, sinful reprobates ; and

where is the time for repentance?"

" I come, mother," replied the calm, reassuring
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voice, not reluctant, and yet not hurried. " Oh

no! we are not too late; and you forget that all

the heavenly spirits know you have not been

wilfully slothful or sinful. Good-bye, my friends,

we will meet again, and encourage each other, if

we do not soon quit this doleful place. I have

never had brother, or grandmother, or wild young

sister, that I remember," and she nodded kindly

to each as she moved away.

"She is indeed a saint, an angel, mother,"

Jonquille repeated positively, the moment she was

out of hearing, while he watched, wistfully, the

airy wave of her veil as she threaded her way

through the groups, sujoporting her mother tenderly

on her arm.

" No, no, Jonquille," his mother discreetly as-

sured him; "she is some good, noble girl. These

nobles always win the palm from us when they

are good; I suppose because they have to go

through the eye of the needle first. She is in-

deed a blessed one, early ripe and ready for

martyrdom."

" No, no, my mother," cried Jonquille, passion-
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ately; "do not tell me that the Revolution has

made martyrs of such as she. I have had a hand

in it, and if you say so you will drive me mad."

"Not the Revolution, or you, did it, my Jon-

quille ; only God permitted it," corrected La Sarte,

quietly, with a touch of Bathilde's refined beauty

in her old, worn face.

Bathilde de Roure was one of that rare type

of women who supply history with enthusiasts

like Mere Angelique, or mystics like Madame

Guyon. Madame de Roure was a votary of the

Romish Church, and was now in the condition

to which all churches of Romish principles reduce

their vassals,—at least those of them of a certain

temperament and in certain circumstances. Ma-

dame de Roure was a soft-hearted, cowardly, ego-

tistical woman. She had been married when a

mere child, and like many Frenchwomen of her

rank and day, had not had even a nominal con-

nection with her husband after the first year. He

was far beyond her in capabilities, both for good

and evil; and he had never so much as thought

of bridging over the gulf of incompatibility be-
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tween them. An active-minded man, he had Hved

and died in the world. Madame had buried her-

self in his chateau, and, subsiding into a devotee,

had become a mere tool in the hands of her

confessor. The priest, whether by an ascetic

and morbid nature of his own, or through craft

and a desire to turn the implicit obedience of

the Countess to selfish profit and his Church's

aggrandizement, speedily reduced his charge to

absolute slavery. She lived in her oratory, while

her household was left wholly to the management,

or the neglect, of servants. She only saw her

family at intervals. Her nervous system rapidly

gave way under the weary strain of perpetual Aves

and Credos. By the devout of her neighbourhood

she was regarded with unqualified forbearance,

admiration, and even awe. It was Madame de

Roure, and not her daughter, who was on the

high road to canonization. With women like

Bathilde, dogmatizing, infallible churches have

ever found it hard to deal.

But if the mother was a slave, the daughter was

free. While the one was tormented, the other was
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peaceful. Whence came the freedom and the

peace no man could tell. She lived, like crowds

of young women of her time and country, amid

the thick mists of enervating and abject supersti-

tion. But the truth, which is so mysterious in its

action, had dawned like an inward light upon her

mind and heart. It was this that lent an unworld-

liness and originality to her faith, and surrounded

her with a halo which compelled people every-

where to regard her with affection and respect.

Madame de Roure, now that she was deprived of

her confessor, elected her young, guileless, fervent

daughter for her guide and stay.

Jonquille, as well as Michel Sart, had adored his

mother in her purity, righteousness, and devotion.

He regarded her with that tender filial love which

a French author has called the apprenticeship to

all true love. To meet with another version of

his mother,—a liberal, generous, youthful, intellec-

tual, graceful, beautiful version,—and to hold inter-

course with her now, when he was plunged into

the darkness of hatred and despair, could not but

produce a great effect on Jonquille. The Roman
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Catholic faith, in which he had been nurtured, and

from which he had only wavered for a time, pre-

disposed him to receive such influences.

Every time Jonquille saw Bathilde, he thought

of Dante's Beatrice in the midst of mourning,

lamentation, and woe. Bathilde was his Beatrice,

his guardian angel, come to save him. He seemed

to have known her in a fonner innocent, happy

state of existence. His heart responded to every

high and holy sentiment of hers as if she laid a

cool, soft hand on his fevered, rebellious spirit

He learned to love her with surpassing love ; it

was a trembling bliss even to be beside her in

the terrible prison.



CHAPTER XX.

COMMON CLAY PIPKINS—DEATH AN EVERLASTING

SLEEP.

AS there no sound in France this black

November but the clank of the guil-

lotine ? no sight but the flowing of

blood ? Were there no country places,

fortunate in their seclusion, where country people

still jogged to market, and clustered at night round

the clear wood fire on the dogs, roasting chestnuts,

warming ice-cold fingers, and opening gossip-bags ?

Were there no women who still laid little children

in safe cradles, and lulled them to sleep with

cradle songs ? no bold lovers who continued to

woo buxom lasses in homely, hearty fashion, with

the one old, lawful, glad end in store ? Ay, there

were some such corners, else France must have

perished outright in those days of terror.
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One corner was Faye-aux-Jonquilles, though poor

Faye would have its own share of the troubles

yet. But Faye had at present the reprieve of

ignorance. The people there wildly imagined

that Jonquille Sart was still reigning paramount

at Paris. Maitre Michel and La Sarte were

supposed to be living in state with him, and it

was understood that between them they would

be quite able to deliver the soi-disant Citoyenne,

and the quasi aristocrat Monsieur, whom Faye had

really missed. No doubt they would all return

some fine morning to their own Faye in triumph.

The witty old woman Diane Ligny said nothing

against this proposition, and Babette was deceived

like the rest.

The auberge, though quiet, and free from visitors,

was still a cheerful spectacle. How different

it looked from the cold and dismantled Tour

!

A stately old woman sat spinning in the warmest

nook, with La Sarte's cousin, a crooked, harm-

less figure, keeping her company ; while Babette,

erect and firm as a plane tree, bright though

solid, and deep- toned as a clove carnation, moved
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about preparing the savoury leek soup for supper.

The scene was Hke a Hvely streak of dawn athwart

the gloom of the night.

So at least thought little Citizen Pepin. He

was now constantly prancing about the auberge,

though it had been for some time shut up as a

house of public entertainment. He visited it as

a friend on friendly errands, often bearing home

Babette's exceptionally extensive purchases from

his little shop, or conveying the result of the

business he had transacted for Babette at La

Maille. He would sometimes bring the journals,

and read out in his nasal sing-song their interest-

ing contents. He would even condescend to the

most menial acts, such as filling Babette's pitchers,

lifting the sacks for her convenience, and chopping

the firewood more exactly to her taste than any

other could do.

Babette accepted all these aids and attentions

as no more than her due. She had, to all appear-

ancCy no intention of rewarding them, beyond,

perhaps, being intermittently gracious to Citizen

Pepin. And she uniformly fell into fits of shrewish
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severity and sarcasm when he took advantage of

her condescension to use Hberties, or even to hint

at a closer alHance.

In general, little Pepin bore this waywardness

with discreet patience. But Pepin was flesh and

blood, and flesh and blood ultimately revolts at

inconsistency and tyranny. He protested some-

what bitterly one evening, when he and Babette

were in the entrance to the auberge, as he was

about to leave. Babette and Pepin stood beyond

the yellow glow of the room, with its beams rich

in brown ham, and its walls gay in engravings,

images, and porcelain. Their gusty, shado\Ny

station had, however, its own peculiar charms

and advantages. A flood of light from the half

open door streamed midway across the entrance,

startling the birds nestling in the eaves, and the

mice which lodged in the wattled crannies. It

revealed, too, the brightness and breadth of

the home scene within, which contrasted well

with the leaden sky, the dull, silent hamlet, and

the leaves that, torn by the November wind from

the trees of the chaussee, the thickets of the Tour,
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and the bocage itself, swirled and rustled in the

entrance. An occasional candle in the little

dormer windows of the cell-like upper rooms of

the auberge twinkled down into the gallery where

Michel and Jacqueline sat when their marriage was

young, their persons being reflected like luminous

stars, in the draw-well, with its white sanded

mouth, under the gaunt, bare elm tree. What

fehcity Pepin would have counted it to have

owned one of these tiny menages with Babette !

But Babette had accompanied the tradesman

to the door for no purpose, or only for the self-

ish purpose of insinuating that she would gladly

receive another consignment of almonds, to brew

almond milk for the old Madame. All very well

;

but when Pepin proceeded to pass his lean arm

round Babette's waist to take merely the fair ex-

change for his almonds, Babette drove him away

with such force that his elbow struck the wall and

tingled with pain.

"Play of hand, play of villain !" quoted Babette,

with ridiculous indignation ;
" I have morals."

" And I also," retorted Pepin,—the more sharply
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that he saw his mistress laughed at his mischance.

" You insult me, Babette : how long do you mean

these insults to last?"

" What mean you?" inquired Babette, with ag-

gravating simplicity.

"Babette," said Pepin, working himself into a

passion, " do you think that I will sufter you to

mock me thus ? Were I in Paris, in place of in

this dog-hole of Faye for love of you, I might be

one of the Generals of the Nation, or Director

of the Republic. You are ungrateful, Babette.

But my mind is fixed; I will suffer it no longer;"

and Pepin, on tiptoe, was strutting off.

"Who wants you to stay? Go, if you have a

mind," answered Babette, swift and inexorable a§

the lightning.

Citizen Pepin became heedless of the numb,

dull pain at his finger ends ; he desisted from

scolding his impracticable mistress any further,

and began, instead, to reproach her. " Is this

the end of it all?" he demanded, in a tragic
«

voice. " Is this the end of my following you,

and serving you hke a dog? Marlbrook would
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not have put up with it for these three and

a half years. My Httle shop at your service ! my

very principles sacrificed to you ! If the sans-

culottes ever return to Faye, I am sure to be

hanged without mercy." He paused, but there

was no reply from his insensible mistress, and so

he went on :
—" I believe you and that scrag

Mother Jullienne would dance the cancon round

the fountain while I was being hung. The deuce !

You women are either strong, beautiful tigresses,

or lean, long-cheeked, ugly wolves. The messages

I have gone for you," he continued, looking yet

more pensive. " I brought you of my best, too,

and you have given me scorn in return," Pepin

summed up rapidly, and with crowning emphasis.

" You have served me, I grant," cried Babette
;

" but what of that ? Who offered the service ?

and what is the service worth if it is given for a

recompence ? I have lived with nobles ; but,

—

ah ! you are a mean httle wretch. Citizen Pepin."

" Very well. Mademoiselle Babette," acquiesced

Pepin slowly, now wounded in the tenderest

point. " It is true that I proffered the service
\

VOL. III. H
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it is true also that I am a mean little wretch ; for I

shall proffer it again, probably, though you hate

and despise me."

" No, I have had enough of men," Babette

declared. " If I had my choice, I should live like

a bachelor to the end of my days."

"You might have rejected me more kindly, at

any rate," responded Pepin, a gleam of light from

the door at that moment striking him and showing

the tears in his eyes, " were it only because you

are a woman."

Babette winced ; there was a rustling of her

garments in the solitude. " Ah, well," she said,

after a little, " I am vvTong. I should ask you to

forgive me. I am not worthy of a thought, my

friend. I am harsh. My humour is morose. I

have had my troubles."

" I know, Babette," Pepin interrupted her

;

"but I thought that disappointments would have

taught you to have more pity for another."

Babette shrugged her shoulders. " There are

natures and natures, my son," she remarked

placably."
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" And I thought, too, that here was the end ot

my dream. But still the shop thrives, Babette."

(The shop, in truth, Hke everything else in Faye,

was at its lowest ebb.) " I would make you most

welcome, and you would reign as La Sarte has

done."

" No, no, my boy ; no more of that," answered

Babette, briskly, but not unkindly. " It cannot be.

I belong to them,—you comprehend ? You and I

are but two common clay pipkins ; but we can

help to hold their wine of life just as well as if we

were porcelain, till death frees us, and gives us

also wings."

" Hand to hand on it, and till death ? " pressed

Pepin, sadly, as a last test.

" Yes j hand to hand, and until death, I promise

you," and she put her hand in his.

" I say not another word against it, since you

have accorded me your confidence, Babette," sub-

mitted the foolish little citizen, manfully, and in

resigned admiration of Babette.

Pepin spoke again, after a moment's pause

:

" There is only one thing, my friend—think no
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more of what I said of my miserable services. I

smite my breast to think I should have been such

a wretch. These poor services are my pleasure,

my delight, Mademoiselle Babette, as well as my

duty. Do not punish me for my folly by pro-

hibiting me from performing them, and do not

seek them from another, if you would not have

me leap into the Mousse."

Babette was so profoundly touched that she

did not reply for a second. When she did, it

was with the unexpected suggestion, " Perhaps

we do not understand each other ; let us have

an explanation." Had Pepin seen clearly, he

would not only have noticed that she crossed her

arms upon her chest, but that she knitted her

low forehead, as if for the solving of a problem.

" Your polite proposal meant that I should marry

you, live with you in your pretty little shop, bear

you children, and give myself up to you and them

—is it not so?" Babette went decisively into the

matter.

" Yes, and you have rejected me," explained

Pepin, wondering, yet unable to hope.
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" Certainly you must get another woman of

the hamlet for that, if you will have it;"—so

Babette disposed of that part of the subject.

**But," she went on, "if you want a friend, Mon-

sieur Pepin, one whom you can visit at all times,

one who will reckon up your accounts, and look

over your bargains; for I am well educated,—

I

owe it to my poor darling Mademoiselle,

—

no, Madame Michel, Madame Michel, you re-

member, Pepin?—it is not a bad name that, and

she is still Dame de Faye,—how the balls run

!

—Ah me ! Well, what was I saying ? I will

arrange your books, make sure of your profits,

and get up your bad debts as well as any trades-

man's wife of Paris. And if you want such a

friend to nurse you when you are old, and to see

that you get the last sacraments, if there are ever

Messieurs the Cures and the last sacraments going

again, and to close your eyes, my old friend,

—

why, then, if that is what you desire, I will think

of it, Citizen Pepin," concluded Babette, unable to

resist mixing coquetry with the concession.

"You are an angel. Mademoiselle Babette, and
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I am a man. I would have asked something

different, something more human, perhaps. But

let that pass. You give me a thousand times

more than I deserve. I accept your offer, my

Babette. I am your beau, your lover for ever,"

vowed Pepin, kissing the hand which could, at

times, so well bestow a buffet.

Pepin was not sure but this was the best end,

after all.

Marrying Babette, possessing her as his house-

wife, might, perchance, have brought her down

from her lofty pedestal in his imagination ; but

while she continued merely his friend, neither old

age, nor wrinkles, nor infirmities would ever de-

throne her. Thus the Dorindes and the Pierres

aped the sentiments of their betters.

Next day an old woman, with her distaff in the

bosom of her go^^^l, went along spinning, and

driving her red cow before her, from the banks

of the Mousse, where, by dint of great assiduity,

it had managed to get a few wisps or blades. She

looked up, and began to wag her head gravely,

as she approached the churchyard gate. It was
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closed, but clearly not for the preservation of

property. The crosses were pulled up and broken

into fragments, like the woodwork of the little

church close by, and neither white ribands nor

immortelles rested on the grave of virgin or patri-

arch. Over the gate was painted, in big, staring

white letters, " Death is an everlasting sleep."

Here was the explanation of the shut door. The

old woman was very old, and brown, and shrivelled.

To all appearance it could not be long ere she

slept her everlasting sleep. The idea, however,

seemed to fill her ^vith lively dissatisfaction.

A second and younger woman, noticing the first,

walked down the street and joined her. The two

stood still at the locked gate, while the red cow

went discreetly on to quench its thirst at the

fountain trough.

"A fine thing now^" said the older woman,

" after me and my old man have lived together

these forty years, to tell us that when our time

comes we are to fall asleep and not even dream

of each other,—bah !

"

" And my little son Alex," replied the younger,
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who was drawn for the araiy, and has marched to

the ends of the earth, and who may be shot passing

through some hedge and die in a ditch—they ^vill

tell me he will have gone to sleep and will have

no awaking. I need not care to go to sleep, for

I shall have no awaking either; and I suppose

they would say I need not pray, because God is

also asleep !"

" Death ! if that were the case, what would

the common people do?"

" For that matter, what would the great people

do?"

" Ah ! the great people have had their day, and

now it is their night ; the holy saints help them !

I bear them no spite, poor souls ! But, my faith !

if they call this liberty, when they do not give us

the liberty of another world, I would like better to

want their liberty, I would !"

" The salt tax and roadmaking were not half

so bad, not even purgatory and the dread of hell

itself"

" No indeed ! They still left us heaven, and the

good God, and our Lord and Saviour, the Virgin
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and the saints, to interpose for us. One never

knew where a blessing might not come from. But

this sleep, it crushes us like lead."

" La Jullienne takes on worst of all for her

baby. They say she will go mad if something is

not done."

" Go ! she was always a lunatic, La Jullienne.

What is her baby, which lay in her bosom for only

a year, to my man, who has driven the cow there

—the prodigal beast—^with me, and helped to milk

her too, and dug, and thrashed, and ate, and drank,

and prayed with me for nearly half a century ?"

" Or to my little son, who kept the vintage so

well, and was affianced to the good Jeanneton,

the best girl in Faye. Oh ! well, it is hard ; but

for Mother JuUienne,—fy ! do not speak of her

in comparison."

" La Sarte used to say, every one's trial was the

worst trial to that man or woman."

" La Sarte knows ; she is a wise woman. I

esteem La Sarte ; I wish her good luck of her stay

in Paris with her son, the famous deputy. But La

Sarte did not live with her man for forty-seven
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years. Fatlicr Sart died wlicn the fLimous deputy

was a baby himself, T reirieml)er. The honest

man dei)arled on the fete of St. Hilaire. Ouf

!

I forget there is no St. Hilaire ; there is nothing

but the sun yonder, and he goes to l)ed in his

turn. 'Hiey hold up that sleep as if it were a

blessing. 1 don't want to sleep unless I am to

awake again. 'I'hough I do have the rheumatism,

I can bear it; for there are many things beautiful

here, if only folk did not tell us lies."

" You had always fine courage, Mother Beau-

jeu, and T.a Sarte has still both her children," re-

flected the younger woman, in a complaining tone.

" Yes, and one of them a deputy at Paris, and

the other the registrar to pay grand visits with her

;

else La Sarte's tongue, wise woman as she is,

would not clack like the clai)per of a mill." The

old woman was strong-mindcil, but .she could not

allude to a friend's ])rosi)erity without a touch of

sarcasm.

" More tongues clack than that of La Sarte, who

can hold hers till the village thinks she has had a

lesson from the Silent,"—so her comj)anion de-
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fended La Sarte stoutly, having an idea of enlisting

the deputy's boundless influence for the private

soldier. " For me," she went on, " I could no

more march like some of these women from La

Maille, than I could fly like one of my own geese."

" 'St ! my woman, that is the best of it. The

men march to the wars, and the women take

the affairs at home into their own hands. They

will soon weary, the worst of the women, with

sleep as the end of all. The men would suffer it

to last a little longer, so long as they got their

soup and their cheese, their cider and their tobacco,

their fights and their glory. My faith ! they are

worse than heretics with their sleep
;
yet even my

old man might bear it for a time, although he would

soon want the old life over again, with all the wrong

made right, and the good God to smile on him.

But we, the women, have the longer sight, we have

the faith, the love that will not let us rest with a

taste of the good weather here. Our gorges rise

at once against the sleep; we know better. We
will soon have no more of it."

" I hope it is so, my friend, and that my son
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will live till then. But look you, there comes Mo-

ther JuUienne, whose son was only a little child."

The old gadding slattern of the hamlet was a

sorry sight. Not only were her arms empty of the

meagre child, but they were tossing distractedly

about her head, from which she had torn her cap,

together with handfuls of her grizzled hair. The

bones were staring at each other above her hollow

cheeks, and her ferret eyes were glazed and wild.

" Why does that great beast Jullien not take

up my child and give him consecrated burial ?"

she raged in a hoarse voice. "But Jullien is

so swollen he cannot dig. I will rather scratch

away the earth with my nails."

" Softly, softly. La Julienne, the child rests

under the shadow of the church. There is no bet-

ter grave in France now," said Mother Beaujeu.

"And he was but a little thing," added the

other woman, grudgingly preoccupied with her

own trial ;
" he had not worked for you, nor even

spoken to you."

" Silence ! or I strike you," screeched Mother

Jullienne. " What do you know of it, wife of Hue
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the younger—you whose Alex was idle many a

time, and was turned back from his confirmation

for kiUing quails when he should have been ring-

ing the bells ? Or you, Mother Beaujeu, whose

old Simon is like a crab apple, and you and he

spit at each other like cats? Ah ! I have seen you,

Mother Beaujeu, yoked side by side with an ox,

and even an old grey ass, and your man driving

you. No wonder you bray ! You two would

be well at ease to have your plagues sleeping

for ever, and so would the whole world, for

that. But my innocent little child, what do I

know but that if he had lived he might have

been a great farmer, buying up the lands, Hke

Maitre Michel ? And now that he is dead, to

be told that he will never wake up again,—

I

tell you it makes me mad."

" You were always mad. La Jullienne ; and

there would be no peace in Paradise if the

baby, or anybody else, got you there, unless you

mended your manners. Our Lady forgive me

for saying so to you in yolir mourning for the

child, and forgive you also for judging us. What ?
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Do you not think I love better the quarrels ^vith

my dear old man, than the compliments of the

finest fellow in France, though he were a king?

I will tell you a little story. A\Tien my mother

was a little girl, she saw a lovely young lady of

twenty, in a coach drawn by eight horses, riding

to the house of her sister an abbess, with waggon

loads of fine things after her. They called her

Mademoiselle de Fontanges, and she was the fa-

vourite of a king. But she was wasted like the wax

before a fire—hear you ? and not with disease

either. It was the poisoning affair; the foster-

sister of my mother up in Paris knew all about it.

The Chambers sat on it for three years. After

the trial, thirty-six persons died for it, one of

them a great Marquise,—that was a sight before

the Marquises had their troubles like other people,

—and all for wanting to give the King one love

philtre, and for having given another to his Made-

moiselle de Fontanges. I can tell you there is no

laughing under the nose when one is the favourite

of a great king. This one was going to die when

my mother saw her, and she always said the
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young lady looked so woebegone. It was all

the same to the poor wretch whether she had

been the favourite of a king or a peasant. She

had not made her peace with God. It did not

come easy to her, that repentance, though she

reached her sister the abbess, and had the help

of the great ecclesiastics. Beggars have died in

barns with less dismal faces. As to the honest

quarrels of me and my old man. La JulHenne,

they are all to be settled at last. We shall know

the best of each other, and how much we two old

cross patches loved, and bore from, each other,

when we dwell together like the angels, all our

toils and sins past, up in the clear, peaceful blue

sky yonder."

"And how dare you slander my Alex, you

bad Jullienne? Did not he mend his ways?

Did not the priest pardon him, and the good

Jeanneton consent to marry him ? Poor boy ! his

feet are sore marching out of France that he may

be sabred or blown into the air, and I forbidden

to appeal to the saints on his behalf I did not

object to his entering the National Guard and
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keeping France. Coward as I am, I would

mount guard myself for the country. But how is

he to keep France, away in Italy or Germany?

and how is he to keep me and the ailing father

and the little things if the Italians or Germans

come here in his absence?"

"What is it? AVhat are you gossiping about,

good women?" suddenly asked a voice behind

them, causing the disputants to spring asunder.

A stranger had joined them unobserved. He

appeared a wayfaring, working man, in common

coarse frieze jacket and knee-breeches, with great

sabots stuffed with grass. His bold, bro"\Mi, elderly

face, shaded by his cap, looked sharply into theirs.

He read the inscription on the churchyard gate,

and leaning over, contemplated the desecrated in-

closure. Turning again, he interrogated the women

afresh. Mother Beaujeu had fine courage, and an

obstinate belief in immortality, but she shrank from

a profession of her faith to a stranger on the high

road, which might involve her going before the

commune, and riding to La Maille in a cart with

her hands tied behind her.
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"We contemplate the dwellings of the dead,

citizen, and speak of them. We may do that, I

hope ?"

But La Jullienne was frantic. " Not at all,

citizen; the old traitress lies. We lament the

old faith and the old rites. I want up my child,

who was buried here without consecration, and I

a good Christian."

"And you a good Christian?" repeated the

questioner, looking at her with knitted brows.

"Do you hear him?" whispered Mother Beau-

jeu to her friend; " he is a spy of the commune."

" No, no. I have seen him before ; my eyes

are younger than yours ; I have my suspicions

;

let us wait!" answered the wife of Hue the

younger, under her breath.

"My httle child buried like a dog!" moaned

Mother JuUienne.

"My poor woman!" exclaimed the man,

stepping forward, his manner and tone under-

going an entire change; "dost thou not think

the good God who made both little children

and dogs knows the difference even when they

VOL. III. I
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lie under the sod? Our Lord and Sa\'iour,

who took the Httle ones in His arms, is He not

ready to receive them still ? Can He not see when

you are cruelly afflicted, and are deprived of the

power to bury and seal the young, or the old

either, with holy words and signs?"

"It is our Father Hubert!" cried Mother Beau-

jeu and the others together, and they pressed up

to him, eager to take his hand and ask his bless-

ing, quite regardless of attracting attention from

hostile eyes. " Our priest, you have kept your

promise. Oh ! we are glad you are here again

to tell us of the friends who do not change or

die any more than the great God ; for it is dreary,

dreary, this creed of everlasting sleep. It may be

very well for the men, or those of them who are

able for the triumph and glory, such as it is

;

but for those women who cannot change them-

selves into men, it is a very poor and heartless

thing."

" I am come back because I promised," said

Monsieur Hubert. " It is not meet that the

shepherd should be absent from the flock when
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it is given over to wolves, though you know the

law forbids me to be here."

" Oh, never mind the law," said Mother Beaujeu.

" They are always making new laws. What is law

to-day may be treason to-morrow. But there is a

Divine law which remains like the stars in the sky

;

is it not so, our pastor? That is the law for us

women, and for the men too, if they only had the

heads to see it. Will you do an old woman the

honour of coming home with her. Monsieur le

Cure?"

" No, La Beaujeu," said the wife of Hue, " your

man is too old to protect him ; and though my

Alex is gone, my brother Bartelemi lodges in the

house. You will come with me. Monsieur le Cure?"

And Mother Jullienne, now quieter and more

resigned under the Cure's words, put in her claim

also to Hubert's presence in her house.

" You are too good, my children," said the

Cure, naming them all softly. " I did not know

how good even the worst of you could be when

my presence might bring ruin or death into your

families."
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" Did you not hear us say we would have back

the salt-tax and the road-making ; that we would

die of famine, rot away with fatigue and neglect,

risk being abused by the nobles even, rather

than be condemned to sleep like the beasts that

perish?"

" I render thanks for it, with all my heart, to

God and to you. But I am going on to Croix.

The farmer there wants a stout labouring man to

thrash and to feed his beasts through the winter.

You will see whether I cannot work as well as

preach. I shall be near you at Croix, and you

will send for me whenever you are in distress, else

I will never forgive you
;
you comprehend ?"

They knew that Monsieur Hubert was a true

aristocrat.

And thus this season, when women were per-

forming the most of the field-work, Maitre Chau-

four, at Croix, had a working man who toiled

among the foremost, though he and his wife were

almost reverential to him when strangers were not

by. And this working man was always prepared

to go down to Faye and the neighbouring hamlets,
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to bestow his skill on those who suffered from

the maladies which continued to desolate the

country, until hardly a death-bed, far or near,

was without the presence of his composed, com-

manding, benevolent countenance.



CHAPTER XXI.

DEATH THE VISITOR AND DEATH THE EXECUTIONER.

|NE morning in the month of November,

so crowded with events, Monsieur

tried to rise from his bed in the

Luxembourg, but fell back incapable

of renewing the effort. A deliverer was at hand

to interpose between him and the ruthless Tri-

bunal,—a deliverer with whom even Robespierre,

in the terrible strength of one idea, could not

cope. His health had been failing ever since

his removal to prison, and now the blow was

descending which would save judges and execu-

tioners any further trouble with him.

Those old aristocrats mingled mars-ellous self-

abandonment with marvellous self-command.

Their faculties were alert to the last. At least

Monsieur's mind continued wonderfully active
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and collected. "When the room was vacated by

his chance companions, he sent for his old

countrywoman, La Sarte, and his daughter. On

their entering he removed his nightcap, with a

feeble hand, to indicate the distinction between

him and the Republicans, and to apologize for

giving them the trouble of coming to him.

Jacqueline, mute and tearless, took her place

like a statue by his pillow.

La Sarte anxiously ejaculated, " Lie down,

Monsieur, and cover yourself," and could not

assume her functions as a nurse till he had done

so. Then she lifted up the limp, chill hand,

and felt the pulse, and looked into the eyes,

and saw that a glaze was stealing over their

brightness. That was enough. She cast a de-

precating glance at Jacqueline as she whispered

to the dying man and he to her; for the sharp

pain was clutching at him, and fast sucking the

life-breath out of his breast.

Doubtless death was different in the Luxem-

bourg from death in the Tour of Faye. But even

in the great prison, constantly emptying out its
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inhabitants to death, the last enemy was

avoided save by frenzied men. Doctors visited

the corridors and cells, endeavouring to avert

the presence of Death the visitor, that Death the

executioner might have his due ; and where the

presence could not be averted, a certain respect

was paid to the messenger who came direct from

the God whom none worshipped.

La Sarte knelt down before Monsieur's bed.

" My dear Monsieur, let me bring one of the

priests. Though we cannot get the viaticum, the

offices of confession and absolution are still theirs

and ours."

Jacqueline shivered and laid down her head on

the pillow beside her father's. She made no fur-

ther lament, that she might cause no disturbance.

" I am dying, after all, like a rat in its hole,"'

said Monsieur, with a strange blending of relief

and regret. " I should like to die at least dressed

as a gentleman."

Anxious to gratify him, the women, although

with difficulty, owing to his exhaustion and pain,

dressed Monsieur in his velvet coat and cordon
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bleu complete, while he tendered many apologies

for the trouble.

" Tell Madame," he said, faintly enough, on

recovering a little from the exertion,—" tell Diane

de Ligny that as I dressed to meet her first, so I

dressed to face the King of Terrors on a ppor

bed in a dark cell, when other men were favoured

to face him in full day, and in the open place

where my king faced him."

" My Monsieur," said La Sarte, in solemn,

loving consolation, " God disposes. Wha.t signifies

the mode to him who goes to glory?"

" What signifies, if he go to glory ? " questioned

Monsieur.

" Monsieur le Baron, you know that for a man

who is penitent, and who dies fulfilling the last

ordinances, and receiving the last rites, there are

(our Lord and Saviour be praised for it!) salva-

tion, sanctification, and glory, in different mea-

sures, according to the capacity of the person to

receive them."

" Pardon me, La Sarte," answered Monsieur,

very politely, " that is the very thing I do not
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know. Indeed I know nothing. I am not an

infidel. Faith ! I know less of the truth of in-

fidelity than of the truth of religion. But I am

a sceptic. This is what we have reduced our-

selves to, we philosophers,—to * the great perhaps

'

of that sad beast with a man's soul, Rabelais."

La Sarte was grieved, but she was neither

startled nor staggered in her ministrations. She

had watched by many a French death-bed.

" My Monsieur, is there nothing in all the

Bible your heart can lay hold of and cling to

as Divine?"

Jacqueline crept nearer to her father—crept

nearer as if to warm the dead embers of his

faith.

" There is but one thing, my aubergiste,"

Monsieur admitted, candidly. " I say to myself,

But who created the Central Figure, and his

influence on all the rest ? and I cannot answer

the question. Did men create Him ? The con-

ception was sublime as none other of theirs, save

in a remote way, and as taking colour from this

figure. Did He create Himself, his words, his
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deeds ? Then the difficulty is only shifted. He

must have been supernatural."

" Truly, Monsieur, and supernatural is the

strength He gives his poor followers to die for

Him at his word."

" Stop there. La Sarte." Monsieur had still

strength to detect a weak point in the argument.

" I have seen philosophic men and women, who

believe in nothing but themselves, die as bravely

as the bravest Christian. The votaries of many

religions which you call false die gladly by hun-

dreds and thousands for their creeds."

" Why, my Monsieur, for the last, it is because

every religion, every faith, has a grain of the tru^

religion in the very fact that it is a religion. God

has ordered man to worship, to believe in some-

thing greater, something better than himself; and

even when man degrades himself, and dishonours

the good God, by bowing down to stocks and

stones, it is because he believes, although he

has distorted and debased his strength. As for

those who only worship or believe in themselves,

our God still made them, though they know Him
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not, and their virtues are from Him, though they

own Him not."

" Is that your logic. La Sarte ?"

" No, Monsieur, it is only the wit of a poor

woman. But we will let death alone, my

Monsieur. My God, and the God of Jacquette,

and of the many men and women who are not

philosophers, or infidels, or pagans, is the God

of life, not of death. Ah ! my Master, if you

can tell me that the stocks and the stones, and

the poor spirit of man in him, can make a man

anything like the Figure you talked of, the kingly

servant of all for a lifetime, then I shall admit

tliat I have been mistaken, and that we, his

followers, have all been duped. Nay, nay, I will

still throw myself on his mercy, and pray to Him

to forgive our great sin, and to raise up fresh fol-

lowers like unto Himself"

" I^a Sarte, are there not words like these

in your priests' Bible— ' Almost thou persuadest

me to be a Christian' ?"

" Not almost, but altogether, Monsieur, except

these bonds."
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" Ah ! it is too late, I can do nothing."

" But, Monsieur, there is nothing to do. He

has done it all. The greatest Christian as well

as the least, and the oldest as well as the youngest,

must owe all to Him."

" I have never been accustomed to owe so

much."

" But yes, Monsieur
;
you good nobles know

at least this text, ' It is better to give than to

receive.' Can you not bring yourself to submit

to a greater Giver,—a Giver who, in spite of you,

has already given you all you ever had—life,

rank, courage, truth, wisdom, the love of wife

and daughter, and the poor service of such

as I?"

" In one light, yes. And they were much—too

much ; I feel now I did nothing for them," con-

fessed Monsieur, in grave deprecation.

"So we all feel. What we do for Him, He

does in us and by us; we are nothing in our-

selves."

"You are mystical now. La Sarte. It is too

late."
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" Monsieur, when you were a soldier in the

wars, had you never a noble commander whom

you followed everywhere, and could have followed

anywhere, to whom you trusted everything, and

whose skill and not your valour fought the battle

for you, you being not ashamed to accept the

boon and pay him homage?"

" Ah ! yes," accorded Monsieur, his eyes

lighting up for a moment with old chivalrous

recollections ;
" I knew such a man, and all

France mourned for him when he was slain."

" My Monsieur, can you not acknowledge

another Commander, who fought the battle of

sin and death for you?"

" God knows I might, perhaps, if it were not

too late. But I did something for my marshal,

La Sarte. I wore his unifonii, and rode after

him before all the world ; and once or twice,

when the batde seemed desperate, I made some

little rallies, I struck some little blows which

helped him, great as he was."

" Monsieur the Baron, you can still wear

another Commander's uniform, and strike a little
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blow for Him, if it be only in dying under his

colours."

Monsieur meditated long. At length he said,

" As you put it, La Sarte. It may not serve me

;

I do not dare to ask it should ; but it may serve

other men. In this obscurity of death some

lights show bigger and brighter ; and I desire

to die telling the truth. The philosophers will

say I have turned hypocrite, coward, fool. So

the courtiers, who remained to dice and dance,

and scheme for place and preferment, when we

went to the wars an age ago, before I became

philosophical, said we were fools to choose the

danger, and the empty honour. Bid a priest

come, my good La Sarte," continued Monsieur

:

" I seize the last occasion to show my colours.

Let him tell his errand to those of my friends

whom he knows."

Four hours later a priest, in a low voice, com-

municated to what quality were left in the Luxem-

bourg, the information that Gabriel, Baron de Faye,

who had departed half an hour before, died in

the faith of the Church, deploring his scepticism
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and his other sins, and accepting the gospel, and

believing it, in his last moments, to be true as life

and death. The priest added that he made the

statement at the late Baron's request.

The Messieurs were not, to all appearance,

much edified by hearing of the Baron's recan-

tation. They shrugged their shoulders, took

pinches, in an underhand way, of what snuff the

Revolution had left them, and remarked among

themselves that De Faye had for a long time

been getting imbecile.

So it was to the philosophers;—how seems it to

us ? Was it that Monsieur, like Montaigne, amid

all his splenetic philosophy, retained a loophole

by which he could in his dying moments lay

hold of Christianity? Or was it only a touch of

that terrible French vanity which tempted even

Robespierre, a year later, to decree that there

was a Supreme Being, that France should ac-

knowledge Him, and establish a fete in his

honour? Ah, let us not pick holes in poor

humanity's coat of many colours. Let us deal

tenderly with Monsieur's characteristic rag of
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repentance, as we cry mercy on all our own rags of

repentance.

Jacqueline was fatherless in the gorged, surging

prison. Strange hands clasped hers, strange faces

congregated round her, and strange voices would

even tell her that they envied her, because her

father had died a natural death in her dutiful,

loving arms.

She was sensible of the force of the conso-

lation. She felt also the balm of wiser, more

healing words addressed to her by La Sarte and

Bathilde, though they were spoken to a poor,

stunned creature. But now her occupation was

gone ; henceforth she wandered purposeless up

and down the prison.

One winter afternoon Bathilde and Jonquille

were standing together at a window, neither

smarting under the cold, nor groaning at their

misery. Her face was as if she were inspired
;

his was radiant.

Up came Ol^Tnpe Durand with the swinging

step of a boy, but her swarthy face flushing with a

girl's flushes. " Have you heard the list to-night ?

VOL. III. K
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Oh ! I listened to it at the grating. The name

of Bathilde de Roure is in it."

Jonquille uttered a short, sharp cry, and flung

up his arms in horror. Bathilde only looked

round with startled, dilated eyes, and said, hur-

riedly, " I must go to my mother."

Just at that moment the gaoler entered with the

list. Some instinct impelled Jonquille to put out

his hand and detain Bathilde till it was read. The

man spelled out the names slowly and mechan-

ically in the silence, which was broken only by a

rustle here and there, or a little suppressed sob

from a companion, the persons principally con-

cerned simply rising and gliding off to make their

few hurried preparations. He sometimes stumbled

in the articulation, and was once or twice ar-

rested by a cough ; twice he commenced with a

Ba—, each time striking into Jonquille's heart;

but instead of Bathilde it was Baptiste and Barbe.

The gaoler stopped, and folded up his paper. No

Bathilde de Roure was called.

" I played you a trick," cried Olympe, saucily.

" Did I not manage it cleverly ? I wanted to see
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how you would look when the order for departure

arrived."

"How dared you do such a thing, Olympe?"

cried Jonquille, furiously ; " you are a heartless

ape !

"

Olympe looked uj3 with a half-defiant, half-

terrified expression ; but when she saw the scowl

on Jonquille's face, she crouched down, and burst

into passionate weeping.

" It was very wicked of you, Olympe," said Jon-

quille; "you do not know the injury you might

have done."

"No, she does not know," pleaded Bcathilde,

kindly, with nothing more than a little tremor in

the voice, " and therefore you should not be hard

on the child. Do you know, little one ? " she said

to Olympe, " I was brought up too gravely to play

tricks, but I often wished I had the gaiety to play

them, and some one to play them with. I had a

tame squirrel once, and my mother had to send

it away, because, though I had a dancing-master,

I would take my lessons from the little creature."

Olympe stared at Bathilde, slowly shutting and
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opening her round black eyes as she retreated a

few paces, and then returned.

"I forgive you, Mademoiselle," she said, with

great dignity ;
" but you, Jonquille, never I—never !

I will never speak to you again
!

" and she walked

off to La Sarte, and attached herself closely to the

old woman for the next two or three hours. She

was quieter and more docile than she had been

before, clinging to grandmother as her only friend,

and refusing to look at Jonquille.

"What a funny one!" ejaculated Jonquille,

laughing a little.

" Ah, but you hurt her," alleged Bathilde; "how

pale she grew ! and how her lips quivered !

"

"I am sorry," said Jonquille, a little remorse-

fully ;
" she did not merit it from me. Alas ! the

poor child is here from a child's fancy for me.

She is a wild, neglected, overgrown baby. Felicite

was better proportioned, but there was not a

fraction of her so true."

"Who was Felicite?" inquired Bathilde, curi-

ously.

Jonquille had spoken inadvertently. He had
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the greatest repugnance to discuss Felicite Du-

rand with Bathilde de Roure. In the hght of

Bathilde's noble truth and generous self-denial,

he thought of Felicite with an insensibility to every

feeling but that of impatience. At this moment

he entertained an angry contempt for the girl

who, even at sixteen and a half, had played

with her lovers as a child plays with its toys.

He was dissatisfied with himself; he fancied

his relation with Felicite had degraded him, and

he felt ashamed even of what had been the sin-

cerity of his love for her.

" Oh," he replied to Bathilde's question, with as

gay an air as he could assume, " FeHcite Durand,

Olympe's sister,—a beautiful, frivolous girl I once

knew."

As he said this he did not look at Bathilde, but

receiving no reply, he hfted up his eyes and en-

countered her open, steadfast, puzzled glance, and

his manner was transfonned instantly from care-

lessness to seriousness. He was forced to tell

her the truth. " I was so mad as to love her

distractedly, and she repaid me as I deserved."
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"You have reason. Monsieur," commented

Bathilde, with some scorn in her tone. " If

you loved a vain girl for her beauty, why should

she not turn and punish you ? Vain girls are not

as harmless as butterflies ;" and she walked away.

Jonquille stood abashed. He cared more for

the opinion of Bathilde than for that of the whole

world.

After a little while Bathilde came back, looking

shy and troubled as she rarely looked. " Pardon

me, Monsieur," she said, "\\liat right have I to

blame this Felicite, or any girl? I do not know

the weaknesses of girls any more than the ways

of men. I, who have lived as in a convent, have

yet been often flighty and selfish. I am grieved,

Monsieur Jonquille, that I should have blamed

you. I have learned to be austere ; this prison

air, I think, makes me peevish."

" Not another word. Mademoiselle," Jonquille

entreated eagerly ;
" you had reason ; I know it

better than you, now that the fire of unworthy

love is in ashes."

It was well that the pair understood each other.
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Like some ghastly foreshado^ving of a great

plague, like the leering spectre of a monstrous

iniquity, was Olympe's clever trick. The gaoler

read first, on the following night's list, the names

of Citoyenne Honoree Bathilde Roure, and Citoy-

enne Frangoise Roure, ex-Countess de Roure.

The poor, timid, scrupulous soul, who was

always frightened that she had not done the duty

which had been done for her many a century

before she was born, rose feebly to obey the

awful summons. "But what shall we do, Bathilde?

we have not said our vespers ;" and she ^vrung her

shadowy hands at the irrevocable omission.

" Calm yourself, my mother, we will say them

in the Conciergerie to-night ; to-morrow night in

heaven."

Jonquille trembled in every limb. Bathilde

was self-possessed and composed. " Once more,

until we see each other again, my friends," she

said, using the same phrase she had used at

parting on the first night they had met. " We

shall meet again, and sing the song of the re-

deemed." She spoke in a full, clear voice.
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" You are a woman," said Jonquille, in almost

incoherent despair. " And I, a man, can do

nothing. I helped to bring you to this pass."

" No, Jonquille," she answered. " It was God

who brought us all here, like Joseph to Eg)^t,

to save France and the world. Come with us

to the door, my brother; come to the last."

" But," exclaimed Jonquille, suddenly recollect-

ing himself, and putting his hand to his brow,

" you never called yourself Honoree, and you

were Chanoine of Rheims : there is some fatal

mistake."

" Oh ! hush, for mercy's sake," she whispered,

imploringly, clasping his arm, " I trust you as

I trust myself. There is a mistake, but no one

guesses it except you and me. My poor mother

would go mad without me ; I cannot let her go

alone. And what does it signify, a few days

more or less ? I have a cousin of the same name

in the Abbaye; I am not sorr}'- to die instead

of her; her husband is not summoned, and she

lias little children down at her chateau, ^^'ho

knows but God may spare her to them by a
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miracle?" She stopped and looked inquiringly

into his face. "Ah, do not be jealous, my friend;

life is precious to me too. Perhaps I could not

die for my cousin, were it not that I am the only

child of my mother, and she is alone. You will

not tell, Jonquille, for I have trusted you, and you

are my second self; you love me, my brother, and

it would break my heart if you failed me; but

I have no fear of you. Come with me to the

last."

He walked beside her spellbound as in a dream,

seeking to say something, but unable to say it.

" Take his arm, mother," she said ; " here is a

son for you, to support you in your last journey."

And Madame leaned upon him, murmuring to

him as they went about being a good son to his

mother, and not forgetting his vespers. She fell

fainting on his neck at the door.

Bathilde stretched out both her hands to him

as the gendarmes took charge of her mother.

"Kiss me before I go. If we had been spared

in this world, do you not see the world would

have come between us and parted us? We part
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only to meet again, and dwell together as angels

yonder."

He stood looking out after her when she was

gone. He could not see her mount the tumbril,

place her mother's head on her shoulder, and kiss

her as if she were the mother and her mother

the child. The door was shut in his face; but

he stood till a gendarme shook him rudely and

asked, " Do you want a ride, my fine fellow ?

You will not get it to-night now, but you will

have better fortune to-morrow, perhaps."

Jonquille went back to the corridor, and paced

up and down there, with little intermission, for

the next twenty-four hours. All the reason he

would give for his conduct was, that it was to

keep him from going mad. Remonstrance and

entreaty were useless. The gaolers threatened

to knock him on the head; while the poor

prisoners, coveting a little oblivion, reproached

him. La Sarte and Olympe came and looked up

mutely in his face, but all in vain. At the close of

the next day, he sat down and covered his face with

his hands. For more than an hour he remained
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motionless, and then raised his head before his

mother had detected the rattle of the empty carts

returning from the Place of the Revolution. His

face was so wan, so changed, notwithstanding the

smile upon his lips, that La Sarte could have

sworn it was the spirit of her son, and not his

living presence that was before her. " She is in

heaven now, mother ; I will mourn her no more.

I have been for her with these wild beasts, a night

and a day. But now I go to be in heaven too."

Olyinpe had stolen up to him, her face white

and subdued. She stretched out her hand, put it

round his neck, and said, " How sorry you have

been for Bathilde ! I wish I were like her."

" Chut ! you foolish child, how could you be

like Bathilde ?
"

" I don't think she would have said so," answered

the girl, quickly.

" No," he said, musingly; and then added, "Then

be like Bathilde, my little pet. But, Olympe, you

must not make me angry with you again, for there

is no anger with her now."

" Jonquille, there is one thing I want to ask you."
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" Well, child ?
"

"Will you and grandmother and I go to-

gether?"

" I cannot say, but it is probable, as we were

put in together under the same charge. But what

do I say? They will not hurt a child like you.

The citizen your father will inteq^ose."

"No matter, Jonquille. But promise me an-

other thing,—will you ask them to let you tie up

my eyes with your own hands, and lead me to the

steps as you would have done Bathilde? You

know you cannot want the place for her now."

" How you do speak, little one ! And yet I

know not how to refuse you."

" Do not refuse me. We will stand very near

La Sarte. The dear old grandmother ! she has not

scolded you one word to-day, Jonquille, though

you have been rude. You squeezed my hand so

when I took hold of yours, that tlie blue mark is

still on my wrist. You did not mean it, Jonquille ?"

" No! I did not mean it !" And he took up the

bruised wrist and kissed it, as one would kiss the

hurt of a child.
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" Be quiet, chatterbox, you tease my boy !

"

interrupted La Sarte, as she stroked the damp hair

off her son's brow.

" Let her alone, mother ; I do not think she will

tease me again."

" We will keep near La Sarte, who is so good and

kind," resumed Olympe, speaking confidentially,

as if she were anticipating a pleasure excursion.

" We will be sure to get into heaven with her."

Jonquille was right. Olympe teased him no

more. Though he was a little absent-minded, and

his eyes bore more or less of a strange far-away

expression, he was gentle, for he had attained on

earth to an unearthly peace.

Bathilde had not long to wait. Within this

month of November, Jonquille, La Sarte, and

Olympe Durand, were removed together to the

Conciergerie preparatory to appearing before the

Revolutionary Tribunal.

" Oh, take me too ! My mother ! my brother

!

Let me go with them, my gaolers
!

" cried Jacque-

line, piteously.

Against orders," said the gaolers, stolidly.
a
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" You must live for Michel and for that other

life," said La Sarte ; " even the Tribunal will

spare you on that account. The Terror will not

last for ever."

La Sarte took the old hair chain and chaplet

from her neck :
" You gave me this long ago

;

oh, my poor, poor Demoiselle, I dare say you

have forgotten it. But I have never forgotten

to pray for you, and Michel, and Jonquille.

And not a prayer is uttered, any more than a

sparrow falls to the ground, without His knowledge.

You will put it round the ne'ne"s neck, my daugh-

ter
;
you will keep your o^vn gift in remembrance

of the old peasant aubergiste whom you were fond

of; and it may help to bind up your poor broken

heart, and rest your dizzy brain,—for ah, it is

easier to die here than to live ! But you used to

be a brave, generous demoiselle, as Michel was a

brave, dutiful man, and you would have asked the

most difficult task. Is it not so, my child ?"

When the little party were led before the

Revolutionary Tribunal, Jonquille, though greatly

changed, recovered some of his old fire. He
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looked round keenly among his old associates to

see if there was any friendly demonstration on

behalf of him and his companions.

Not one of Olympe's relatives was present
; Jon-

quille sorrowfully conjectured that Citizen Hercules,

in his confirmed fright and incapacity, was still only

trying, in a roundabout way, to find out which of

the prisons his poor daughter had been conveyed to.

As for himself and La Sarte, there was Michel,

in his workman's blouse, standing well forward,

close to one of the clerks at the table of the

Tribunal. Staid Michel, who could not get at his

wife, was here leading a forlorn hope for his mother

and brother. He was only too likely to be con-

signed to share their fate, but he would not pro-

voke it, or draw it down on himself Wantonly.

La Sarte saw her elder son, and looked on him

with love and pride.

Then Jonquille gazed around to distinguish

old familiar faces, and note the changes. The

first were not numerous, the last were notable.

This Tribunal was not the Convention ; but here,

too, was reflected the great change which had come
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over France. The old men, full of classic dreams,

proud, hot-headed, vehement, reckless, but yet gen-

erous and exalted in their destructive tenden-

cies,—the artists, philosophers, professional men,

and nobles, with whom Jonquille had been allied,

were all gone. The early men of the Revolu-

tion had often boasted that the Tree of Liberty

should be watered with its enemies' blood. But

now it spread its roots in more " mingled gore,"

—it was drenched with the richest life-blood of

its planters.

The most infamous court the world has ever

seen was this Revolutionary Tribunal. The Star

Chamber, the Holy Vehm, the Inquisition, were

innocent compared to it. It consisted of six

judges and a jury, with nominal pleaders on both

sides. There was always a crowded, tumultuous

audience. The Tricoteuses and the old "slaugh-

terers," who continued to attend, and dip rags

in the flowing blood on occasions,—their grizzled

heads garnished with blonde tresses bought from

the executioner with tlie spoils of great houses,

—

were always well represented in the court. For
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what playhouse could approach the Tribunal in

tragedy ?

As president of the court sat the last and most

hated of the Jacobins, Maximilien Robespierre.

This green-complexioned, lean man, who was

constantly biting his nails and hiding the twitch-

ing of his fingers, was here to teach men an

awful lesson. He has found his historians, and

they record truly that • this was he who gave up

his Arras judgeship rather thaft sentence one man

to die;—that he was the daily associate of Ma-

dame Roland, Barbaroux, and Petion (and they

at least were incorruptible) ;—that he had a strange

fascination for women. For not only the old mad-

woman, Catherine Theot, who called herself the

Mother of God, and prophesied before her master,

but women at once virtuous and intellectual, were

ranked as devotees of Robespierre. Poor devo-

tees ! But, on the other hand, this was the man

who had as strange a power of repulsion for

natures unlike his own, as most women's were.

For women helped largely to load him with the

peculiar obloquy which gives his name a bad pre-

VOL. III. L
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eminence. Women followed him hissing, spitting,

cursing, on the dreary way which he himself at

last trod in the wake of the multitudes he had

sent to the guillotine. Thus beginning and thus

ending, thus loved and thus loathed, there is but

one reading of the hieroglyphics in which the

man's history is written. The part of the anti-

Christ of murder, of bloodthirsty relentlessness,

was left to be acted by one who had lost all

sense of personalitj^, all love for humanit)', and

had become the incarnation of an idea, a dogma.

But Robespien-e was now flourishing. There

was a tremendous singleness and directness in

his rod of iron, which overpowered and paralyzed

all wider, more yielding sceptres. Couthon, a

paralyzed cripple, who nursed and fondled a

greyhound in his withered bosom, kept him com-

pany on the tribune ; and so did red-haired, brutal

Tallien, with whom a woman, neither lofty nor

pure, was now going through the nursery tale of

Beauty and the Beast, as heedless of its moral as

the children.

The accusation was read, stating that Jonquiile
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Sart was a Girondist, and had been engaged in

conspiracies against the existing government.

Something Hke an " examen " ensued, and ques-

tions were asked at random both by the judges

and the jury.

" Are you the person indicated here ? " to

Jonquille.

" I am a man and a Frenchman."

" Enough of your wit. Were you a deputy in

the Convention of the year i of the Revolution?"

" I was deputy for La Mousse in the year of the

Lord 1793."

" We recognise no such calendar. Were you

anything more ?
"

" I was commissary of the Section 1 2 of Paris."

" Clerk, write him down guilty of prevarication !

Did you not vote as a Girondist ?
"

" I called myself of no party. I voted according

to my conscience."

"The herring smells of the cask. We know

what company he has kept."

The pleader beside Michel rose, and went

into a formal statement. Jonquille's votes he
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alleged, had not brought him under the jurisdiction

of the Tribunal, and he insisted on his innocence

of conspiracy.

" Our time is precious," declared a judge, after

half a dozen sentences. " We want no more ot

this. Our mind is made up. We are ready to

vote unanimously that we find Jonquille Sart

guilty on both charges, and are prepared to pro-

ceed with his condemnation. Let us go on."

There was a murmur of acquiescence. The

Tribunal had much on its hands, so much that it

was about to split into four sections.

While the president was signing the condem-

nation Jonquille spoke. *' Citizens, give me one

word. You used to hear me in another place.

You see the old woman and the halfgro^^'n girl

at my side. Does France make war upon old

women and children ?
"

" We will have no questions from a condemned

person. Charlotte Corday was a woman. Read

the women's accusation."

" Citoyenne Marie Sart, aubergiste at Faye-aux-

Jonquilles ; and Citoyenne Olympe Durand, Rue
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St. Honore, in league with the prisoner, and sup-

posed to be infected with his principles." Had

they anything to say for themselves ?

" My son Jonquille spoke for himself and me,"

answered La Sarte, staidly, in spite of her taste

for making converts, under a dim feeling that a

woman was not permitted to speak in a public

assembly.

Olympe was bewildered. She could only say,

" Ask Jonquille ; he knows."

"The accusation proven by the women's ad-

mission. Second sentence of condemnation.

Remove the prisoners."

" Stay ! Citizen President, Citizen Judges. Hear

me!"

It was Michel who spoke from his place among

the audience. His intervention—indeed, all inter-

vention—was so hopeless that Jonquille called out,

" Michel, be silent."

" Communication between the prisoners and

the speaker."

Gendarmes stepped to Michel's elbows.

" These are honest people," asserted Michel,
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Standing square and grey like a rock among uild

waves. " I should know them ; they are my

brother and my mother."

His boldness made an impression.

" My brave JSIichel," thought La Sarte. Her

mind sped away, and rested for an instant on

her village and her auberge. The great stove,

with its casts of saints and their miracles, and its

load of hissing chestnuts ; the wooden galler}% with

its look-down into the busy court on the people,

cattle, and dogs,—she saw them all in a flash
;

heard the creaking of the clumsy bridles, the

clatter of the sabots, and the ringing of the bells

of the little church among the willows, where the

rime was falling thick and white. It was but

the vision of a moment. La Sarte looked up

again, and saw the Revolutionary Tribunal, its men

in riding coats and carmagnoles, and her son

Michel dressed as a warehouseman or porter

;

and she heard his honest voice acknowledging

her and Jonquille.

'* What have you to say for them ? " was the

astonished inquiry.
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" That La Sarte is a woman full of good works.

You may send and ask any native of Faye if you

do not believe me. And as for Jonquille Sart,

I answer for him, that he did his best when he

was in authority."

" A valuable security," sneered a bystander.

The tide was turning again with swift rapidity.

" Do you want to die with your fine family ?

"

demanded a judge, with fierce flippancy.

" No, but to save them," replied Michel.

" But if you cannot save them, to die with them

then ?
"

"Again, no."

"Why, my independent citizen—you who are

such a family man?"

" I have a wife in prison," announced Michel,

incapable of subterfuge, or thinking, perhaps, to

melt these hearts of stone by the tale of his mis-

fortunes.

"Ah ha! More friends among the conspirators?

But you need not have too much care on her

account. The nation has undertaken to provide

for her, even to the expenses of her interment.
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A lively fellow like you might find another. You

are ready to die ?
"

"No," persisted Michel, doggedly meeting the

buffoonery which relieved the dark colour of the

proceedings, in the interval during which notes

were brought from the Committees of Safety and

Security— twin satellites of the Tribunal— for the

inspection of the president.

" The man is a caitiff. Are you afraid, Citizen ?"

His appearance there was like fear ; but the

simple answer came, " I believe not
!"

" What then binds you to this life which to you

is made villanous?" The question was urged as

much in inquisitiveness as mockery, and the

arrested court interested itself in the investigation,

while the Tricoteuses stopped the click of their

knitting-needles, and echoed sonorously, " What

binds to this life ? " The president looked up,

with his thumb placed at a particular point in

his notes, as the voice responded,

—

"God. He gave me life, and I keep it for

Him till He take it back. He may yet have

work for me here. The question is not my plea-
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sure, but His pleasure; not my will, but my

use."

" He is a fanatic, a madman !

" cried Michel's

assailant.

The president rose and said, " The man is

dismissed," and then sat down again, with an

imperious wave of his twitching hands.

Robespierre was a Deist, not an infidel. He

was enraged at the anchorless extremity to which

Henriot and Hebert were driving France. Michel

Sart's words were the one plea for God's great,

common boon of life which he had heard in that

court, where arguments blew from every point of

the compass. So he, the greatest blood-shedder

in France, liberated Michel for them.

" Michel is saved, God be praised," said mother

and brother, thinking they took their farewell

look of him, as another case was called.

The three were conducted from the court, Jon-

quille holding up the signal finger. Their places

were found in one of the tumbrils. Mother and

son, with the poor young victim, Olympe Durand,

between them, sat in one of the rows of full
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seats in a line of carts guarded by mounted gen-

darmes. They were driven along the thronged

streets, already partly lit, to the Place of the

Revolution. The life of the streets, even on this

murky winter afternoon, was that of robust, many-

coloured activity and gaiety, to eyes Avhich had

long seen nothing but prisons and death. But

the activity and gaiety were more remote from

these people, now so near their end, than the free,

thoughtless games of childhood from careworn

men. The tumbrils drove as usual through the

Rue St. Honore; and as they passed her fathers

house, Olympe uttered a wailing cry of recognition.

" What is it, my child ? It will soon be over

now," said Jonquille.

Jonquille's eyes were looking very far away,

until Olympe recalled him to the present. A fair,

blue-eyed face peeped out from a well-known

house. Seeing the occupants of the cart, its owner

experienced stronger beatings of the heart than

she had yet known, and fell back, distorted by

convulsions. But Jonquille did not notice this.

In the Place stood the great machine, the
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crowd a little back from it, but a detachment

of Tricoteuses in their chairs close at hand.

" Ah ! Claude, Madeleine, our old beau com-

missary in the fifth cart ! We have not seen

him for long. What a fine head he will make !

I am delighted I came to-day to see our beau

commissary once again. He does not see us, or

else does not know his old friends. He is too

high or too low,—they are all too high or too

low who have to make a valet of Monsieur

Coupe-tete. Is it not so, Madame la Duchesse?"

The prisoners stood beside the frame, while

around them stretched the inner ring of gen-

darmes, with the broad belt of the unwearied

mob beyond these again. Each prisoner in turn

was called to ascend the steps of the scaffold.

The Sarts and Olympe, having driven in the fifth

cart, would have to wait a little.

" Do not look up, my child," Jonquille directed

Olympe, for, pinioned as he was, he could not

put his arm round her to still the beating of her

heart at every rattle of the axe.

It was La Sarte who this time roused him from
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his reverie. " What is it that reminds me of Faye

here, my son ? Quick, look around and tell me ?
"

" The butcher Sylvain works the knife, my

m.other; the hand which has often broken our

bread is to slay you and me."

" It is not that. Look farther, my old eyes are

dim."

" Michel is here, mother ; he has followed us, he

is standing bareheaded yonder in the midst."

La Sarte made a motion with her bound hands
;

then she leant forward, and called out to the

spectators standing just beyond the gendannes,

" Is there a pitiful soul in this place who will,

for his own mother's sake, do a dying woman's

last small behest?"

One of the most ragged and ruffianly of the

men took off his cap and muttered, " I will,

Citoyenne."

Continually such appeals were made, continually

they were responded to by bloodthirsty savages.

" God will reward you. N^ver mind whether

you believe in Him," she added, for the man was

about to deny the faith. " He made natural
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affections, He will reward you when I cannot.

A big, yellow-haired man stands yonder, bare-

headed, in the midst. Go to him. Say his

mother reminds him that he never disobeyed her

;

bid him, as her last command, to quit the Place."

The messenger departed.

" Look out again, Jonquille."

" He is gone, my mother."

" My good son, my two good sons, who never

disobeyed me. Ah, I have been a happy mother !

"

Sylvain was relieved by another of Samson's

assistants, and came down from his place at a

bound, cracking his finger joints.

" Ah ! this is something like life, old friends.

You, La Sarte, who tried to make a man of me,

and you. Citizen Deputy, did I not say you

would find work for me? did I not ask you if

you would not fancy looking out of the little

window for a private view of the world ? There

has been nothing so fine since that curmudgeon

Samson was out of the way, and I had some-

thing higher than apprentice's work,—somebody

better than the canaille to dispose of The girl
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with eyes the colour of the sky when the coarse

day is over, and the fine night is come,—the girl

who thought only of her mother, was a rare

subject."

Jonquille's wan face flushed, his eyes flashed,

he made a wrench at his bonds, and staggered

nearer to Sylvain.

" What ! holloa ! my old comrade, whom I

got into disgrace, and who always blamed me for

his scrapes. You want to try an escape. Think

not of it, my ass's colt ; an escape has never been

accomplished here."

Jonquille was quiet again.

" Jonquille, Jonquille, keep your vow," besought

Olympe, in a thin and shrill voice.

" See here, Sylvain," said Jonquille, with calm-

ness. " I promised this young girl something ; for

old acquaintance' sake permit me to fulfil my

promise."

" Bravo ! that is politely spoken ; anything in

reason, my pretty fellow."

" Only unbind my hands that I may tie up

her eyes, and lead her a little bit on her way.
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Faith of Jonquille Sart ! I will not attempt to

get oft'; I am not a fool, old Sylvain."

" There, I unbind you; I am not unreasonable."

" It is not like our play, Jonquille," whispered

Olympe, with chattering teeth. " Must you let me

go ? Think you, will the knife be cold ?"

" My child, I, your brother, can go no farther

;

but another Brother, far kinder and stronger, will

walk by your side. Though you do not see Him

at this moment, you will see Him soon ; and

listen, Olympe ! grandmother has began to sing

the evening hymn."

"Does grandmother sing it? I cannot hear,

there is such a ringing in my ears. Ask the

other Brother to walk very close to me, Jonquille,

and remember you come after me; La Sarte,

La Sarte, stop your singing. Will you let Jon-

quille come after me ? I will be good and quick,

not to keep him waiting."

" Ah ! yes, my child, I prefer it so. I sang

by his cradle, I would sing him to his last

sleep."

The old woman sang on as martyrs sing at the
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Stake, and poor young Olympe was gone to the

great Elder Brother.

Jonquille was mounting the scaffold after her.

" The girl with the mother forgave you, Sylvain ?
"

" Forgave me, yes ; she wanted to take my

hand when I let her mother go first."

" Then take mine, Sylvain ; we have had our

last quarrel. My mother is singing me to sleep,

and you are preparing my pillow. I shall not

rise from that pillow to get into any more grief.

Thank you, Sylvain, you are sending me to her

and )'oung Olympe and our Lord. Good night,

old Sylvain."

La Sarte was still singing when she walked up

the steps. Before her eyes were bandaged she

saw that the big, mournful, animal eyes, which

looked into hers, were wet.

"Sylvain!"

"What is it. La Sarte?" he inquired, hoarsely.

" I have nothing to forgive you. You are giving

me back to my Jonquille, perhaps he could not

do without the old woman, even with the angels

up yonder. But, Sylvain, I had two brave sons
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who always did my bidding. My man, let me

be the last you guillotine. Hark ! Sylvain, I

hear the bells of Faye again ; not the knell for

the dead, but the chimes for the joyful birth at

Bethlehem."

" It is hard," grumbled Sylvain, coming down

slowly. " Fresh work is the only thing that will

prevent me getting disgusted with this. Ten

thousand devils ! what will put all their eyes

—

like that girl's eyes—out of my head, except

fresh eyes glaring on me? But I have honour

though I am a ravening beast. La Sarte, where

is she now? accusing me, condemning me an un-

natural son, who murdered his mother. No, no,

death ! it was the greatest service I could have

rendered her. Long live death ! long live the

guillotine !

"

VOL. III. M



CHAPTER XXII.

Jacqueline's trial.

ONSIEUR dead; Jonquille, La Sarte,

and Olympe guillotined; and Jacque-

line alone in the prison. It was

more like Hades than ever. There

were more hurrying, vanishing dim shapes, more

wailing lost spirits. The games, and jests, and

laughter, too, were becoming always more goblin-,

like. But death would not take Jacquehne.

Women like her were suffered to live until their

children were born. This was one of the ways

in which was manifested that sad, fantastical reve-

rence for nature, which was the only thing now

revered by Frenchmen. They clung to the un-

known and the untried ; the single ray of hope they
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allowed themselves being centred in the children

who were one day to be the people of France.

As Jacqueline lived for that other Hfe, her

mind began to dwell on it with a faint effort

at escaping from herself and her fate. It saved

her from death or madness.

Michel would get the child and rear it down

at Faye. He would be good to the child, and

the child would be grateful. And amidst these

thoughts there awoke in Jacqueline a faint yearn-

ing after Maitre Michel. There sprang up in her

a renewed trust in his unfailing generosity and

gentleness, a perception that she had done him

wrong. Her great wish was that her child might

atone to him. She mused, " How wise a father

Michel will make ! and how satisfied he will be

with the child ! What a sullen, discontented girl

I was in my remorse and misery, when even

Babette hated me ! Perhaps there yet will be

better days in the country. Monsieur Hubert

may return to Faye. He may baptize and teach

the child. I think I see him going up to the

Tour on the summer evenings, and walking on
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the terrace when the nightingale sings, or playing

at tric-trac with Michel, the child pulling flowers

at their feet. But who will nur.se the child?

Madame knows nothing of babies. Let me see,

Babette—does she still live, I wonder ? Ah ! do

they ever think of me who died so young ?"

But it was not to be as Jacqueline thought. On

the last day of November, Citoyenne Jacqueline

Faye, ci-devant Demoiselle de Faye, was called

before the Tribunal.

"The cases have been changed," said one of

the gendarmes to another on the way to the

Conciergerie. " I read the week's allotment only

yesterday, and this woman's name was not in

it. Her case has been pressed fonvard by in-

fluence."

Jacqueline was not curious as to what influ-

ence had pressed fonvard her trial. She looked

blankly at the narrow, tortuous streets she had

traversed with Dominique, with the Durands and

Jonquille and Bertrand Pommeran, as if she had

never seen them before, but had only heard them

described. She had an instinctive sense that the
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scant gowns which the women wore in the depth

of winter made her feel the cold more keenly.

The open air blew roughly on her. Her face

was waxen as the semi-transparent mask -like

faces of the fine mesdames of the regime that

was past. But she would not have been so pierced

by the wind, although it was carrying along the

fogs of the Seine, had she not stripped off her

mantle at starting, and given it to a half-naked,

gibbering old woman beside her.

She could not have told who her fellow-prisoners

were, five minutes after she had entered the cart.

The sole consciousness she retained was an in-

tense weary longing, born of bodily illness, for rest,

and this was relieved only by an idle wonder as

to whether Jonquille and the others had taken

the same turns in the tumbril in the same period

of time, whether they had been landed at the very

spot where she was told to alight, and led into a

similar cell of the Conciergerie. Like the fool-

ish rhyme, or quaint tune, or little incident

that flickers before the mind, or flutters on the

tongue, in crises of men's histories, strangely
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shutting out, or grotesquely chequering, momentous

considerations, so this idle, harping curiosity-

regarding what had been the movements of her

mother, Jonquille, and Olympe affected Jacqueline.

A gaoler's wife, after having heard the requests

of the other woman, who still had strength and

sobriety left to make requests, turned to Jacque-

line, and interpreting the parched lips and beseech-

ing eyes as entreating something, said, " What will

you, Citoyenne?"

Jacqueline answered, "Your clemency. Had

you a young man, an old woman, and a young

girl in your care this month?" She had a per-

ception that she was trying the Avoman's patience,

but she could not resist doing it.

" Pshaw ! how can I remember among so

many?" grumbled the woman. "I have had

lots of old men and young women in my keeping

this week. But what signifies ? they all went one

road. Now that I think of it," continued the

woman, more softly, " I did have the tliree, an

old man, and two young women, and one or

other of them slept soundly in the bed to which
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I shall introduce you. There," she muttered to

herself, "she \vill rest more easily, the miserable

creature. She has the mania; many come here

with the mania, but not many, thank the saints !

so miserable as she is. A girl in that state, and

her man, \vithout doubt, guillotined already

!

Suppose my man see her, he will be for giving

up the trade ; and nothing pays like it now,

except But I should not like that, unless for

the vengeance; the dreams at night would be

awful. Now here one has only to crib the family

up, like so many mice in a trap, and no fear of

the dreams."

Jacqueline's whole life lately had been so like

a waking dream, had been so much of an insensi-

bility and a partial delirium, that she lay with her

eyes half open. A phantasmagoria, in which La

Sarte, Jonquille, and young Olympe figured princi-

pally, passed before her, and kept her as still as

if she slept a dreamless sleep. Once or twice she

raised herself on her elbow, and startled some of

the poor creatures huddled together around her

under the dim night-lamp. They were discussing
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the chances, terribly few, of to-morrow, breathing

half-forgotten forms of prayer, making vows, execut-

ing testamentary dispositions of their affairs, and

bequeathing tokens, in the desperate hope of their

reaching their relatives; while some beguiled the

weary hours by playing at cards. The watchers

and the gamblers were almost frightened out of

their wits by a white, thin face looking out upon

them, and a weak voice asking them the irrele-

vant questions, "What ails you? AVhat are you

doing here?"

As Jacqueline passed before the Tribunal, there

was no mistaking her unconscious grace and

inalienable delicacy. The lily looks still the

lily, though its stem be broken and its leaves

withered. Alas for the poor little Narcisse ! a

thousand times more like a narcisse dying in the

soil and darkness of the city than when the Marquis

de Lussac gave her the nickname on her summer

flight from Faye. But Jacqueline woke up

strangely, suddenly, grasped the bar before her

to steady her, and gazed rationally, not at the

judges, but at a big man in green riding coat and
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long boots. It was her husband, Maitre Michel,

whom she had not seen thus face to face since

she parted from him in the Durands' entresol on

the evening of his arrival in Paris, when she ad-

dressed him in self-defence, " I did well to come

to Paris, Michel."

Michel was grey, as his brother Jonquille had

described him, so grey that the silvered locks

gathered in his queue were now the most notable

thing about him, more notable even than his

stately height and breadth. To-day another pecu-

liarity in Michel Sart manifested itself,— one

which clung to him all his life aftenvards, and

showed itself whenever he was deeply moved.

The strong lines about his mouth quivered in their

muscles without losing their firm, sagacious cha-

racter, as a man's hand will shake when it holds

forth to his dearest friend the medicine which will

either cure or kill.

" Citoyenne Jacqueline Faye, a seditious aristo-

crate, and an asserter of royalty before the Con-

vention," read the public accuser.

"Pardon me. Citizen," interrupted the pleader.
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with decision. " I object; there is an error in the

count. The prisoner is the wife of Citizen Sart,

aubergiste of the hamlet of Faye, an honest man

and a repubhcan."

MaximiHen Robespierre was not on the tribune,

so the name of Sart recalled no compromising

antecedents. But the judges and the audience

stared incredulously at the refined, half-crazed face

of Jacqueline.

" The alleged objection is a farce," overruled

an impatient juryman, " you are aristocrat,

Citoyenne ?
"

"Yes, Messieurs my Judges," answered 'Jacque-

line, and began to wander in her mind again,

while Michel looked at her imploringly.

" Citizen Judges, if you please, do you hear?"

" We hear," responded the judges.

" Down with the aristocrats ! " followed, with a

sullen roar.

" Proceed with the accusation."

" Again no, Citizen President," persisted the

pleader, with unwonted confidence. " Citoyenne

Jacqueline Sart is grosse ; the republic does not
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destroy its unborn subjects. Citizen Sart demands

life for his child."

"The ruse has been tried before," said one of

the judges, harshly. " Say, then, Citoyenne Sart,

will you swear to your condition ?
"

Poor womanhood, thus outraged, thrilled through

its stupor, and made its own convincing protest

:

Jacqueline crimsoned to the brow, and hid her

face in her hands.

There was a doubtful murmur : it meant com-

miseration, and a consultation among the judges.

The President rose and announced the judg-

ment. " Citoyenne Jacqueline Sart, beHeved to

be the wife of Citizen Sart, certificate having been

offered to prove it, the Tribunal, in its clemency,

admits your plea, and delivers you up to your

husband, unless you should be again denounced to

the Committee of Safety. Go, Citoyenne. Bring

fonvard the next prisoner." Either for life or

death, the Tribunal did its work speedily.

"Where do you take me?" asked Jacqueline, as

they drew her through the crowd, that volatile

crowd which made way for her, sheltered her,
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cried and laughed over her as their daughter,

their sister—the one in a thousand who left the

bar of the Tribunal for life and liberty. " This is

not the way Jonquille went. No, I cannot go out

into the streets," she concluded, offering a feeble

resistance.

" Hush, my wife, you are saved I come, only a

little farther ; come, Jacqueline !

"

The mob would have killed her with kindness.

They would have carried her shoulder high, they

would have danced the carmagnole round her.

Their love was to be feared, next to their A\Tath.

But Maitre Michel had a fiacre at a hundred yards

distance, and, leaning out of it, scolding the

little boys of the Paris streets, was an old familiar

face,—a broad, fresh, piquant face, though by com-

parison thin and worn since its first appearance on

the stage of Faye. It was Babette. She had been

brouglit up from the province by Maitre Michel

on the bare hope of this contingency. " You have

won her, Maitre Michel," she exclaimed. " All

the saints in heaven be praised ! St. Barbe, for

one, shall have the biggest candle in La Maille.
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Oh, come, come to your old Babette, who will not

see you hurt. Don't you remember how she was

your playfellow, your servant, your adorer? Oh,

my poor little old Mademoiselle, come to the arms

of your Baba, and she will hold you, and cherish

you, and rock you back to life and him."



CHAPTER XXIII.

»"

'

»,:.//

A LONG REST FOR JACQUELINE WHILE THE STORM

BLOWS ON IN FRANCE.

"^^ " """OU must not take her to Faye,

Maitre Michel ; she would die on

the road. You must carr}^ her

aside, my son, and lay her down

where she will come back to you by degrees at

her child's voice and touch, and look up, and

wish to rise and see that the days of her mourn-

ing are ended."

Michel, tender as a mother, patient as a father,

complied. It was hard to go home alone to tlie

auberge at Faye, and to leave Jacqueline once

more to the guardianship of others, especially in

such days as these. But Michel was always strong

for duty.
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There was a little town near Paris, a royal

town with royal recollections. It stood in a

great forest, which in spring was hung over with

green tracery, but was leafless nov/, with broad

tracks of mire intersecting its vistas of grand old

trunks.

Here Michel found a small house in an orchard,

kept by an old couple who had made up their

minds to shut their doors and their ears, and rest

tranquil while the fierce storm rattled over France,

Having no children exposed to its pitiless violence,

they were able, like many another superannuated

couple, to fulfil their intention. The old pair

played at games—My Aunt's Garden, and the

Genteel Chevalier—in bed every morning. When

they had risen and were dressed they saluted

each other, the gentleman going away to his

gardening, and the lady to her delicate cookery,

her light household work, or her tatting. In

the evening they had their games again till bed-

time. If any one spoke to them about the wild

work without, Monsieur would say, " Pardon me,

I am a little deaf Ah ! deafness is a sore
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trial, it quite lays- a man in the drawer, in the

drawer." And Madame would explain, "Me, I

am a stupid old woman; politics were not the

fashion when I was young. Tell me, how goes

the carpet work, or the joinery?"

This worthy couple were rather poor; so, for

a consideration, they admitted Jacqueline and

Babette into the stronghold of their serenity and

imperturbability, asking no questions and being

entirely guiltless of allusions.

In the little house in the orchard, Jacqueline,

before she was eighteen, was laid down to die or

to wear slowly back to life. She was restless and

uneasy for many days, and could not be convinced

that she was out of prison, though she missed

the long corridors, the varied crowd, the hollow

laughter or the dull lamentation of the shades

in Pluto's domains. Towards evening she would

make confused calculations on her fingers; and

she was always thinking the day was a De'cadie,

just as working men and women imagine every

rest-day a Sunday. But after a season she got

accustomed to the new scene. Her child was
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bom a living child, she knew ; and beyond that

she cared for scarce anything. She lay days and

weeks in the lassitude of the burden and anguish

that were gone, hovering on the brink of the grave.

Spring was in the wonderful forest again, and the

cushions of winter—the emerald moss—were be-

ginning to fade before a gayer embroidery, and

still she lay, her spirit neither stirring, nor ques-

tioning, nor reasoning. Her host and hostess

whispered about her as the poor young invalid,

and solemnly shook their heads. Babette all the

time waited on her mistress, as a mother waits

on her child. Had she for one hour forgotten her

charge, Maitre Michel would have had no sick

young wife to dream of by day and by night, to

pray for morning and evening, to travel backwards

and forwards to see. But Babette did not fail

;

a rare nobleness and fidelity began to show

themselves in the tale told by the low-browed,

full-lipped, ruddy-brown peasant face.

The first time Michel Sart came up from Faye

to visit his wife, he encountered an old acquaint-

ance at one of the Paris barriers. The man was

VOL. III. N
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SO changed and shrunk, his skin so blackened,

and his nightcap so bleached and discoloured by

his exposure for nights in doorways and under

arches, that, Michel had difficulty at first in recog-

nising him as Sylvain.

Michel was not well informed as to the butcher's

last trade, but thus altered, he looked on him with

distrust, and tried to free himself from his com-

pany. But in vain. Sylvain, smoking his pipe,

accompanied Michel till the two were on one of

the comparatively deserted avenue roads, the

butcher making short observations as they went.

Suddenly he dashed the pipe from his mouth.

" I can do without the cloud for a moment
;

though I want it to fill my eyes and chase away

the spectres,—yet, my faith ! it only raises them

sometimes. Michel, knock me on the head ; I

played the executioner to La Sarte, and Jonquille,

the little girl they had with them, and the other

girl before, as well as to a host of others."

Michel looked as though he could have com-

plied with the request ; his grey eyes flashed, and

his deep chest heaved. " Monster, do you dog
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me to tell me this ? Leave off following me,

else I shall not be able to keep myself from

killing you."

Sylvain stood still, defenceless. " My brave

man, kill me for mercy's sake," he said.

The tone was strange to Michel. He looked

again into the haggard face. The satyr-like eyes

were more unfathomably mournful than he had

ever seen human eyes. " Man, you have wronged

me terribly, but as I hope to be forgiven, I leave

you to God."

Sylvain shrank, then came back grovelHng to

Michel's feet, groaning, " Do not look at me

with their eyes, Michel. There is no need, I see

them always ; they shine on me every night from

the sky in tens of thousands. No peace for me

save in the clouds, and these, whether of the pipe

or of the brandy fumes, only last for a moment.

I thought you would have given me peace, Michel,

because you are La Sarte's son. But there is

one mode left yet, not forbidden. But what if

the eyes shine beyond it ? My God ! I cannot

help it, I have had enough of them here, I will
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try them there," and Sylvain turned and sped

back to the city, walking with uncertain, irregular

steps.

Michel Sart never saw nor heard of Sylvain

again, neither did Faye, save in dark whispers.

His fate was unknown, even in the world of Paris.

He was one of the waifs of the Revolution, with

regard to whom no investigation was instituted

when they disappeared from their vile haunts.

But on the same night that Michel Sart parted

from Sylvain, a strange incident occurred in the

gathering of the usual day's harvest. Thirt}'-three

victims had been told off; but when the execu-

tioners counted their trophies, thirty-four heads

were returned. A stranger had been jostled

amongst the prisoners, and had suffered with

them. Bah ! Accidents would happen ; it was

a wonder one had not happened sooner. What

was a single life? it was not worth mention-

ing.

Still the guillotine drove a brisk trade through

the early spring, and into the hot summer again.

The spectacle had grown stale, and the specta-
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tors indifferent. The machine was carried out

and set up in one or other of the faubourgs, to

collect new and more interested audiences. What

a long work of death for the gay, philosophic city,

with its belt of boulevards, its lilies again in the

windows, and its neglected plumes of lilac once

more trailing over the gateways of the great

family hotels, now the property of the Na-

tion !

There was yet another dance of death, or

what was as mournful, a dance of the fatuousness

of human reason. Apostate priests in a crowd

came forward and renounced the Christian creed.

" There shall be one God only—the people," was

the watchword. It was long ago now since an

ass in a priest's vestments, with a mitre on its

head, and the Mass-book, or perhaps the Bible,

dragging at its tail, paraded the streets of Lyons.

All France, following the example, trampled out

the last embers of whatever it had held holy,

burned the church furniture in huge bonfires, and

perverted to basest uses chalice, patine, cross, and

censer. Even the tombs of St. Denis were rifled.
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It would have been a reflection on human reason

to have left the dead, with raised hands in effigy

pointed meekly to heaven.

A poor, vain woman, carried shoulder high, was

borne into the Hall of the Nation, a red cap on

her head, a blue cloak around her, oak garlands

for her symbol, and a pike in her right hand.

She was attended by young women in white and

tricolour. The Members hailed her as Goddess of

Reason, and saluted her as their divinity. They

joined in the procession to Notre Dame, and,

causing her to take her seat on the high altar, they

chanted to her and offered her worship.

It is a relief to turn from these orgies to the

faith of simple women. The nuns of Compi^gne,

in their long white robes and veils, sang their

Te Deimi Laudamus in the cart, and began their

Veni Creator below the scaffold. The Superior

mounted last, and closed the lofty hymn.

The ringing of forges was the only wholesome

music in the country ; news from the army the only

cheerful tidings. Yet old Moreau was guillotined

on the very day his son the general had won the
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Republic a great battle. It was but another acci-

dent among the many.

As the season advanced there were open

theatres, and dancing-halls, and Fraternity ban-

quets. The streets of Paris formed one great

eating-room, or succession of eating-rooms. Eveiy

man had his table placed at his door, and, with

his family, ate his supper there. There was the

friendly clinking of glasses on every side ; but

sometimes the older people would start, and shiver

a little, when, as the spring sunset flushed the long

row of tables, the children would dabble their

fingers in the spilt wine, and laughingly call it

" blood." There was little gaiety in the fraternal

banquets, and little splendour in the fraternal

clothing, when every man put on a shag jacket

and a red nightcap, and every woman went

shivering in her Greek costume, and dared not

adapt any material more pretentious than cotton

or muslin.

For the prison meals, they had dwindled down

to the one coarse mess, and the whole scene

was hideous, loathsome. The ^gorgeurs, who had
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slaughtered the prisoners' friends, and been paid

for the slaughter, were placed over the prisoners.

Prison spies listened to every word of the hysteric

jests and the doleful murmurs. No man trusted

his brother. All that was left for bravado to do

was to rouge the cheek to conceal its whiteness

on the scaffold.

Lucille Desmoulins thought the world was

gone altogether wrong, and her kind heart was

ready to break for the misery she witnessed.

She could endure it no longer, and accordingly

bade her old licentious husband, the Stammerer,

wade into the torrent, and try to stem it. He

had enough manhood in him to believe in her

and to obey her. He tried St. Christopher's feat.

And so the "leaves" of the old Cordeliers, to

the breathless wonder and mystification of France,

and the indignation of Robespierre and his fol-

lowers, fluttered abroad like birds bright pinioned,

when contrasted with the ravens which had pre-

ceded them. Along with lessons culled from

Tacitus and the old Romans, were hopeful pro

posals for a Committee of Mercy. A new whirl-
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wind was raised in the Convention, under which

the old Cordehers went down, and Camille Des-

mouHns and Danton were arrested over night.

Lucille was another Belvidera, who did not save

Venice, and who lost her Jaffier. But her time

for deliverance was coming fast.

Before the tribunal which their own hands

had reared, and for the rearing of which Danton

craved pardon of God and man, these men were

tried by their fellow-revolutionists, and defended

themselves with such bursts of French vanity and

blasphemy as might have been looked for.

Danton pleaded powerfully against his accusers.

All in vain. A new charge was raised in the

middle of the trial, and by this stratagem the

Cordeliers were sentenced. The cart rolled off

with these lions at bay, who rose to some

lion-like generosity, ere it was too late. Camille

Desmoulins refused to die, but was encouraged

by Danton, and met his fate at last with a lock

of Lucille's hair in his hand, and Lucille's name

on his lips.

Danton, too, had a wife, lately wedded, in whose
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company he had spent some quiet days and weeks,

during the last fearful year, and whom he men-

tioned with wistful fondness before he sternly re-

buked himself with the memorable words, " No

weakness, Danton," and turned and said to Samson,

" Thou wilt show my head to the people ; it is

worth showing."

Another victim in the genial April was Ma-

dame Elizabeth, styling herself bravely on the day

of her trial, " Elizabeth of France, sister of Louis

XVL, aunt of Louis XVII., your King." She

was one of the gentlest and humblest of women,

who, close to the gorgeous glitter of a throne,

had, up till her thirtieth year, led a life of pure,

simple family affection. She had sighed for the

privacy and pious services of the cloister, and had

only remained in the world because her king and

brother willed it. This Elizabeth of France, on

whom the evil breath of court scandal, so lightly

raised, had never blown, was in her turn sum-

moned by the voice of the mob to die. She

died saint-like, as she had lived. She halved her

neckerchief with a poor woman next her in the
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tumbril; kissed the Marquise, who accompanied

her ; and begged, in her piteous womanliness,

that the executioner who bared her neck would,

in his mother's name, cover her.

The loved head of Lucille Desmoulins also lay-

low in one of the nameless heaps which filled the

great pits of the dead. And then Therese, the

wife of Tallien, thrown into prison, and in mortal

terror of her hfe, tried what poor Lucille had sug-

gested when neither her prosperity nor her exist-

ence was threatened. Therese urged on Tallien

by every means of communication in her power

to denounce Robespierre, and save her. " Save

me; save thyself Are ye not all doomed?" she

pled cunningly in her desperation ; and Tallien

shuddered and mightily bestirred himself

There were mutterings in the Convention which

startled Robespierre. On July 27th Tallien ac-

cused Robespierre of tyranny, of aiming at a

dictatorship and a triumvirate. The Convention,

like Therese Tallien, their lives hanging in the

balance, supported the charge : Robespierre and

his friends were arrested.
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There were riding and running in the dusty

summer streets ; signs of hope were made to the

poor prisoners in the many prisons from sky-

lights and roofs of houses— signs which they

could not understand, and dared not believe

or trust.

The chiefs, Robespierre, Couthon, young St

Just, Henriot, when they found everything was

lost, sought the universal refuge of self-destruction.

But the hands which had shed seas of blood were

paralyzed when they attempted to let out their

own lives. At four of the afternoon, through the

streets, more crowded than ever, passed the dreari-

est and most ghastly tumbril load which was ever

driven to the guillotine. The cart was full of

maimed, half dead, writhing, cursing men. Robes-

pierre, his jaw, which his own trembling hand had

shot away, now bound up with linen, scarcely gave

token of life, till a woman sprang up on the

cart, and woke him with the blasting denuncia-

tion, "The death of thee gladdens my heart,

intoxicates me with joy. Villain ! go down to

hell with the curses of all wives and mothers
!

"
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The last blow of the axe was nothing to what

went before it.

Then there broke forth a jubilant shout of relief

and joy through France; the prisoners breathed,

the free exulted. The Terror was at an end.

Soon Parisian gaiety shone out brilliant as

ever, and most adored among Parisian belles

walked Therese Tallien, with her languishing

Spanish eyes, unhesitatingly accepting a nation's

gratitude. Lucille Desmoulins lay buried and

forgotten in the twin heap to that which held

her husband. Here was the world's justice, of a

piece with the world's mourning. Women wore

tiny gold guillotines as they had worn miniature

models of the Bastille, and adopted red shawls

apropos of Charlotte Corday's red shirt. Men

had their hair plaited and turned up in the mode

k la victime. There were Bals h. la Victime, the

right of admission to which was the production

of a proof of having lost a near blood relation

—

a sister, brother, husband, father, or mother

—

by the knife ; and Madame Pommeran found

young Olympe's death of some use to her.



CHAPTER XXTV,

THE TAIL OF THE TERROR IN THE PROVINCES

—

BABETTE's

FAITH

—

F£LICIT£ POMMERAN AND HER OFFICER—F£LI-

CIT£ an old WOMAN—BON SOIR.

MONSIEUR is dead, saidst thou,

before he could be condemned?

Ah ! I am sure he did his best

not to die and leave his fellow-

prisoners in the lurch. And he died with forti-

tude and resignation, professing the faith of a

Christian? All that needs no teUing, for Mon-

sieur was one of the first of gentlemen when

there were gentlemen ; and one is forced into the

realities, and can speculate no longer, when such

facts meet the philosopher on all sides. Dead!

Madame would have mourned for him in grand

mode a I'Andromaque. Diane Ligny can only
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remember what a fine man he was the first day

she set eyes on him, and how he always paid

court to Madame, Hke a prince as he was."

A noble old woman in a peasant's dress said

this to Michel Sart when he broke the news of

Monsieur's death to her in the auberge at Faye.

She sat preoccupied for a time, and then got up,

came to him, and put her hand on his shoulder.

" My son," she said, " you have suffered. You

were one of the people. You could allow your-

self to suffer, though you combated the suffering

like a brave man. There was another old woman

besides Diane Ligny. She was one of Heaven's

quality, and she is gone to her own place, and

has taken her boy along with her, for he might

not have walked with safe feet here without her.

Be comforted. I forgot you for a moment, because

I am old, and am not a grand dame who only

forgets herself at such seasons; but Jacqueline

will not forget you. She is young and good

;

she will come back and make it up to you, and

there will be new life and a new generation at

Faye."
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Madame knew much ; she knew that all the

village was mourning for La Sarte and Jonquille

;

she knew that Monsieur had died, and that Jacque-

line had been with her father to the end, and that

the poor girl was at liberty and safe now, though

too sick and weary to return home. But how

great the danger to her daughter, and how narrow

her escape, Madame never knew in this world.

"To whom, then, belongs the Tour de Faye,

Maitre Michel? Is it confiscated?" asked its old

mistress, in some anxiety.

" Oh no ; it is Jacqueline's. I hold it for her,"

answered Michel, promptly; but he did not tell

that he had bought the estate months previously.

Madame was a shar^) woman, and probably pene-

trated the truth.

" Ah ! there it is ; a new race, a new regime.

It is time Diane Ligny were gone, with the rest of

the old things."

"Do not say so!" entreated Maitre Michel;

" you will go up to the Tour and dwell there

with Jacqueline, when, by God's blessing, she

returns to us. The mother of Jacqueline is for
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ever at home in Jacqueline's house; is it not

so?"

" Yes, as far as you are concerned, my son

;

but I will not go up. I am too old for any more

changes. I could not die at first, because I was

not puddle blood, to die in the body the moment

adversity came near me. Now my family springs

from a new root, prospers afresh, and I rejoice at

it. But I am old, and God is good ; He will let

me die now, and go to my fathers, with whom only

I am fit to associate, except in masquerade."

And just as though Madame had lived by force

of will to play a part, she began to break up as

soon as she relinquished her role. Her infirmities

increased rapidly, but they were borne with un-

flinching endurance and a kind of suave dignity

which exercised the most wonderful fascination

over those around her. . Some weeks before

Jacqueline could put her feet on the turf, all

that was mortal of Madame was buried by night,

under the direction of Maitre Michel and the

farming man from Croix, in the vault of the

Barons of Faye, below the little church among

VOL. III. o
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the willows, the ban of the Convention still lying

on the open rites of religion.

Michel carried the tidings of Madame's peaceful

death to Jacqueline, now so far recovered that

she could drop quiet tears for the mother who

had passed away at the end of the troubles, like

the sheaf of com fully ripe and craving its gamer,

being unfitted any longer to stand even the favour-

able breezes of earthly fortune.

Jacqueline crept closer to Michel as she wept,

and hid herself in his arms. '* "Where would Ma-

dame have been without you, Michel ? You have

been a true son, a true son of our house." Jacque-

line repeated the words as if she had a troubled,

humbled consciousness that other relations in

which they had been concerned had not been so

truly fulfilled. But no word of Michel's ever sug-

gested to her such a reproach. Jacqueline's long

stupor of pride, prejudice, and consuming remorse

was ended. She dried her eyes, rose, and brought

her child, in which she felt a young mothers ex-

ceeding pride and delight, and, putting it in

Michel's arms, said timidly, " Jonquille foretold that
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when I put the boy in your arms it would make

up to you for all, Michel,—does it not do so ?
"

" There is nothing to make up, my wife ; I do

not presume to ask God to make up for the afflic-

tions which He has sent to me. And you have

nothing to make up but health and strength, heart

and cheer, my hly; only it cannot be done in a

day," answered the great, grey 'man, touching his

child with tenderness, and looking with yet more

tender reverence on his wife.

Jacqueline shook her head :
" I am a poor,

broken down, withered creature, not worth the

having, Michel, But if God spare the child, he

will bloom beside you, and make you proud and

glad for his sake. I thought of it in the prison."

Michel, thinking to please her, asked what their

son should be called, and said that he should like

him to bear the name of Gabriel, adding that the

boy might live to see men's honours restored, and

to assume the arms and bearings of the De Fayes.

" No," said she, " Gabriel is a dear name, and it

is written on my heart. If I ever have another

boy, it shall be given to him; but as for this one, he
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shall be quite a Sart. Michel—Marie—Jonquille,

our mother's name between those of her two sons,

borne by her grandson. Will it not be well,

Michel ?
"

He softly kissed her, and said all was well

;

and then she sat down beside him, and began to

prattle to him, in something like a faint echo of

his Demoiselle's did talk of the forest, and the
^

storms, and the Great Hunter, whose spectral feats

reminded her of those of the Georgiere of Faye.

Michel set out for the Tour to make prepara-

tions for removing the young Madame, Babette,

and the puppet, as Eabette without ceremony styled

the son and heir, to the old ancestral home.

One day in the end of June Jacqueline was

sitting out in a glade of the forest, idly pulling

handfuls of wild ranunculuses and anemones, and

strewing them about the happy six months' child

in her lap. Babette sat with her knees dra\N'n up,

spelling out passages in a copy of the Mottitcur

extended before her. Babette assiduously prac-

tised her scholarship in journal-reading, but she

very rarely communicated the infomiation thence
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derived to Jacqueline, who once had fancied she

would not like to live among the shaddocks and

pineapples of a West Indian island, like Virginia

with her Paul, because she would be deprived of

the Mercure de Paris. Jacqueline was not yet so

far recovered as to desire news, and in general

shrank when the terrible troubles, in which she had

borne a part, were referred to in her presence. She

knew that the power of evil was broken in France,

and said, " We will thank God for it with all

our poor women's hearts, Babette ; we will keep a

day in its remembrance during every year of our

lives. We will pray now that poor creatures going

out of the prisons will find dear old friends, and

unconscious little cherished ones, to pour oil and

wine into their wounded spirits, and bind them up,

and win them back again to hfe and hope."

But now Babette, clutching the paper, pushed

it before Jacqueline, and pointed with a broad,

brown finger to a particular paragraph in a

long column headed "Continuance of the Ten-or

in the Provinces." The paragraph ran :
—" At

La Maille, in the department of the Mousse, the
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executions have not yet ceased. A man of consi-

deration, Citizen Michel Sart, purchaser of the

estate of Faye, and brother of the late deputy from

the Mousse, Jonquille Sart, who was guillotined at

Paris during the winter, was arrested in attempting

to announce the changes in the Convention, and to

prevent further bloodshed. It is too probable he

has by this time formed another \ictim."

" Look at it well, Mademoiselle. It is Maitre

Michel, your protector, the father of your child,"

cried Babette, her eyes flashing.

" Oh, Michel, Michel, what can I do ? " sobbed

Jacqueline, startled, and shaken, and smitten with

new anguish and dismay. " Oh, Michel, why did

you not suffer me to die with the rest ?
"

"Not a word of that," said Babette, fiercely,

stamping her foot. " Not a word of dying. Made-

moiselle, or I shall think you altogether unworthy

of him. He never thought of dying ; neither

when the ball was in his own hands, nor when

he could but stand aside and look on at the game,

and wait for the distant chance of a throw. A dor:

can die, Mademoiselle. And do not swoon now.
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There will be space and leisure for swooning when

it is all over. Think how Michel loved you, how

he served you, asking—bah! taking no recom-

pence ; content to be your disregarded, unrepaid

benefactor and servant. Know you I was once a

devil,—I told him where he would find honour

and devotion nearer to his own, after I had bidden

him believe that you were false to him, that you had

met your cousin in Paris, and that Michel Sart's

kindness and his wife's duty were alike forgotten."

" He could not, he dared not believe it of me,"

cried Jacqueline, indignantly, in her weakness.

" No, Mademoiselle, he could not ; but because

he was so good, not because you had not done

anything to try his faith. It is not every man who

will hold to his own. warm heart an icicle, con-

tinually pining and melting away in tears for others.

As to daring, he might have dared. Was he not

brave when he stood asking the life of his mother

and his brother; claiming his wife from the

Tribunal? Is he not brave when at last he dies,

a grey-headed martyr in his prime, for the un-

grateful people of La Maille ?
"
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Jacqueline was crawling to her servant's feet.

" Oh, Babette, it is true. I speak no more of

myself or of death. I am not good enough to die.

I have been a selfish, inconsiderate, cruel girl

;

but, Babette, you who knew me when I was a

child, help to keep me from being a base, un-

grateful wretch. God will not let us be too late.

Get up and go with me to tell him, to tell every-

body what he has been. If I perish, some mo-

ther will take my child."

The two women set out for La Maille. They

travelled as untutored and delicate women have

sometimes travelled in extremity ;—by diligences

still running, by post-chaises, on dead priests'

mules, on cart-horses, and sometimes they walked

on foot, one or other carrying the child, along

tangled cross-roads, where there was not even a

bridle path. Occasionally they would beg, to

be furthered on their journey, for money and

charity. They met many wanderers, and some

skulking villains who had been Terrorists, but were

now in terror of their own lives. They travelled

late at night, and early in the morning, and
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throughout the sultry noon, scarcely stopping for

food or sleep. No one harmed the two women.

The most helpless may be suffered to go un-

harmed j and the one protected the other. Ba-

bette protected Jacqueline by her peasant hardi-

hood and strength
;
Jacqueline protected Babette

by her gentleness and weakness.

At last the two reached the familiar environs of

La Maille. Nearly two years before, Jacqueline

had driven with Maitre Michel in the early August

morning along that road, and in her crumpled

white gown and La Sarte's cloak had gone before

the mayor to be wed. There were the old baro-

nial houses with their peaked roofs, their coats of

arms mutilated and defaced. The chateaux in

the vicinity had their windows broken and the

smoke of burning upon them ; the thickets of

fresh blossoming roses in the gardens were lying

in mingled ruin and renewal under the rich purple

of the evening sky.

The poor travellers had alighted from their last

conveyance, and dismissed it, not to run the risk

of being detained at the gate.
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They were entering the town on foot as expedi-

tiously and inoffensively as possible. Suddenly,

the sound of bells ringing and drums beating

was borne on the peaceful air. The two women

halted and held each other, heart-broken at their

journey's end. Was it the tocsin, the signal of

rage and alarm, the note of Maitre Michel's exe-

cution ?

" Courage, my little Mademoiselle," cried Ba-

bette, throwing herself down frantically on the

road, and clasping her mistress's knees to sustain

her and the child. " These are joy-peals, and

look you, yonder is the reflection of fireworks

beginning to shine in the sky ; it will be seen as

far as Faye. Whatever commotion may be in

the wind. La Maille is not so far left to itself as

to rejoice over the sacrifice of Maitre Michel.

Listen, my mistress ; I believe he is delivered.

The people know, as well as you and I, the true

and noble man he is. I doubt not they are

crowding round him to do him honour, rejoicing

that he has triumphed : shall you and I and his

child alone be absent ?"
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Babette was right ; the reaction had set in at

La Maille. Michel Sart had lain in prison, as

so many of his own friends had done, the doom

of death lowering over him, until the clouds had

burst asunder, and the sun had shone through.

The people of La Maille, like the people else-

where, had at last learned that there was no per-

ennial spring of happiness in wanton, licentious

destruction. The mass had accepted the new

light. Leavened with fresh, irresistible power, they

had risen against the tyrants there also, and de-

manded a change of system,—the putting down of

the executioners and the executions, the freeing

of the arrested,—^justice and mercy.

Maitre Michel had not only been freed, but

was now regarded in La Maille as the man who

had struck the first blow at the destroyer, and

had all but perished in the deed. He was the

hero of the hour. The French, of all nations,

can least do without a hero. Though Michel

Sart was elected to the post of hero of La Maille,

much to his own astonishment, he was a worthy

one, and that is saying more for him than can
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be said for many popular heroes, be they heroes

for a night, or for an age.

Michel was standing on the steps of the mairie

with the mayor, the same who had married him

to Jacqueline, and who was now making clumsy

gestures of immense respect and admiration towards

his illustrious friend. A great throng of huzzaing,

dancing, and singing men, women, and children

filled the place, in the centre of which crackled a

bonfire of old barrels and brushwood.

Michel was come out to receive an ovation,

and to answer an address, though he was not

an orator like poor Jonquille. The people, too,

would have the opportunity of looking on his

strong frame, his lined face, and his grey head.

The wildest, not many days ago clamouring for

blood, were now melted by another impulse, and

pressed up to him to kiss his hands.

The homage was not wholly palatable to Maitre

Michel. Possibly enough, his mind would all

the time wander dreamily and yearningly to

the old woman who had been his first teacher,

to the young brother who might have been his
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mouthpiece to-day, and to the sick young wife

from whom he had been twice so nearly torn.

His steady head grew dizzy in thinking of these

things in his thankfuhiess. But he was a good

man, to whom sympathy, and the atoning for past

offences, were precious. Thus he stood there man-

fully, and patiently accepted the public acknow-

ledgment, answering it to the best of his ability:

" You have too much regard for me, my friends.

It is true, I did my best to save some of you,

and the great thing is that I succeeded. Let us

all exult that a man may in future do his duty

without the risk of destruction, and for the rest,

say no more about it."

In the midst of the shrill huzzaing which followed

the speech, a young, pretty girl, the prettiest in

La Maille, and dressed in white for the occasion,

advanced towards Michel, and wanted, as the

grand climax of the demonstration, to crown him

with the oak wreath.

But Michel prevented her by quickly and gently

taking the wreath from her hand and placing it on

the girl's head instead. " It will suit you better
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than me, Citoyenne," he said, and as he spoke he

touched his grey hair. "I wear my cro^vn aheady.

See the garland the Revolution has given me."

The men tapped each other on the back ap-

provingly, the women sobbed and hugged their

children closer to them, and then, after a moment,

held them up to see the good citizen whom the

Revolution had made like a father to them all,

while he was yet in his prime.

But the affair of the crown was not the climax.

Two soiled, wayworn women, the one ver}^ young

and fair, the other with a child in her arms, pushed

their way through the market-place. The crowd

opened up before them as by magic, though the

only magic was that of the stout, comely peasant

woman telling all before her, " It is his wife ; it is

the old Demoiselle de Faye. Do you comprehend?

She thought to see him under the guillotine, and

now that he is on the people's shoulders, do you

not believe she is a world prouder of him than any

of you can be ? Place for the wife, the child, and

the servant of Maitre Michel !"

Michel did not see the two women till the last
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moment ; the confusion they created concealed

them from him. They were Hfted up the steps,

and Jacquehne sought to kneel and clasp his hand,

now freed from all other claimants, and press it to

her lips. It was she who spoke to the crowd ;

—

" He sheltered me and mine ; he saved me in

extremity, my dear, brave husband. If you do

him homage, how much more should I, before you

all, proclaim to him my love, duty, and undying

devotion?"

The crowd heard the testimony in a breathless

silence of surprise, succeeded by a louder and

louder tumult,—the renewed sobbing of the wo-

men, the embracing of the men, mixed with clap-

ping of hands, and cries of " Live the Citizen and

the Citoyenne Sart ! Live Maitre Michel and

his wife !" and, in spite of the laws they had

framed and gloried in, " Live the new Sieur and

Dame de Faye !

"

It was at once strangely sweet and exquisitely

painful to Maitre Michel to be thus unexpectedly

hailed by the people and acknowledged by Jacque-

line. But for the first few minutes he did nothing
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save scold her and Babette. " You are killed, I

know it, Jacqueline. Were you mad, Babette ?

Jacqueline, what are you about ? Am I barbarian

or Turk that my wife should thus prostrate herself

to me?"

Jacqueline was a little frightened at the rough

voice, never rough to her before—at once frightened

and fascinated. " My Michel ! I could not help it.

I thought I should never see you again to tell you

how true a wife I was going to be."

The sweetness was flowing like a great tide over

the subtle pain. Michel's face glowed as it had

done when he walked with Jacqueline on another

summer evening from the hamlet to the Tour, and

spoke of dying for his Demoiselle. But now there

was a man's triumph and joy in the flushing cheek

and flashing eye, as well as the glow of the old-

world chivalry and loyalty which used to reign

there. Michel could have persuaded himself that

he heard the nightingale in the bocage at Faye

through all the roar.

But it was only Jacqueline's voice, now no longer

a scared voice, for he had smiled down on her,
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hanging on his ann, and telling him in her sweet

tones, " I was so young, Michel, and I had newly-

dreamt a foolish dream. But I do know you

at last, my husband, and need not to grow any

older or wiser to understand what you are, since

you have brought me out of the chambers of

the dead, restored me to life and earth again.

I do not ask you to have still patience with

me, Michel, because you loved me when I was

silly and proud, foolish and vexatious."

France had progressed, or retrograded, into

a Directory. The poor little Dauphin under the

care of Simon, the shoemaker, had been released

from his misery, and again experienced the touch

of kindness. The sad young girl, his sister, had

been exchanged for General Lafayette, and was

gone to her mother's gay Vienna to grow up to

womanhood, marry, and return among the rulers

of France, but never to laugh again—the young

girl's simple trick of laughter being lost for ever.

Down at Faye the sea of blood had long ebbed.

Those who had perished in it were not forgotten,

but had risen above the earthly horizon, and were
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shining like stars in the heavenly firmament. Faye

itself, and the Tour, were grey and quiet again as

old grey lichens. Michel Sart and his wife Jacque-

line, with their children about their knees, dwelt

full of peace, bounty, and brightness. They had

lived to appreciate the " clear shining after rain."

The roses and hawthorn blossomed on the terrace,

and the acacias and privets in the Ravine of Plums.

There were red cherries in the little orchards, and

blue grapes on the hamlet trellises, and round the

gallery of the auberge, now kept by Babette, and

only occasionally visited by Michel and Jacqueline,

to be looked at with half pensive, half glad eyes.

Everything was changed, and the new regime

established. The aristocrats, coming out of their

hiding-places, found another world. The farmers-

general who had not been " suspects," the finan-

ciers, the lawyers, the men of intelligence, worthy

and unworthy, the risen and rising men like Mi-

chel Sart, ruled at home and abroad, and con-

tinued to rule and hold their own. Their one

great aim was to prevent the building up again

of the Babel towers of the old quality. Only a

few old relics of the past were left, to talk proudly
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of the glories of bygone days, and hope vainly for

their restoration.

At the Tour, too, all was changed, but nothing

was forgotten. Among the new furniture,—the

chintz, muslin, maple, and sandal wood,—in the

suite of rooms held by husband and wife in com-

mon, there was many a vestige of another gene-

ration, another mode of life. Here a cabinet

^vithout a door, there a battered screen, or a

riveted Sevres dish, recovered from the wreck.

True, the picture of Madame as the nymph with

the alabaster bow and the alabaster skin was gone,

and so were Monsieur's pickings from natural his-

tory, his reputed roc's egg and his crocodile,—but

there were Monsieur's cordon bleu, which Jacque-

line had taken from his breast after he was dead,

and Madame's fan and snuff-box. And beside

these lay an old peasant woman's chaplet, and

under a cover a frayed yellow letter, which began,

" Mamma, your son is one of the Commissaries

of Paris."

In like manner, over the new servants was old

Paul, peppery as well as vinegarish, but perhaps

good for tempering the oil and green leaves of
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the household salad. He was great on precedents,

as the late Baron's major-domo and valet, but a

little inclined, in the fashion of crazed Domi-

nique and Babette, to address Madame as Made-

moiselle. He never forgot, however, to greet

Michel Sart, not with hereditary admiration and

reverence, as Monsieur the Baron, but somewhat

after this fashion :
—" Our master, my domestics,

our benefactor and master."

To be seen frequently among the maidser\'ants

and the children of the house was the tall, stately,

broad-faced, rich-coloured aubergiste of Faye, the

most capable, prosperous aubergiste within a score

of leagues. To her our master always nodded,

and smiled his grave, kind smile. "\Mien he was

absent, Madame, slight and spirituelle as ever,

leant graciously on the aubergiste's shoulder,

walking and talking, for she had recovered her

full gift of speech.

Babette used to enforce earnest lessons on

the boys. She would say, " My pets, love your

father. I do not say lo\e your mother, for

everybody loves the beautiful, graceful, happy

dame whom your father adored always. But
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every one does not know that the quiet man at

her back is the best man in France. She knows

it now ; I have ever known it ; and the people of

Faye have a suspicion of it at last, though they still

think Monsieur Sart is plain, not a fine accom-

plished man by nature, like poor young Jonquille.

Love your father, little ones
;
you can never love

him enough. You will love your mother also;

you are as fond of her, with her noble, tender

heart, and her pretty ways, as the flowers are of

the dew ; but love your father not the less, though

he is too busy a man to notice you much. Now

go, my marmots. I run down to the auberge to

entertain my customers, and to receive my little

friend. Citizen Pepin. He brings the liquorice for

the winter colds, and he gets the wine he loves."

But Babette had never any other words to say to

her innocent, faithful admirer than—" You know

my terms. Citizen Pepin ; if you want a mistress to

whom to tell your private thoughts, and keep you

straight, and sew on a button when she is not

too seriously occupied, or put a flower in your

button-hole, or accept one from you to stick in her

corsage, to go to mass with you on holidays, and
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walk along and look after you when you are sick,

—for me, I do not object to that. But if you

will have a friend to marry you before a priest, and

go and live with you altogether, for the purpose

of cuffing each other, then I will have nothing

to say to it." Pepin had long ago struck hands

on the bargain, which any impartial person may

see was not without its substantial advantages to

him. In return for his devoted attendance. Made-

moiselle Babette protected him, petted him in a

sharp, imperious, sometimes scornful way, and

loved him with a curious kind of remorseful,

satirical, yet grateful love.

First in England, then in France at the Bour-

bon Court after the Restoration, and finally at

the Orleans Court—which dynasty they acknow-

ledged as flowers in their season,—the Chevalier

and Madame de Faye, late Madame de Croi,

were leaders of the world. They were worldly,

roue, artificial, heartless, far apart in everjthing,

except when it suited them to have a common roof

and a common name; and were slightly united, even

ill their child. They furnished an excellent specimen

of the traditional French couple and French home.
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In another coterie in France Felicite Pommeran

basked in her officer's renown. She Uved to see

the slouched shoulders surmounted by gold epau-

lettes, and the faultless Greek face set off by a

general's helmet and plume. Even Madame

Durand's ambition for her beautiful daughter was

satisfied, and Citizen Hercules declaimed more

loudly in praise of Buonaparte than he had ever

done in honour of the Convention. Poor young

01}Tnpe had leaped at a right conclusion. It was

fortunate for Felicite that after the first fervour

of his romantic passion and its spice of intrigue,

her soldier was rapidly transformed into the severe

and haughty head of a family. At the expense of

his exclusive authority and rights Felicite dared

not please the world, unless by being the most

popular and beloved of the dames of society, a

distinction with which Bertrand found no fault,

as serving, by the way, his interests. Her finesse,

her manoeuvring, her beatings of the heart, were

in the end confined to comparatively harmless

wheedling of her husband for the occasional smiles

and caresses which Jonquille, the peasant-bom

deputy, would have lavished upon her.
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But Fdlicitc did not regret the past, nor was

she remorseful over it, nor did she even avoid

it in her reflections. Such conduct would have

argued feelings on her part alien to her nature.

On the contrary, she delighted to recount, with

blue eyes swimming in tears, all her experiences

of the Revolution. She would tell how the soi-

disant Demoiselle de Faye took refuge in her

father's entresol ; how charming and distinguished

she was ; how she went mad, and was lost, about

the time of the affair of Charlotte Corday, but

was long afterwards rescued, she knew not how.

Above all, how she herself had been affianced

for a time to a young deputy and commissary of

the Convention, who came constantly to the house

in the Rue St. Honore, and was brave and hand-

some ; and how the General, under a temporary

cloud, and discountenanced by her parents, lived

under their roof, paying his addresses to her; and

how jealous her two fine lovers had been of each

other.

Then she would come to the fall of the Girond-

ists, and the poor young commissary, and the loss

of her angel sister, who had wandered abroad, and
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been arrested along with Jonquille Sart, and been

guillotined with him,—she getting a glimpse of

them in the cart, and fainting away. She nearly

fainted away at the recital, yet she always persisted

in giving it.

When ten years more had fled, and the little

corporal, the First Consul, the Emperor, all his

campaigns ended, with his chin sunk on his breast,

and his arms folded, was eating his heart out

on the island-rock in the wide western sea, and

one of the most handsome and gallant of his

generals had fallen in his last great battle, Felicite

added her beloved husband to the select senti-

mental group of her slain friends.

A score more years, and Felicite was the love-

liest of old women, with admirers and servants,

whose respective claims she had to adjust to the

end of her days. Children, and children's children,

courted her like lovers,—the dear, beautiful old

mamma, to whom they awarded more spontaneous

homage than they accorded to younger women.

She would still descant without the slightest diffi-

culty, to those charmed audiences, on the rival

merits of Bertrand Pommeran and Jonquille Sart,
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describing them in animated detail. She would

exclaim, with a little apology to the rising genera-

tion, that there were no such men now as the

Deputy of the Girondist Convention and the officer

of Napoleon. But the men could not help it, poor

mortals, they had not the same theatre to figure

on, and—ah ! well, perhaps there were not now

such women either, as figured in the Revolution.

Michel Sart and Jacqueline spoke softly of

their mother, their brother ; walked more hand

in hand, clave more entirely to each other, and

stood more firmly together, even in the centre

of their children and their friends, because of

the old trials.

END OF VOL. III.
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subjoined a usef»il,and indeed absolutely
necessary inde.v."

—

Westminster Review.
" This is a book for all who would wisely,

justly, and u.sefully study the sacred vol-
ume."

—

Momitist.

" This is a valuable book in many ways

;

learned, laborious, and interesting ; full" of
matter in a small compass, wliich will bo
especially acceptable to tlie clorjfy. It will
no doubt have, as it fully deserves, a large
circulation."

—

Vnion Review.
'"Personal Names,' by Mr. 'Wilkinson,

of Derby, exhibits much scholarship and
research.

—

Christian Remembrancer.
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OUR INHERITANCE IN THE GREAT PYRAMID.

By PEOFESSOE C. PIAZZI S:MYTH, F.E.SS.L. and E.,

Astronomer Royal for Scotland.

With Photographs and Plates. Square 8vo., 128.

" This handsome volume is well worthy
of a careful perusal."

—

Glasgow Herald.
" No book which we have seen contains

80 full an account of this wonderful monu
ment."

—

Morning Journal.

" There can be no question as to the
extraordinary research and inisrenuity
which this book displays."—Dai/y Re-
view.

GOD'S GLORY IN THE HEAVENS.

By WILLIAM LEITCH, D.D.,

Late Principal of Queen's College, Canada.

Third Edition. With Illustrations. Crown 8to., cloth extra, 63,

" "W'e cannot conclude our notice of Dr.
|

practical observations and the hisrhest and
Leitch's book without dwellinjr upon the 1 most ennobling sentiments. It is thus that
admirable manner in which the astronomi- books on popular science should ever be
cal facts contained in it are blended with WTitten."

—

The Reader.

MY MINISTERIAL EXPERIENCES.

By the Eev. Dr. BUCHSEL, Berlin.

Crown 8vo., 38. 6d.

" Dr. Buchsel is not only a ' man of the
time,' but one of the men who are for all

time. . . Had we a friend with a spare
half-hour, we scarcely know any book that
we could put into his liand with more con-
fidence, assured that, open it where he
might, he could not fail to alight on some-
thing that would maki' the half-hour
memorable."

—

liailij Review.
" Thie is an interesting volume. It con-

tains very interesting accounts of the Ger-
man Pietists, amongst whom Ur. liuchsel

was constantly thrown, and who main-
tained the pure gospel in the midst of
abounding rationalism. The book is writ-
ten in an entertaining stj-le. It is full of
anecdotes, which curiouslv illustrate a pas-
tor's life in Gennany."

—

&ec<w(i.
" AVe heartily con'imond this little book

as alike full of the interest of another
religious life than ours, and of wise and
holv counsels fur theirs and ours alike."

—

Patriot.

WORK AND PLAY.
A BOOK OF ESSAYS.

By HORACE BUSHNELL, D.D.

Crown Svo., 3s. 6d.
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OUTLINES OF THEOLOGY.
Bv the late Eev. ALEXANDER VINET.

Post 8vo., 8s.

" The preat field of theologry can scarcely
be said to be outlined in this book. Kather
is it a collection of aphorisms, pensees,
clustering round, and liashing gleams of
liifht upon, the great theme of the relations
which subsist between God and man. And
if we accept it thus, without seeking in it

for the dcftniteness of a system, we shall
find it profound, suggestive, eminently
beautiful. The brilliancy and agUe grace

of the French original have been wonder-
fully preserved in the English translation.
But there is more than point, than the
rhythm of melodious sentences, than the
sparkle of illustration as of diamonds
chased in gold, than the dexterity of
antithesis ; there is also the profundity,
the masculine strength of Pascalline
thought."

—

Baily Review.

OUTLINES OF PHILOSOPHY AND LITERATURE.
By the late Rev. ALEXANDER YINET.

Post Svo., 8s.

" We need scarcely say that Viaet is an
author with whose mind we have much
sympathy, and of whose works Ave have
a very high appreciation. He is always
independent, generally suggestive, and
ever devoutly thoughtful."

—

Homilist.
" Vinet seemed to us to possess a closer

resemblance to Pascal in point of piquancy

,

and to the late celebrated Dr. Wardlaw for

a lucidity of expression that renders all he
writes obvious at once to his readers. In
this respect we think he has had few
equals. But his writings exhibit the
highest elements of cultivated thought,
and are baptized into the spirit of the most
profound reverence for the Word of God."—Morning Star.

THE FOUNDATIONS OF OUR FAITH:

TEN PAPERS RECENTLY READ BEFORE A MIXED AUDIENCE OF MEN.

By Professors AUBERLEN, GESS, and others.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo., 63.

" We know nothing that can compare I main points of Christian theology, by men
with this work for completeness, wisdom, |

who know how to sustain the truth
and power."

—

Nonconformist. I against the more subtle forms of specu-
" A series of very able essays on the |

lation."

—

The Britiah Quarterly Review.

SPEAKING TO THE HEART.

Bt THOMAS GUTHRIE, D.D.

Thirty-eighth Thousand. Handsomely printed and bound in crown 8to.,

3s. 6d.

POCKET EDITION, smaU 8vo., 23.

"Dr. Guthrie never speaks without I they sparkle, they bum with intense feel

-

speaking to the heart ; but these pages
| ing. We have seldom looked Into a more

bear with unwonted vividness the impress I fascinating book."

—

English Churchman.
of his great emotional nature . They glow,
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THE LIFE OF OUR LORD.

IN ITS HISTORICAL, GEOGEAPHICAL, AND GE>'EAXOGICAL
RELATIOJJfS.

By the Eev. SAMUEL J. ANDREWS.

Second Thousand. Crown 8vo,, cloth, 68. 6d.

"Mr. Andrews has explored the evanselic
histories with prpat critical keenness and
sa<?acity, and has broufrht a lartre amount
of patient care and various leamins to
hear upon their exposition. The varioiLS
points raised have been, of course, often
discussed ; but we know not where, in our
lanjniajre, we could find any work which
treats tliem all in so copious and generally
satisfactory a manner."—fccem-nu.
" In college and school libraries, as well

as in Christian families, this work must be
both acceptable and useful." — Morning
Star.
" .\. sensible, thorough , and impartially

written Harmony of the Gospels. . . .

Will be found very useful to oivinity stu-
dents."— Guardian.
" The author has laid the Christian

student under deep obligation by this
scholarly contribution to Scripture truth."— M'itnest.

THE PATIENCE OF HOPE.

By DORA GEEENWELL.

Third Edition. Small 8yo., 28. 6d.

" This is the most thoughtful and sugges-
tive book of our day."— Witnexs.
" Our admiration" of the searching , fear-

less speculation, the wonderful power of
speaking clearly upon lark and all but
iinspcakable subjects, the rich outcome of

'thoughts that wander through etemitr,*
increases every time we take up this won-
derful little book."—A(>(7A British Rfrieic.
" A work of singular philosophic power,

as well as poetic beauty." — Family
Treasury.

A PRESENT HEAVEN.
By DOEA GREENTVELL.

Third Edition. Small 8vo., 28. 6d.

"The production of a thoughtful, cul- I great fulness and beauty the present priri-
tivated Christiau mind, setting forth in | leges of the believer."—.Bai>^i«t Magazine.

TWO FRIENDS.

By DOEA GEEENWELL.
Small Sto., 3s. 6d.

" We cannot read these pages without I thoughtful and earnest mind "—London
seeing that they arc the pi eduction of a j lUiietc.
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CHRISTIAN COMPANIONSHIP
HOURS.
Gilt, 3s. 6d.

FOR RETIRED

"The book successfully carries out the
object pointed at in its title, and w'ill prove

a useful companion for the Christian in
hours of retirement."

—

Edinburgh CouratU.

CONVERSION:
ILLUSTRATED BY EXAMPLES RECORDED IN THE BIBLE.

By the Eev. ADOLPH SAPHLR.
Cheap Edition. Small 8vo., 33. 6d.

" Mr. Saphir has a quick and beautiful
appreciation of those phases of life and
thought which he undertakes to depict,
and, in a style which is marked by much
simplicity and gracefulness, displays the
themes of his discourses. The volume
forms a very pleasant and hallowed book
for quiet Sunday afternoons."

—

Christian
World.
" With its deep insight, its glowing tone

of love and gladness, and its abundance
of thought, original, Avise, and beautiful,

this is a rare and remarkable book. Mr.
Saphir is a ' householder who bringeth
forth out of his treasure things new and
old ;

' and whilst he secures our confidence
by his loyalty to the unchanging verities,

he desei-ves our gratitude for many new
and happy applications. Nor do we
know many books where so much scholar-
ship is brought to bear with so little

ostentation, nor many books adapted to
so wide a range or readers."

—

Etujlish
Presbyterian Messenger.

CHRIST AND HIS SALVATION,

IN SERMONS VARIOUSLY RELATED THERETO.

Bt HORACE BUSHNELL, D.D.,

Author of " Nature and the Supernatural," &c., &c.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo., 6s.

" Dr. T5u,shnell has unfolded the Cliris

tian scheme in a large and healthy man-
ner, and with singular attlucnce of Ian
guage and illustration. Tlicrc is in the
volume a wise freedom of thought, a bold

j

candour of expression, and often a sub-
tlctj- of insight, which one docs not meet
in common collections of sermons."

—

Olas-
gow Citizen.

PARISH PAPERS.

By NORMAN MACLEOD, D.D.,

One of Her Majesty's Chaplains.

Tenth Thousand. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

" There is nothing narrow in sentiment,
tame in thought, or prosy in style in these
papers. Kach paper is small in compa.ss
but big with noble thoughts. It is just
such a book as we should expect from an
author whose Cljristianity is that of the
Gospels rather than creeds ; whose teach-
ing is that of a Christ-loving man rather
than that of a professional preacher

;

and whose natxu:e is royal and not

menial in its faculties and instincts."—
Uoinilisf.

"It seems to us that these are papers not
simply for parishes but for provinces, for
nations, and for empires. Tliere are many
high questions discussed in the volume
with an ability and an eloquence of no
conmion order. It is the best work that
has yet proceeded from the hands of its

eminent author."

—

British Standard.
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THE EARNEST STUDENT.

BEING MEilORIALS OF JOHN MACKINTOSH.

By NORMAN MACLEOD, D.D.,

One of Her Majesty's Chaplains.

Sixteenth Thousand. Crown 8to., 38. 6d.

"Full of the most instructive materials,
and admirably compiled, we are sure that
a career of unusual popularity awaits it

;

nor can any student peruse "it witliout
being quickened by its example ofcandour,
assiduity, and happy self-consecration."

—

Dr. James Hamilton, in " Excelsior."
" Seldom has a biography revealed in

finer combination the kindly, warm-

hearted man and the spiritually-minded,
,
self-denyins Christian. The diary and
the letters to friends reveal the lovini? son,

I brother, and friend, ever overflowing with
intensest affection and tenderness, and
ever feeling that he best manifests that
affection by directing those in whom he is

1
interested upwards to the source of all

;
good."

—

Xorthem ff'arder.

MEMOIKS OF THE LIFE AND PHILANTHEOPIC LABOUES OF

ANDREW REED, D.D.,

Prepared from Autobiographic Sources, by his Sons,

ANDREW REED, B.A., and CHARLES REED, F.S.A..

With Portrait and Woodcuts. Second Edition. Demy 8to., 123.

"A profoundly interesting piece of
biographv."— Weekhj Messen(jcr.
" The best biography of the age."—

British. Standard.

" The sons of Andrew Reed have done a
good work in publishing this memorial
of their father."—.4M«uM4m.

STORY OF THE LIVES OF CAREY, MARSHMAN,
AND WARD.

(A Popular Edition of the large Two-volume Work.)

By JOHN C. MARSHMAN.

Sixth Thousand. Crown Svo., 3s. 6d.
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PRAYING AND WORKING.

By the Rev. W. FLEMING STEVENSON.

Fifteenth Thousand. Crown 8vo., 33. 6d.

"The lives of such men as are here
delineated sive brigtit and powerful illus-

tration to the relation of devotion and faith
to the common work of life. Mr. Stevenson
writes ^vith clearness and force. That he
is a man disceminsly appreciative of the
elements and unfoldinsfs of character, is

evident in almost every pasre in hLs work

;

and that he has been guided bv a simply
spiritual purpose, both very noble and very

practical, is the secret of the power and
persuasiveness with which he has wTitten."—Xonconforinist.
" This record of men's faith in God's help

and g-uidance will be read with interest
and sympathy.''

—

Athenaum.
" The work is instructive in material,

di.scriminatin? in judgment, healthy in
spirit, and thoroughly useful in its ten-
dency. '

'

—

Homilist

.

HEADS AND HANDS IN THE WORLD OF LABOUR.

By the Rev. W. G. BLAIKIE, D.D., F.R.S.E.

Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

" I have read ' Heads and Hands in the
"World of Labour' with the liveliest in-
terest. Its curious and entertaining de-
tails, the kindly and Christian tone which
it uses both to masters and workers, the
examples which it holds up both for imi-
tation and warning, the sagacity and pru-
dence which characterise its practical sug-
gestions, and the exceedingly attractive
style in which the whole is set forth,
leave nothing to be desired, but that
every buyer and seller of lab(mr in tlie

country had a copy of it, and imbibed its

spirit."—Extractfrom a Letter of the Mev.
l>r. Guthrie.

" It bristles everywhere with facts, and
is rich with sage remarks and pregnant
principles. If our readers will only com-
mit themselves to the author's guidance,
and make with him the grand tour of the
working-world of Britain—among its fac-
tories, its workshops, its warcrooms, its

printing offices, its foundi'ies, its mines
and collieries, its shops and offices, its

farms and hayfields, its baiTacks and
messrooms— they will be able to spend
with the most genial of companions some
pleasant and profitable time." — North
Jiritish Daily Hail.

WOMAN'S WORK IN THE CHURCH.

BEING HISTOKICAL NOTES ON DEACONESSES AND
SISTERHOODS.

By JOHN MALCOLM LUDLOW.

Small 8vo., 5s.

" Of the importance ofthe subject of this
book there can be no question, and Mr.
Ludlow has brought to its discussion an
intense sympathy, a large amount of in-

formation, and a calm, judicial spirit."

—

British Quarterly Heview.
" "We recommend this work to the care-

ful study of all who are anxious for the
full development of Church work in the
Church of Kngland."

—

Cteriml Journal.
" The book is ably written ; and the

author, from the earnest study and atten-
tion he has given to the subject, was well
qualified to write it."—London Review.
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NATURE AND THE SUPERNATURAL.

By HOEACE BUSHNELL, D.D.

Crown 8vo., 33. 6d.

"V>'e hare not had in our hands, for a
long time, a book from which so many
beautiful and powerful passages could be
selected The book is a remark-
able one, and deser\-es to be widely known
and read."

—

The Jiritish Quarterly Rerieic.
" To thoughtful and open anil candid

minds this will be a priceless Tolume."

—

T/ic Eriertir Rerierr.
" Though this is a i?reat book , for such we

deem it, it is not an obscure, still less a dull
one. It will prove intensely interesting to
every intelligent reader."—Scofti«A Con^e-
gatioual Magaziiu.

TANGLED TALK:

AN ESSAYIST'S HOLIDAY.

Second Edition. Post 8to., 7s. 6d.

LIFE THOUGHTS.

By HENEY WAED BEECHEE.

Cloth antique, 2s. 6d.

" Every page is covered with sentences
full of life,—rich, deep, strong, beautiful
You will search in it vainly for aught that's
dull. The facility of illustration nuuiifested
is uiarvellous. Kjiowledge, imagination,

shrewdness, and piety are admirably blend-
ed. Taking this lx)ok as a ANhole.'we can
only say the like of it will not soon occur
again, unless we have more of Beecher's
' life Thoughts.' "

—

EiaitgtUcal Magazine.

PLAIN WORDS ON HEALTH.

By JOHN BEOWN, M.D.,

Author of " Kab and his Friends," &c.

Small 8vo., 6d.

" A racy, eloquent, colloquial talk to
working people about the doctor, the man-
agement of children, and the preservatiiui
of health, worthy of being put side by
side with Miss Nightingale's 'Notes on
Nursing.' "

—

The Patriot.
" In his powerful and clear and beauti-

fully simple way, the Doctor gives the
peoi)le much valuable counsel on tlu'

question of health and its preservation.

It is surprising how much wisdom he puts

into so little room, and with w hat words of
kindness luid what telling anecdotes—tht^se

drawn fnmi his own experience—he makes
this little medical work as interesting as
if it were a powerfully written n>mance.
Need we say mon^ to commend the iKxik to
our readei"s ? Not we. The IVn-tor's name
is a household word, and this, his latest
volume, will s(H>n be in the hands of the
tens of thousands of the admirrrs of ' Rab
and his Friends.' "

—

Dundee Advertiser.

i
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A DUTCHMAN'S DIFFICULTIES WITH THE

ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

Fancy cover, 6d.

" This amusing little brochure will raise
a laugh in the railway train or faniUy
circle.

'
'

—

Reader.
" Steven van Brammelendam's amusing

difficulties are the subject of this little

book. His perplexities commence ^vith
the first cabman he engages in London,
and some of his adventures and mistakes
are iiTesistibly ludicrous."—Sa//ord Weekly
News.

LESSONS FROM A SHOEMAKER'S STOOL.

By JOHN KERR,

Her Majesty's Inspector of Schools.

Fancy cover, 6d.

" Mr Kerr ha.s done a rare service to the
people of Great Britain, in making known
to us an obscure man so ti'uly great as

James Beattic, the schoolmaster of Aber-
deenshire, and he has done it simply and
well."

—

Spcitatiir.
" We are thankful for many things in

this little work; its brevity, its fidelity,

the value of its subject. Tor indeed this
James Beattic deserves attenticm of all

men, and his rough, genuine, honest cha-
racter, where brought out in full relief."

—

Morning Star.
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IgottrjT.

IDYLS AND LEGENDS OF INVERBURN.

By ROBERT BUCHANAN,
Author of " Undertones."

Small 8vo., 58.

" As far as my judgment goes, this is

genuine poetry ; very sweet and noble
in its feeling, very true and simple in
expression."—f/-o»» Article on KolM-rt Bu-
chanan, by G. U. Lewes, in the Fortnightly
Revieic.
" A volume of genuine poetry of distin-

guished merit."

—

Pali Mall Gazette.
" We do not call to mind anv volume of

modem poetry so rich in tenderly told story,
beautifully painted picture, and abimdant
spontaneous music."

—

Illustrated Times.

" The contrast in theme brt-ween these
'Idyls' of t4>-dayand the cla.ssic fables ot
' Undertones' enables their author to proTe
his capacity for real and homely delinea-
tion, as well as for that which' is purely
imajfinative and ideal. . . . There is

scarcely a piece here which has not for ita

centre one of those human truths the per-
ception and development of which are
among the highest uses of imagination."—Athenaum.

UNDERTONES.

By ROBERT BUCHANAN.
Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Small 8vo., 59.

" The offspring of a true poet's heart and
brain, they are full of imaRination, fancy,
thoiight, and feeling; of subtle perception
of beauty, and harmonious expre^sion."

—

Daily Niics.
" Poetry, and of a noble Tijjii."—Athe-

ncBum.

"Great intelligence, fine workmanship,
and dramatic power almost unexampled
in this half-century."

—

Iliustratni Times.
" It is life from' within that in these

pages invests the ancient myths with fresh
meaning and beauty. Yet" luxuriance of
descriptive power Uiere is too."

—

Scotsman.

LAZARUS, AND OTHER POEMS.

By E. H. PLUMPTRE, M.A.,

Professor of Theology, King s College, London.

Second Edition. Small 8vo., 5s.

" Out of a whole pile of religious poetry, , originality of thought in treating familiar
oriirinal and selected, which rises like a subjects give a great charm t- "'- ' we
ca-tle before us, only one vohnnc iMr. may term his Hiblicallilyls."— :n.

I'lumptre's I'oems) demands that particu-
|

" The volume cannot fail to i - - Mr.
lar attention which is due to merit of an I

Plumptre's reputati<m as a devotional poet
uncommon order."

—

(ivardian. I of a high order of merit." —Jlormng
" Professor Plumptre's freshness and I Fost.
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DUCHESS AGNES, Etc.

By ISA CEAIG.

Second Edition. Small 8vo., cloth, 53.

" A book of verse -which will certainly

give Miss Craig a place among the sister-

hood of living; singers. . . . Miss Craig's

poems are far above the average, and pos-

sess such kindly qualities as will carry

them home to many who do not live by the
sensational alone, but appreciate true feel-

ing, however shy—beauty, however sub-
dued."

—

Athenaum.
" In Miss Craig's poems we feel through-

out a genuine harmony of conception, a
musical feeling, a soft receptive tempera-
ment which renders like wax the living
impressions made upon it."

—

Spectator.

CHRISTINA, AND OTHER POEMS.

By DOEA GEEENWELL.
SmaU 8vo., 6s.

" Here is a poet as true as George Her-
bert or Henr>' Taughan, or our own Cow-
per. With no effoi-t, no consciousness of
any end but that of uttering the inmost
thoughts and desires of the heart, they fiow
out as clear, as living, as gladdening as the
wayside well,—coming from out the dark-
ness of the central depths, filtered into
purity by time and travel. The waters arc
copious, sometimes to overflowing; but
they are always limpid and unforced, sing-
ing their own quiet tune, not saddening,
though sometimes sad, and their darkness
—not that of obscurity, but of dejrth—like
that of the deep sea. We advise our read-
ers to possess the book, and get the joy and

1 the surprise of so much real thought and
feeling. It is a cardiphonia set to music."—Xorth British Review.
" Miss Greenwell is specially endowed as

a writer of sacred poetry ; and it is the
rarest realm of aU, with the fewest com-
petitors for its crown. She seems to us to
be peculiarly fitted with natural gifts for
entering into the chambers of the human
heart, and to be spiritually endowed to
walk there, with a brightening influence,
cheering, soothing, exalting, with Avords
of comfort and looks of love, as a kind of
Florence Nightingale walking the hospital
of ailing so\ii&."—Athen<Bii.m.

THE POETICAL WORKS OF HENRY ALFORD,
DEAN OF CANTEKBUEY.

Fourth Edition, containing many pieces now first collected. Small 8vo., 5s.

IN PREPARATION.

MASTER AND SCHOLAR,
AND OTHER POEMS.

By E. H. PLUMPTEE, M.A.,

Author of " Lazarus, and Other Poems," &c.
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A YEAR AT THE SHORE.

A COMPAXIOX BOOK FOR THE SEA-SIDE.

By PHILIP HENRY GOSSE, F.E.S.

With Thirty-six Illustrations by the Author, printed in Colours by

Leighion Bbothebs.

Crown 8vo., 93.

" Various and intorcstinfr as are the hooks
devoted to the sea and its inhahitants, we
do not remember to have read one more
complete than this Ohservin;;
with an intcUiRent eye, Mr. Gosse -writes

in a natural and graphic manner of his
marine ac{^uaintances."

—

Literanj Gazette.
" A delicious book deliciously illustrated.

The study of natural history is always in-
tere>tinir, and Mr. Gosse is a jrenial and
enthusiastic instructor."

—

Illustrated Lon-
don Xeirs.
" As a handbook to the sea-shore, this

new book of Mr. Gosses will now be the
most frequently asked {oT."—PubUshert'
Circular.

THE REGULAR SWISS ROUND.

IN THKEE TEIPS.

By the Eev. HARRY JONES, M.A.

With Illustrations. Small 8vo., 5s.

"Contains much valuable iivformation i please many readers; the brisk and pointed
for the inexperienced tourist."

—

Patriot.
]
style of the book will give pleasure in

" Mr. Jones's book will no doubt find and
i
itself."—P«// Mall Gazette.

A SUMMER IN SKYE.

By ALEXANDER SMITH.

Two Vols., post 8vo., 16s.

" Mr. Smith has (Treat command of

lanRuaftc. Every pase dis]>lays iufjeniims
expressions, hiiihly wroujrUt comparisons,
minute descriptions. ' A Summer in Skye '

is to us very interesting indeed."

—

Saturdaij

Mevicw.
" Tor the future let no tourist visit the

Hebrides without these volumes in his

portmanteau. Mr. Alexander Smith speaks
of Hoswell's Journal as ' delicious rcadini: ;

'

his own work , though after a very ilitt'ereiit

fa.shion, affords delicious reading also.

The food provided is unlike that provided
by the iruide writer. Here you will gain
iiiore wisdom than knowledire. nu)re suir

gestions than facts, move of what is felici-

tous in expression, than of what is precise

in detail. Mr. Smith can, when he plea.ses,

describe Highland life and Highland sce-

nery with considerable felicity, but he
likes best to relate the im)>res.sion made
uiKMi his own mind by what he heard or
saw. His egotism is never offensive ; it is

often very cbarmiim. If the traveller is

sometimes lost in the es-sjiyist, who will
not pi-efer an Elia to a " Pennant ?

"

—

Ihiily XfKS.
" 'fliere is in this work so much excellent

^^Titing. gixxl thought, and picturesque
description, that it mu>t rank among the
very best books of the season. . . Since
the" great I'rofcssor I'hristopher North's
time, there has bci'U no crrater landscape
painter in wonis than Mr. Smith, anii the
' Summer in Skye ' is by far hi> best effort

in this branch' of literature."—/wrM-w***
Courier.
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DREAMTHORP.
A BOOK OF ESSAYS WRITTEN IN THE COUNTRY.

By ALEXANDER SMITH,
Author of "A Summer in Skye," &c.

Sixth Thousand. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

" These essays are characterised by force
ot expression and a tenderness of feeling
rarely to be met with. Mr. Alexander
Smith is remarkable for his love of nature,
and for the pleasing lansiiage in which he
describes the beauties of the common earth.
He has now given us a book full of noble
thoughts."

—

baiUj Xeus.
" Mr. Alexander Smith comes to us with

more natural vitality, with a culture that is

rarer, and with a broader, deeper range of
sj-mpathy than any one who has attempted
essay writing, in the proper sense, in his
o^Ti day. '

'

—

Nonconform ist.

" ... A booic to be read in the spirit
of lazy leLsure to the sovind of bubWing
brooks and whispering woods. It is exqui-
sitely printed, handy, handsome, and
cheap. '

'

—

Mh eneeum

.

THE NEAR AND THE HEAVENLY HORIZONS.

By the COUNTESS DE GASPARIN.

Twenty-seventh Thousand. Crown 8vo., gilt cloth antique, 38. 6d.

" This is a charming book. Madame de
Gasparin has the touch of genius which
has the strange gift of speaking to every
one ' in their own tongue.' "

—

Atneneeum.

"
' The Near and the Heavenly Horizons

'

is a book full of beauty and pathos."

—

British Quarterly Review.

HUMAN SADNESS.

By the COUNTESS DE GASPARIN,
Author of "The Near and the Heavenly Horizons."

Fourth Thousand. Small 8vo., Ss.

"There are times when the soul craves
an utterance for its deeper longings. The
Countess de Gasparin has given expression

to these desires, and has done so in beauti -

ful and affecting language."—iwirfon Re-
view.

ESSAYS ON WOMAN'S WORK.

By BESSIE RAYNER PARKES.

Small Svo., 4s.

Every^woman ought to read Miss Parkes's little volume on Woman's 'Work."—Times.

VOL. in. R
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SiiitaH^ |]re5entiitioit M-brh s

FOE THE YOUNG.

IN ELEGANT CLOTH BINDINGS.

^v/\ /v/>yv/N/»-* -^ /I

WORDSWORTH'S POEMS FOR THE YOUNG.

Illustrated by John Macwhirteb and Johx Pkttib, with a Ti^jnette by

MiLLAis. 3s. 6d.

"A very elegant volume, full of chami- I "A pcrfoctlv channing book for the
in?; woodcuts. These poems are for the youns:."

—

Header.
better moments, the quiet hours of boys " One of the prettiest books imaginable ;

and girls. The illustrations are full of as a present for the young it can scarcely
cleverness, sweetness, and truth."

—

Scots- be sui-passed. '

—

Muniing Journal,
man. I

STUDIES FOR STORIES. FROM GIRLS' LIVES.

Cheaper Edition, 6s.

"Simple in stjic, warm with human
affection, and written in faultless English,
these five stries are studies for the artist,
sermons for the thoughtful, and a rare
source of deliirht for all who can tind plea
sure in really good works of tiction. . .

They are prose |H)ems, carefully nu-ditated
and e-vquisitely touched in by a teacher
ready to sympathise with every joy and
&oniiVi."—Athen<euin.

" There could not be a better book to put
into the hands of voung ladies."

—

Sptcta-
tor.
" Each of these studies is a drama in

itself, illustrative of the operation of some
particular pjLssion—such iis envy , misplacevl
an\l)ition, sentiinentalism, indolence, jea
lousy. In all of them the actors arc youu:;
girls', anil we cannot imagine a l>etter lHM>k
for young ladies."

—

Pall Mail Gazette.
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PAPERS FOR THOUGHTFUL GIRLS;

WITH ILLUSTRATIVE SKETCHES OF SOME GIRLS' LIVES.

By SARAH TYTLER.

With Illustrations by J. E. Millais, R.A. 59.

" "We cordially advise those who have
girls to put Miss Tytlrr's ' Papers ' into
their hands."

—

London Reriew.
" One of the most charming books of its

class that we have ever read. It is even
superior to Miss Mulock's well-known
work, ' A Woman's Thoughts about "Wo-
men.' . . . Miss Tj-tler has produced a

work which will be popular in many a
home when her name has become among
her ovm friends nothing more than a
memory."

—

Morning Herald
" "VVe wish that half the novels of the day

were as wholesome and suggestive as these
' Papers for Thoughtful Girls.' "

—

Econo-
mist.

BEGINNING LIFE.

A BOOK FOR YOUNG MEN.

Br PRINCIPAL TULLOCH. 3s. 6d.

*' Principal Tulloch's excellent book for
young men."

—

Edinburgh Recteiv.
" Principal Tulloch speaks as a friend to

friends, with hearty sympathy for every
difficulty, and with a dear insight of the
tnith that will resolve the dilliculty."

—

Scotsman.

" yve hope that our wealthier readere
will put this volume into the hands of
many young men who could not otherwise
I)rocure it. It is a book that will well
sustain tlie reputation of its author."

—

Baptist Magazine.

THE OLD LIEUTENANT AND HIS SON,

By NORMAN MACLEOD, D.D.,

One of Her Majesty's Chaplains.

33. 6d.

" Beyond any book that we know this
stoi7 of Norman Macleod's will tend to
produce manly kindness and manly piety."
—Patriot.
" We place ' The Old Lieutenant and his

Son ' in the very flist rank of fiction. It

contains remarkable evidence of the
autlior's great talent."— 7>/('i/ News.
"We have ourselves heard .^ailora say

tliat ' The Old Lieutenant .ind his Son '

is one of the best tales of sea life evtr
written."

—

Sunderland Herald,
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V
THE GOLD THREAD.

A STORY FOE THE YOUXG.

Br NORMAN MACLEOD, D.D.,

One of Her Majesty's Chaplains.

Illustrated by J. D. Watsox, Gocecay Stbbll, and Johx Macwhietbb.

33. 6d. Cheaper Edition, 2s. 6d.

" This is one of the prettiest as it is one
ofthe best children's hooks in the lanf?uage.
Dr. Macleod is preat as a preacher and
writer, but he is nowhere greater than in

the field of nurserr literature. VTheiTTeT
there are children j if our advice is taken,
there will be a Gold Th&kad."—Caledoniam
Mercury.

LILLIPUT LEVEE.

A BOOK OF RHYMES FOR CHILDREN.

With Illustrations by J. E. Millais, R..i., and G. J. Pixwbll. 53.

" A rollicking little volume of children's
poems, which will be a prime favourite
with the young. Add to this that .Mr.

Millais has contributed his illustrations,
and that the others by Mr. Pinwcll are
good, and we have almost said enough to
indicate the attractions of this charming
little book. The absurdities will take
wonderfully with the small folk." —
Cfiiirchman.
" ' Lilliput Levee ' is extremely clever."—London Reriew.

"
' Lilliput Levee ' will cau.se uproarious

laughteramongst boys and itirls. i.udicrous
enough is the story of Stalky Jack, a little

boy, who, losing his way in a long walk,
wandered to the Giants' country, where he
was detained a prisoner for a year and a
day. The magnitudeof theland'of .\.nakini

so disarranged his organs of sight that on
his return home he found all natural
objects too small for his liking. The illus-

trations are capital."

—

Athtntrum.

THE POSTMAN'S BAG.

A STORY-BOOK FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.

By JOHN DE LIEFDE.

New Edition, 33. 6d.

" John de Liefde is a man whom to
know is to admire and love. This little

volume is simple, aitless, and Christian.
"We know several little children who are
never weary of these little stories, and
we are sure that they can learn fn>M\ them
nothing but what is good." Loniion Rrrinr.
" Commend us to Sir. T.iefde for a plea

sant story, whether in tlie parlour or on

' the printed p-ige. He is him.self a story-
book. f\iU of infectious humour, racy

I

anecdote, youthful freshness, and warm-
I hearted religion. In this prettv little

volume we do not get any of his more
I
elalHirate tales ; it is professi-dly a book

I

' for bovs and jrirls,' and is made up of
' short stories .ind fables, the very things to
1 win children's hearts."—TA^ Pntrtot.

ALEXAXDER STRAHAX, 148, STRAND, LONDON, NV.C.
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